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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE

The warm reception accorded last year by the devotees of

Lalita to the revised and enlarged second edition of my
English translation of Lalita Sahasranaroa, with the com-

mentary of Bhaskararaya, has induced me to respond ta

the call of the devotees of our Lord Vishnu, by publishing

in a revised and enlarged form my English translation of

Vishnu Sahasranama with Sri S'ankara's commentary

and those of others. The first edition of this translation

was brought out by me, a quarter of a century ago, under

the auspices of that true patriotic Aryan, the late lamented

and venerable Dr. Subramania Iyer.

In preparing this second edition, I have carefully

consulted all the available commentaries now extant. But

while I was touring in Malabar last summer, I came across-

an old MSS. of a Vyakhya by some Sanyasin and a glos-

sary on it by one NUakantha which I secured with the help-

of the then President of the Malabar District Board,.

Mr. Madhava Raja. I found the author of the Vy&khya had

consulted all the then available commentaries by our

great Acharyas, and had composed one verse for each name,

called Namakarika. Being a follower of S'rl Sankara, he-

gives first S'rl S'ankara's explanation and then those of

others, wherever there is a difference, which I found to be-

verbatim quotations mostly from S'rl Parasbra Bhatta's-

Vyakhya. S'rl Paratfara Bhatta belongs to the school of

Visishtadvaitins and hence he bases his explanations on the>



Ramayana, Mahabharata, Puranas and. the Vaishnava

Agamas. Again while touring in the North, last winter,

I found another MSS. in the Kailasa Mutt near Hrishl-

ketfa in the Himalayas. The author of this Vyakhya is one

Mahadeva and he clearly follows S'rl S'ankara's Bhashya.

In this edition I have added only the former, the verse

Vyakhya, i.e., the Namakarika, since it includes all the

different explanations of the names given by the various

commentators.

The Bfiashyas. Parfts'ara Bhatta's Bhashya is spread

among the followers of Visishtadvaita, chiefly in the South.

A Telugu edition of it was edited, I believe, by the late

Yogi Parthasarathy Avyangar of Triplicane, a real devotee

of our Lord Vishnu, a quarter of a century ago, and contains

all that a critical student wants to know. It completely

traces out all the grammatical forms of the names with their

respective references. It is a very useful book and an

English translation of it may be made with advantage.

According to the "Catalogus Catalogorum," the last of

which appeared in 1903, the following commentaries on

these hymns were known :

1. Brihat Bhashya.

2. Vishnu Vailabha.

3. By Anandatirtha.

4. By Krishnananda.

5. By Gangadhara Yogindra.

6. By Parasara Bhatta or Sriranga Bhatta.

7. By Mahadevavedantin.

8. By Ranganathacharya.

9. By Ramanandatirtha.

10. By Sri Raman uja.

11. By Vidyaranyatirtha.

12. By Brahmananda Bharati (like No. 9).

13. By Sri Sankaracharya.



14. By Sudarsana Bhatta.

15. By Govinda Bhatta.

Since then some more have been discovered.

The MSS. of Sri S'ankaracharya's Bhashya are spread

throughout the length and breadth of India—an indication

of its great popularity—and many old copies of the same,

belonging to the 14th and 15th centuries, have been secured

by me and deposited in many of the libraries in which I

have worked during the last 40 years. Many doubted the

authenticity of the work, and I was myself one of them
until I commenced to prepare the first edition. I carefully

went through the work and was strongly impressed with

the remarkable coincidences between it and the other

writings of Sri S'ankara. The peculiarities of style,

diction and expression, characterising it throughout, are

peculiarly those of S'rl S'ankara ; the treatment of the whole

is very systematic and authoritative, explaining every

name mostly in the light of the Vedas, the Mahabharata,

Manusmriti, Vishnu Purana and the Bhagavad-Glta, which

are the standard classics of Hindu religious literature.

That S'rl S'ankara has chosen to comment upon these

hymns may be due to the fact that he thought it would be

more conducive to the spiritual progress of all classes of

people in the Kaliyuga. It requires, unlike any other

system of religious devotion, no ceremonies, no stated

times or places, no preparations and no unattainable quali-

fications in the devotee, as a means to reach the feet of the

Lord. A. close study of his discussion on this point in the

introductory chapter, where he supports his arguments

with references to authoritative texts, will convince

any reader.

The Text. The Sahasranama Stotras. These are prayers

addressed to some particular Deity of the Hindu pantheon

and invoke Him by the thousand names. They are found



scattered throughout the Pauranic literature. The most

important of these stotras are the Sahasranamas of Devi,

Vishnu and Siva.

When we speak generally of the Sahasranamas, they

refer only to the Sahasranamas of the above mentioned

Deities which are found in the MahabhSrata and in the

eighteen principal Puranas of VySsa. There are also

hymns of this sort found in some of the Agamas ; but

these are not recognised as authoritative by sects other than

those to whom the particular Agama especially belongs.

The Vishnu Sahasranama, containing 142 verses, is

extracted from the Anutfasanika Parva in the 149th

Chapter * of the Mahabharata, in the dialogue between

Bhlshma and Yudhishtira.

It is held in great veneration all over India, from Cape

Comorin to the Himalayas and is recited by persons of all

stations in life, by the prince and the peasant, by the

ignorant devotee and the fortunate Yogin, on every occasion

of joy or sorrow, fear or hope. Miraculous virtues

are attributed to it and are assured by the author Vyasa

himself.

The Method of Repeating this Hymn

The ancient custom, still observed in the village parts,

especially of the South, is to repeat each name of the

Sahasranama, offering Tulasi petals or any available flowers

of the season before the idol of Vishnu in his various

incarnations of Rama, Krishna, etc. This is done for the

fulfilment of one's desires, or to ward off the evil influence

of planets. Many merely repeat the whole book sitting

before the idol with Bhasma (sacred ashes) in a plate by

*The number of the Chapter is differently giveu in some
commentaries and in some manuscripts, e.g., Parasara Bhatta.



their side, which is afterwards distributed among the

village people. Sometimes some wealthy householder, in

celebrating the thread or initiation ceremony of his son,

feeds one thousand virtuous Brahmins repeating each

nama before a Brahmin. According to Nllakantha, the

author of the glossary, if one wants to perform Puras-

charana in order to attain perfection, one should repeat it

a lakh of times within a fixed period during his lifetime

and perform Homa in fire with ghee or paynsa (milk-rice).

PranayAma

The utility and importance of this fundamental Yoga
practice have not been fully realised by us. Vyasa says in

a hymn '

' The Lord Vishnu himself is Yoga and the leader

of all the Yogins (S'lo. 16), the Yogi and the Lord of the

Yogins (S'lo. 104) ". The ancients have perfected it to a

science, but it is lost to us to a considerable extent through

our own folly. It is the sacred duty of every true Aryan

to revive it. The desire for material advancement has

supplanted the yearning for spiritual progress. At present,

the yearning for Swaraj has well nigh become universal ; but

the people have not yet realised that unless and until they

are healthy—physically, mentally and morally—they can

never hope to become a Nation and attain Swaraj. In

ancient times the Aryans were a very strong and powerful

race, imbued with the highest of virtues, so that the word
Arya came to connote strength, and Anarya, weakness.

{Vide Bhagavad-Gita, II, 2.) The Aryans attained and

retained unto death their bodily and mental perfection by

the simple but effective method of Pranayama. To them

death had no horrors. Just as one throws off one's worn out

garments, even so they cast off their body by their own free

will by the power of Yoga. I have written about the



Pranayama in my Lalita SahasranSma (see page 8 in the

Preface). I repeat it here, in some detail, for the benefit

of the readers. The Sttstraic method is to get up at

the Brahma Muhttrta, i.e., before the breaking of the

dawn, and finish the morning ablutions. After Achamana
—sipping water—perform the breathing exercises, the

Pranayama, in a well' Ventilated place. Sit cross-legged

facing east or north, with the back straight, chest well

expanded and thrust forward and the head erect. First

exhale (Rechaka) all the air slowly through one or both

the nostrils, and then inhale (Paraka) slowly and deeply,

and exhale as before. While exhaling and inhaling produce

.a low humming sound in the throat. Repeat the Rechaka

and Paraka alternately for about ten minutes. Next,

restraint of breath or Kumbhaka must be practised.

Inhale slowly, with the production of a humming sound

in the throat as before, but retain the breath as long as

possible without straining yourself and exhale completely

all the air out. Again inhale slowly and deeply, restrain

and exhale as before. Repeat this process for about five

to ten minutes and gradually increase the duration of

Kumbhaka.

While performing Rechaka, Paraka and Kumbhaka,

it will be easy for beginners if they use one or more

fingers to close up one or both the nostrils. When one

has made some progress in Pranayama, then by merely

willing, the air can be made to flow in or out through any

nostril or it may be kept in Kumbhaka.

The third practice is Bhasra (bellow) and it is done

for the next five or six minutes. Sitting erect as before

and with the lips closed, blow out the air, with the

hissing sound of a starting locomotive engine, rapidly. .

While blowing in this way the. trunk of the body is

steady, but the abdomen becomes concave and flat in



quick succession, due to the alternate contraction and

relaxation of the abdominal muscles. The naval region

Swings inward and out with the maximum amplitude. The

Bhasra can be practised also in the evening provided the

stomach is empty. By this practice, the intestines get

exercised, the digestive powers are greatly improved, the

free circulation of blood is facilitated and the lungs are

strengthened. The bowels also are kept in order by

removing constipation. (See Tai. Aranyaka, I, 7-21.)

Success in Pranayama can be attained only if the

diet is a well regulated one (Bh.-Gita, 17. 8 to 10).

Any non-stimulating, simple and nutritious diet will do.

It is well to remember and practise the Vedic ordinance

" Ekavaram Dvivaram Va," which enjoins only one meal

a day or at the most two. Seven hours at least must

elapse between any two meals.

It is very depressing to note that generally Indians,?

and especially South Indians, have become physically

degenerated ; the more educated they are the more

physically depressed they have become. The golden

precept enjoining Brahmacharya (restraint) on a Grihasta,

by our S'astras, has been totally ignored. Excessive

indulgence in stimulants, coffee, tea, etc., and in matters -

pertaining to sex, irregular and hurried meals—meals

noted for their flavour alone but not for their Sustaining

qualities—and want of regular exercise for the body,

have brought about this present condition. Systematic

practice of Pranayama by our young men with a well

regulated diet and observance of the principles laid down
for the conduct of the Brahmacharins and of the Grihastas

will in a generation or two regenerate them into a virile

people.

These practices do not require any special instructions

from a teacher, and are quite harmless. They are taught



to us in our Upanayana ceremony, and ought to be

continued systematically every day in one's life. This

may be practised by all persons irrespective of age or

sex, excepting women in the family way, who should

not attempt the Bhasra. But chronic patients afflicted

with bowel or lung diseases should be carefully guided

by a scientifically trained instructor. For this purpose,

flome two years back an Asframa was started at Lonavla,

a beautiful sanatorium in the Poona District. It is

conducted by His Holiness Kuvalayananda at Kaivalya

As'rama. Its experiments are radiographed and recorded in

its quarterly journal called " Yogamlinamsft ". The instruc-

tion is free to all who seek to recoup their lost health by

nature's processes. By the grace of the Divine Physician,

" Daivyah Bhishak," the Lord, all the incurable diseases

are cured. May our degenerate young men take up these

practices and become healthier, is the pious wish of the

author !

After the Pranayama, one should meditate on the

great Lord Vishnu, repeating the thousand names, loudly

or mentally (the latter is preferable). The meaning of

each name is to be realised. This will exercise the mind
well and improve its power of concentration. I pray with

S'rl Vyasa, the author of this hymn (S'lo. 121-132), to

the Lord, the presiding Deity of this SahasranSma, to

bestow on the repeater of this hymn physical health and

mental peace.

After the completion of this work, a MSS. copy of

another Karika (commentary) was placed in my hands by
a S?astri, an old classmate of mine, who was a copyist under

me during my activities of earlier days in connection with

libraries. In this work there are 600 verses for all the

1,000 names, generally at the rate of half a verse for each

name. There are also 37 verses at the end for rules, thus



making 637 Karikas altogether. The unknown author of

this commentary only recapitulates the explanation given

by our great Acharya Sri S'ankara. Here and there he

helps with some fine ideas for certain names and I have

added these explanations in their respective places and

marked as Ka. This commentary may be one of the four

referred to by the author of the Namakarika commentaries.

Every tenth name of the 1,000 names has been given in his

37 verses for rules so that the repeater should not make

mistakes in uttering this hymn. There are 1,031 single

names in the Sahasranama. The extra 31 names are to be

used as Viseshna, i.e., qualifying the names which are

next to them. When one makes Archana to the Deity the

correct dative case is also referred to in this Kftrika. There

are 5 double names in the first hundred (names 12, 16,

30, 46 and 55), 2 in the second (120 and 124), 4 in the third

(217, 232, 275, . . J, 4 in the fourth (333, 359, 390 and 399)

and (400), 5 in the fifth f404, 427, 429, 454 and 493), 6 in the

sixth (514, 531, 552, 564, 572 and 573), 1 in the seventh (627)

and 4 in the eighth (. . ., 732, 794, 799). The 896th name

is an indeclinable one (avyaya). It should be used in the

Archana as Sandt Namah ; the 929th name, being

plural, as Sadbhyo Namah. The author ends with a

verse, " Thus the learned should perform Archana, consult-

ing this commentary for correctly uttering the names in

dative case and suffixing ' Namah ' to each name ".

The MS. contains also at the end, the 25th Chapter,

extracts from the Bhrigu Samhita and called " Sahasra-

namarchana vidhi ". This Samhita is one of the four

belonging to the Vaikhanasa sect.
1

This 25th Chapter
1 Marlchi Samhita containing 96Patalas, with about 5,000 grandhas.

(2) Bhrigu, the largest, containing about 15.000 grandhas dividing into
18 Adhikaras, as Yejnadhikara, Kriyadhikara, etc., (3) Atri Samhita
with 32 Chapters, (4) Kasyapa, 2,000 Grandhas. The MSS. were
secured long ago and deposited in the libraries assisted by me, at
Adyar, Mysore and Baroda.



deals elaborately with the rules for performing the worship

of Vishnu by these 1,000 names, offering flowers, such as

ThulasI, Bilva, Nandyavarta, Padma, Mallika, JatI,

Ponnaga and Satapatra, for each name. The worship

should be performed, if not daily, at least on one's own
birthdays, eclipse days, birth constellations, the entering

of the sun from one Zodiac to another, and to ward off

troubles, due to planets, the anger of kings, great diseases

and the troubles of enemies. This Archana may be

performed also when one requires Dharma, sons, wealth

and other desired objects.
1

Om! Santih, Santih, Santih

Ocother, 1926 R. A. SASTRY

1 90 names are repeated in this hymn ; of them, 74 are repeated
twice, 14 thrice aud 2 four times. I have marked them intheir proper
places. In Lalith SaJtasranama alone we do not find such repetition

;

this hymn is treated as " mantras " whereas all the others are
" stotras ".







COMMENTATOR'S BENEDICTORY VERSES

Om Adoration to Krishna whose nature is Sat, Chit
and Ananda, who performs his functions without effort,

who is cognised by the Vedanta, who is the Guru, and who
is the witness of Buddhi.

2. I adore the sage Krishnadvaipayana Vyiisa devoted

to the welfare of all beings, who is to the Vedas as the sun
is to the lotus and who is the fountain of self-control, etc.

3. The admirable hymn containing the thousand
names of the Supreme Person, who has thousands of forms,
thousands of eyes, faces, feet and arms, is now being com-
mented upon for the sake of overcoming birth, decay, etc.

S'rl Vais'ampayana said :

1. Hearing all the Dharmas in their entirety and

those sacred acts that destroy sins, in various ways,

Yudhishthira again addressed the son o£ Santanu

(Bhishma).

Vais'ampayana said to Janamejaya.
Dharmas are those that lead to prosperity and Moksha

as defined by the Vedas. Addressed : as he was of opinion
that he had not been taught the means of attaining all the
desired ends of man, that are easy to follow and mighty in

their results.

Yudhishthira said :

2. Who is the One Deity in the world ? What is the

sole and Supreme Goal ? Whom should men praise and
worship to attain good ?
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In the world : who is declared in the Viclyas that

form the source of our knowledge ? This is the first ques-

tion.

Supreme Goal : He whose orders all obey, realising

whom the fetters of the heart break off, as said in the S'ruti

(Mu. Up., 4-8). "The fetters of the heart are broken, all

doubts are solved, all his actions perish when he is seen,

who is the cause and effect," by merely knowing whom one

attains Moksha, which is of the nature of bliss ; knowing

which one fears nothing, entering whom there is no re-

birth, knowing whom only, one becomes himself as said

in the S'ruti (Mu. Up., 6-9). " He who knows Brahman
becomes even Brahman," and leaving whom there is no

other path, as said in the S'ruti (S've. Up., 3-8). "There
is no other path to go," That is called the sole Supreme
goal. This is the second question. Praise : reciting his

attributes. This is the third question. Worship : external

and internal, in various ways. Men : children of Manu.

Good : Svarga (heaven), Moksha, etc. This is the fourth

question.

3. What is that Dharnia which is regarded by you

as the supreme one among all Dharmas ? By reciting

what (hymn) is mankind freed from the bonds of birth

and SamsSra ?

What is that Dharma, etc., is the fifth question.

Reciting: Japa is of threefold nature, viz., loud,

audible and mental (see Manu Smr., 2-85). By using the

word mankind (Jantu) it is hinted that all human beings

are, according to their capabilities, entitled to perform

Japa and worship, and to hymn His praises. Birth : is

the indication of all the effects of Avidya evolved out of

ignorance. SamsCtra : Avidya, freed : from all other

effects, also, in order to show the Supreme importance of

moksha. This is the sixth question.
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Bhlshma said :

Bhlshma : one who is the cause of terror to all foes,

external and internal, the promulgator of Moksha-dharma

and other Dharmas, and who is omniscient.

Six questions are asked. The sixth and the last refer-

ring to Japa is answered by the following verse :

4. The man who is ever-engaged in praising, with

the thousand names, the Lord of the Universe, the God of

Gods, the Infinite, and Supreme Purusha (gets beyond

all grief).

The Universe : the movable and the immovable. God

of Gods : God even of Brahmfl and other Gods. Infinite :

unlimited by space, time and substance. Supreme Purusha :

superior to the perishable and the imperishable. (See

Bh. G., 15-18.) Praising : his attributes. Purusha ; because

of his dwelling, (srayana) in the heart (puri), or because of

his fullness. The phrase gets beyond all grief has to be

supplied in the fourth and fifth verses also.

The fourth question is answered by the following :

5. By always worshipping with devotion that im-

perishable Purusha, by meditating on Him, by praising

Him and by bowing down before Him, the worshipper

(gets beyond all grief).

Worshipping : by performing external worship. Al-

ways : at all times. With devotion : entirely given up to

Him. By meditating : worshipping Him internally.

Hymning His praise and prostrating before Him are acts

that form the last part of the worship. The worshipper :

the enjoyer of the fruit of the worship.

Or by worshipping is meant both external and inter-

nal worship. By meditating, by praising and bowing down
are meant, the mental, the verbal, and the physical

worship.
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The third question is answered by the (first) three

parts of the following verse :

6. By always praising Vishnu, who is without be-

ginning and end who is the Supreme Lord of all the

worlds and who is the observer of the Universe, one gets

beyond all grief.

Without beginning and end : devoid of modifications

such as birth, etc. Vishnu : all pervading. Worlds :

(Loka) that which is visible, the objective side. The

Supreme Lord : even of Brahma and others who are the

masters of the visible Universe. Observer : observes the

visible universe directly by His self-knowledge (Bodha).

Gets beyond all grief: transcends the (three) kinds of

sorrows, AdhyStma, etc.

He is again praised :

7. And who is friendly to Brahman, who knows all

the Dharmas, who is the enhancer of the fame of the

worlds, who is the Lord of the Universe, who is the

great Truth and who is the source of the evolution of all

beings.

Who is friendly to Brahman : Brahma may mean
here the Creator or the Brahmanas, austerities and Vedas ;

enhancer, etc. : He who enhances the fame of all creatures

by the entering of His S'akti (energy). Who is the Lord of

the Universe (Lokanatha) : He who is desired (natha) by
the worlds or He who sheds his light (natha) on the world,

or blesses it or He who is beloved of the world. Great

Truth: Great; being superior to the Universe. Truth:

He is the true existence : Wfio is the source, etc. : He from

whom originates the Samsara of all beings.

The fifth question is answered :

8. The constant worship with hymns of the lotus-

eyed (Vishnu) with devotion is regarded by me as the

greatest of all Dharmas.
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Dharma : as defined by the Vedas. Lotus eyed r

Vasudeva shining (aksha) in the lotus of the heart. With

hymns : praises describing his attributes. The worship :

with reverence.

Query. What is the reason for giving pre-eminence

to the hymning of this praise ?

Answer. The reason for such pre-eminence consists

in its having no necessity to do harm, etc. (to other

creatures), in its not requiring the help of other persons or

money, and in its not having strict rules as to place, time,

etc. The Vishnu Purana (6-2-17) says :
" That which one

obtains in Kritayuga by meditation, by performing sacrifice

in the Treta, by worship in Dvapara, he receives in the

Kaliyuga, by reciting (the names) of Kes'ava." The Mann
Smriti (2-87) says :

" But, undoubtedly, a Brahmana
reaches the highest goal by Japa only ; never mind if he

performs other rites or neglects them ; he who befriends

(all creatures) is declared to be a (true) Brahmana." The
Mahabharata says :

" The Japa is said to be the best of all

Dharmas, and also Japa begins with non-injury to beings."

The Bh. Glta (10-25) says :
" Of sacrifices, I am the Japa

sacrifice." Hence it is said to be the greatest Dharma.
The second question is answered :

9. (He who is) the Supreme and great Light, who is

the Supreme and great Ruler, who is the Supreme and

great Brahman, is the Supreme and highest Goal.

Light : bare consciousness, illuminating everything.

The S'rutis (Tai. Bra., 3-12-9) says ;
" That light by which

the Sun illuminated, shines" (Br. Up., 6-4-16). " The Gods
worship him the Light of Lights V (Mu. Up., 4-10) :

" The
sun does not shine there, nor the moon and stars." The
Bh. G. also (15-12) says :

** That Light which is in the

Sun."

Tapas means the Ruler, because He rules by the heat

of his command. The Antaryami Brahmana speaks thus of
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his being the Universal Ruler (Br. Up., 5-7-1). " He who
rules by dwelling in this world as also in other worlds and

all beings." The Tai. Up. (2-8-1) says :
" From dread

of Him the wind blows." Or Tapas means wish. The
word Great indicates the unlimited power. The S'ruti

(Br., 6-4-22) says :
" He is the ruler of all."

Supreme Brahman is characterised by Truth, etc.

Goal : from which there is no fear of return. The
expression Supreme precludes any other state, like that of

the splendour in the Sun, etc. The drift is : That Deity,

who is the Supreme Light, the Supreme Ruler, the

Supreme Brahman, and the Supreme Goal, is the one

Supreme abode of all beings.

The first question is answered :

10. The Purest of the pure, the Most Beneficent of the

beneficent, the God of Gods, the Imperishable Father of

beings.

Pure : holier than the holy waters, etc. Tbe Supreme
Person destroys all sins, when meditated upon, seen, sung,

praised, worshipped, remembered or prostrated. Hence

He is Supreme purity. Or through the real knowledge of

His Self He destroys the Karma, good or bad, that leads to

the bondage of Samsara, and its source (Avidya). (The

Scriptures say) :
" Hari who grants emancipation also

bestows on those that meditate upon him, beauty, health,

wealth and continuous worldly happiness." " When Hari

destroys all grief by simple meditation upon him, why
should not one leave aside all other objects of thought and

constantly meditate upon Him ? " The S'ruti says :

"One should meditate upon the Divine Narayana during

baths and other acts ; for it is a purificatory penance

for all bad actions." " One is emancipated by listening to

the name 'Krishna,' the mantra of Vishnu, the only

antidote in the case of a person rendered senseless by the

bite of the serpent of Samsara." " Even if one is guilty of
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heinous crimes, if he but concentrates his mind upon

Aehyuta, he becomes a holy man, purifying (even) the

assembly of pure men." " Having thoroughly ransacked all

the S'astras and having inquired into the matter over and

over again, the final conclusion arrived at is that Narayana

should be the only object of constant meditation." (Hari.

Va. 280th chap, says) :
" You should, centred in your

Satvika aspect, meditate upon Hari alone for ever ; always

recite, O Brahmanas, the sacred mono-syllable Om and

meditate upon Kes'ava." (Mu. Up., 4-8, says) :
" The

fetters of the heart are broken, all doubts vanish, and (all)

actions are destroyed, when He is seen who is the cause

and effect." (The Vish. PrM 6-8, says) :
" The repetition of

his name with devotion is the best purifier of all sins, as

the fire purifies, O, Maitreya !, the metals. By the repeti-

tion even unconsciously of His name, man is undoubtedly

liberated from all sins which fly like wolves frightened by

lion." (Vish. Pr., 6, 2) :
" Whatever is obtained by medit-

ation in Kritayuga, by performing sacrifices in Treta, by
worshipping in Dvapara, is obtained by repeating the

names of Kes'ava in Kali." " Hari destroys the sins when
meditated upon even by the evil-minded ; fire, touched

even unawares, surely burns." " Recitation of the name
of Vasudeva, knowingly or unknowingly, destroys all sins,

as water dissolves salt." (The Vish. Pr., 6-8, says) :
" The

man who fixes his mind on Vishnu goes not to hell ; he

who meditates upon Him regards (even) heavenly enjoy-

ments only as an impediment ; and he whose mind and

soul are penetrated by Him, thinks little even of the world

of Brahma ; for, when present in the minds of those with

unsullied intellects, he confers upon them eternal freedom.

What marvel, therefore, is it that the sins of one who,

repeats the name of Aehyuta should be wiped away !

"

(The Vishnu Dha. Utt., 66-74, says) : "Water is enough to*

extinguish fire ; sunshine is enough to dispel darkness ; I

during Kaliyuga, recitation of the names of Hari is enough,
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to remove the accumulated sins of men." " Hari's name,

the name, and name only is my life ; in Kaliyuga, there is

no other means, no, certainly, no." " A person becomes

free from sins by praising (the names) of Vasudeva, the

Omnipresent ; by daily worshipping Him, all sins are

destroyed." "They in whose hearts resides Hari, the

fountain of all good, never meet with evil at any time, in

any of their undertakings." " Centred in yoga, one should

daily meditate upon the Divine Janflrdana ; this I consider

to be the most powerful talisman ; for, who would dare to

harm the followers of Achyuta ? " " Directing one's

thoughts to Hari, removes as much sin as is washed by

thousands of baths in the Ganga and millions of baths in

Pushkara." " If one attains the accomplishment of his

wishes by concentrating his thoughts for one Muhurta

(3| Indian hours) on the undecaying Narayana, what to

say of one who is ever devoted to Him !
" (Vish. Pr., 2-6,

says) :
" The remembrance of Krishna is far better than

any such expiatory acts as religious austerities or the like."

{6-8.) " The stain of Kali age, which insures to men
sharp punishment in hell, is at once effaced by a single

invocation of Hari." " Govinda, if remembered once,

quickly destroys the sins of men, accumulated in hundreds

of births, as fire burns up cotton." {Ibid., Pr., 6-7, says) :

" Just as the blazing fire, with the wind, burns dry grass,

so Vishnu seated in the heart consumes the sins of the

sages." If one Muhurta is allowed to pass by without

meditation (upon Hari), one must weep loud as if he was

robbed by thieves." "O great sage, man, by always re-

membering Janardana, the Lord of beings, the World-

teacher, destroys all his sins, and accomplishes whatever

he wants." " Thus meditating with concentrated mind
upon Madhusudana, one crosses the ocean of Samsara,

teeming with such alligators as birth, death and old age."
*' Even in this sinful Kaliyuga, a worldly man, though

guilty of all sins, becomes pure by meditating upon
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Govinda." (Vish. Pr., 2-6, says) :
" To him whose mind

is devoted to Vasudeva in his Japa, oblations to fire,

worship and the like, Maitreya, even the glory of the

King of Gods is an impediment." " One's sins are speedily

destroyed, even though they might have been accumulating

through many past lives, Pralayas, and Kalpas, if he but bow
down his head, even slightly before the Ruler of the three

worlds, unequalled in prowess, the Director of all." " A
single prostration to Krishna, well-made, is equal in merit

to ten horse-sacrifices duly completed ; the sacrificer

returns to birth, but he who prostrates before Krishna

does not." *' There is no fear to them, who bow down to

Govinda, resembling in hue the atasl flower, dressed in

white and of unswerving greatness." "Prostration to

(Vishnu) the bearer of Chakra (discus) in hand even though

offered with motives other than good, lays the axe at the

root of the tree of Samsara." The above quotations from

the S'rutis, Smritis, Itihilsas and Puranas, go to support

the point.

Beneficence includes here happiness, its means and
Sources. He is the most Beneficent characterised by
Supreme Bliss.

God of Gods : because He stands foremost by shedding

His light on all others and the like. The S've. Up. (6-11),

says :
" He is the one God, hidden in all beings, omni-

present, the Self within all beings, watching over all

works, dwelling in all beings, the witness, the perceiver,

the only one free from attributes." (6-18) "Let me,
desirous of liberation, approach the protection of God the

Man ifester of the knowledge of Himself, who, at first,

creates Brahma and gives him the Vedas." The Chcha.

Up. (6-3-2) says : "That Deity thought." (6-2-1) "Ther6
is only one without duality."

But how is it that He is the one Deity, as there is a

distinction between Jivatman and Paramatman ? No. The
S'ruti (Tai. Up., 2-6) says :

" Having created it, He entered
2
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along with it." (Br. Up. 3-4-7) :
" He entered thither to

the very tips of the finger nails."

Both Jivatman and Paramatman are identical because

S'rutis like those now quoted teach that the Supreme One
who undergoes no modifications entered the body as the

witness of Buddhi and its modifications.

But there is a difference between that which entered

and the one that followed as witness. If so whence the

sameness ? No. The S'rutis (Tai. ar., 3-14) say :
" The one

Deva became many." (3-11) " One only is considered as

many." (3-14) " Thou art one who followed many that

entered," and the S'rutis also teach that as one only entered

as many, there is no difference between the many that

entered and the one that followed.

The Taittirlyaka (Sara hits, 4-1-8) has eight mantras

from Hiranya garbha to Kasmai DevfXya which also sup-

port the above point. Kath. Up. (5-9 to 13) says : "As
the one fire, after it has entered the world, assumes

different forms according to whatever it enters, so the one

Self within all things assumes different forms according to

whatever it enters, and exists also without. As the one

air, after it has entered the world, assumes different forms

according to whatever it enters, so the one Self within all

assumes different forms according to whatever it enters

and exists also without. As the sun, the eye of the whole

world, is not contaminated by the external impurities seen

by the eyes, so the one Self within all creatures is never

contaminated by the misery of the world, being himself

without." " There is one Ruler, the Self within all crea-

tures, who makes one form manifold. The wise who
perceive him within their Self, to them belongs eternal

happiness, not to others. There is one eternal thinker,

thinking non-eternal thoughtB, who, though one, fulfils the

desires of many. The wise who perceive him within their

Self to them belongs eternal peace, not to others." Br.

Up. (3-4-11) says : " Verily, in the beginning this was
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Brahman only. That being one, was not strong enough

(5-7-23). There is no other seer but He." The Is'a. Up.

(4) says :
" That One, though never stirring, is Swifter

than mind." (7) " What sorrow, what trouble can there be

to him who once beholds that Unity ? " (Ai. ar., .3-2-4)

says :
" That Purusha who is within all beings, should be

understood, as my Self." (2-4-1) "Verily, in the beginning

all this was Self, one only ; there was nothing else whatso-

ever astir." The Rigveda (I, 164-46 ; X, 114-5) says :

" The learned priests call one by many names ;
(1-154-3).

The one measured (the Universe) by his three steps

;

(1-154-4). The only one upholds the whole Universe."

Cheha. Up. (6-2-1) says : "In the beginning, my dear,

there was only that which is one only, without a second."

Bh. Glta (6-31) says :
" He who established in Unity,

worships me, abiding in all beings
; (5-18) The sage looks

equally on a perfectly learned and humble Brahmana, a

cow, an elephant ; (10-20). I, 0, Gudakes'a ! am the Self,

seated in the hearts of all beings ; (13-30.) When he per-

ceives that the varied natures of beings are rooted in One,

and proceedeth from it, then he reaches Brahman ; (13-33).

As this one sun illuminates the whole earth, so the Lord

of the Kshetra (body) illuminates every Kshetra,

Bharata ; (18-66) Renouncing all Dharmas, come unto me
alone for shelter ; grieve not, I will liberate thee from all

sins." The Harivams'a says: "You should constantly

meditate upon Hari, jcentred in your S&tvika nature, 0,

Brahmanas ! constantly recite the monosyllable Om and

contemplate upon Kes'ava. 0, Supreme Purusha ! thou art

one among the Devas, 0, long-armed one ! thou art

blessed ; there is no other in the world." There is the *

Vedic text singing the greatness of Manu (Tai. Sam., 2-2-10)

thus :
" Whatever Manu said is to be taken as antidote to

Samsara disease." Manu also (12-91) says : "He who i

sacrifices to the Self alone equally recognising the Self in all

beings and all beings in the Self, becomes self-luminous."
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The Vish. Purana (1-2) says :
" Thus the only God,

Janardana, takes the designation of Brahma, Vishnu or

S'iva, according as he creates, preserves, or destroys.

Hence 0, Brahmana ! except discriminative knowledge

(Vijnana) there is nothing, anywhere, or at any time, that

is real. Such knowledge is but one, although appearing as

many, diversified by the manifold consequences of our

own acts. Knowledge, perfect, pure, free from pain and

detaching the mind from all that causes affliction ; know-
ledge, single and eternal—is the Supreme Vasudeva ;

besides whom there is nothing. When (one recognises

that) the one Purusha is dwelling in all the bodies, then

the words ' who art thou ' ' that I am ' are useless. Just as

the same sky appears as white, blue, etc., so, the same

Atman is seen as many by the deluded. Every thing that we
see is Achyuta, there is nothing besides Him. He is I, He
is You. He, the Atman, is all this ; so, free yourself from

the delusion of differences. The king, being thus instructed,

opened his eyes to truth and abandoned the notion of

distinct existence." (Yama says to his servants) :
" All

this, and myself are Vasudeva. He is the only One the

Supreme Purusha and the Supreme Ruler. Leave those

whose minds are firm in Ananta enshrined in their hearts,

and keep at a distance from them." " 0, God ! all that

the Goddess of Earth has been saying is true, I, S'iva, You
and all this are Narayana ; but the impersonations of His

power are for ever mutually fluctuating ; and excess or

diminution is indicated by the predominance of the strong

and the depression of the weak." (Brahma says to Siva) :

" Soul of the Universe, You and I are, as the cause of

this world, one and the same ; during evolution, We are

separate in respect of Our functions. He who has obtained

Your protection, has also obtained Mine ; you will, O,

S'ankara 1 see yourself as in no way different from me.

Men whose minds are deluded by Avidya, see the distinctions

such as " I, he, thou, and this world with gods, titans and
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men ". Mahes'vara says in the Bhavishyottara Purana :

" Those who regard me or Brahma as different from Vishnu,

are of crooked minds, fools, and are tortured in the hells

below. Those foolish and wicked men that regard Me, Hari,

and Brahma as different, are guilty of a sin equal to

Brahmanicide." Again in the Chapter on Kailasa Yatnl of

the Harivams'a, Mahes'vara says :
" You are the beginning,

the middle and the end of all beings ; the Universe sprang

from You and is absorbed in You ; I am You, the all-

pervading. You are Myself, 0, Janardana ! 0, Lord of

the world ! there is no difference between Us, either in

words or their import. Those glorious names of Govinda

that are popular in the world, are My names too ; there is

no 'doubt on this point. 0, Lord of the world 1 worship-

ping You is the same as worshipping Me ; he who hates

You, hates Me ; there is not a shadow of doubt (about

this). I am the Lord of beings only as an emanation of

You ; there is nothing devoid of You, 0, Lord ! What-
ever is, was, or will be, is Yourself, O, Lord of the

Universe ! There is nothing without You, 0, Lord of

Lords !

"

Moreover (Vedanta S'utras, 4-1-3, say) :
" But as Atman

(scriptural texts) acknowledge and make us comprehend

(the Lord) ;
" here, Atman, means Paramatman as defined

by the S'astras. The Jabalas, in speaking of Paramatman,

denote it by the appellation of Atman
44
Thou art, indeed,

I. 0, Sir ! I am indeed, thou." Other Texts also say

(Kath. Up., 4-10) :

44 What is here (visible in the world),

the same is there (invisible in Brahman) ; and what is

there the same is here (Tai. Up., 2-8-5) : Both He who
(is) here in the man and He who (is) in the Sun there, one

verily is He "
;

' 4

That Brahman knew the Self by saying

/ am Brahman" ; (4-5-19) "This is Brahman, without

cause and without effect, without anything inside or

outside. (6-4-25) This great, unborn Self, undecaying,

undying, immortal, fearless, is indeed Brahman." There
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are other Upanishads acknowledging Atman (as Para-

matman) ; again the Vedantic axioms make us compre-

hend Atman as the Is'vara (Paramatman). (Br. Up., 5-7) :

"This is thyself, the indweller, the immortal." (Kena.

Up., 1-6) :
" That which does not think by mind, and by

which, they say, mind is enabled to think, that alone

know as Brahman, not that which people here adore."

(Chcha. Up., 6-8-7) "It is the Truth. It is the Self, and

thou art It."

This is like worshipping the image, on the score that

it represents Vishnu.

That is unreasonable being unimportant and opposed

to authorities on the point. For, where a symbol is

meant, mention is made of it only once. (Chcha. Up., 3-18

and 19) "Mind is Brahman, and the Sun is Brahman."

But here it is said " Thou art myself and I, indeed, am
Thyself," so, because there is an inconsistency with the

Vedic sayings on symbol, the absence of difference is estab-

lished. Again we find (in different places) the idea of

difference is refuted. (Br. Up., 3-4-10) says : "Now if a

man worship another deity, thinking the deity is one and

he another, he does not know. He is like a beast." (Kath.

Up., 4-10 and 14 says) :
" He who sees any difference here

(between Brahman and the world) goes from death to

death/' " As the water rained down on elevated ground,

runs down scattered off in the valleys, even so runs after

difference a person who beholds attributes different from

the Soul." (Br. Up., 3-4-2) says :
" Verily fear arises from

a second only." (Tai. Up., 2-7) says :
" If he makes but

the smallest distinction in it, there is fear for him. But
that fear exists only for one who thinks himself wise."

(Br. Up., 4-4-6) says :
" Whosoever looks for anything

elsewhere than in the Self, is abandoned by everything."

These and many other passages in the S'ruti refute the

idea of difference. Again the S'ruti (Br. Up., 4-4 and 5-5)

says :
" All this is Self only ; when Self is known,
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everything becomes known ; all this is indeed the Self :

all this is Brahman only."

The Smriti also (Bh. G., 4-35) says :
" And having

known this, thou shalt not again fall into this confusion,

Pandava ; for, by this thou wilt see all beings without

exception in the Self and all in Me." The meaning is that

you will perceive the unity of the individual soul and

ls'vara, that is taught in all the Upanishads. (Again in

another place the Bh. G., 18-20) says :
" That by which

one indestructible cause is seen in all beings inseparate

in the separated, know thou that knowledge as Sattvika."

Here too the Lord (S'rl Krishna) has taught that the know-

ledge of the non-duality of .the Atman is the right view.

Hence you are asked to fix your mind upon ls'vara as the

Atman. Again it is said :
" Atman and Paramatman are

yourself differentiated as five." (.Bh. G., 10-42) says :

" But what is the knowledge of all these details to thee,

Arjuna ? Having pervaded this whole Universe with a

portion of Myself, I exist.

To show that Avidya or ignorance is an Up&dhi, there

is authority. (The Smriti says) :
" The great Atman, one

only is named Ahankara ; the seekers after Truth speak of

it as ' Jlva,' as 'Antaratman ' (' inner soul '). Vishnu Purana

says : When ignorance which creates difference, is entirely

destroyed, who would postulate a non-existing distinction

between the Atman and Brahman ? king, the idea of

differentiation in the Paramatman is due to ignorance ;

when it is destroyed*, the distinction between the Atman
and the Supreme is no distinction at all." Vish. Dharma
says :

" Just as when the Ether in a pot, soiled with dust

and smoke, is dirtied, the other ones that are at a distance

are not likewise soiled, even so when one Jlva is soiled by
various pairs of opposites, the other ones are not likewise

soiled." We read in the Brahmayajnavalkya :
" Just as one

Akas'a becomes many in different pots, etc., so the Atman,

though one, shines as many, like the sun reflected in
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different basins of water." The S've. Up., (.1-10) says :

" The One God rules the perishable (Pradhana) and the

Self." Chcha. Up. (7-26-2) " He becomes one." Another

Sfruti says :
" He pervades through that," " That He only,

by this divine eye, the mind, perceiving all the objects,

enjoys." "The Supreme and unchangeable Self only is

the Jlva." Br. Up. (III-4-7) says :
" He entered thither,"

" One should worship Him as the Self," (IV-5-19) " That

this Brahman is without cause. ..." (V-7-23) " There is no

other seer but He, . . . there is no other knower but He,"

(VI-4-22) " And He is that great unborn Self, who consists

of Knowledge," (III-4-10) " He who worships other deities

. . ." (Chcha. Up. (VI-8-7) " All this is Atman." (Bh.

Glta, XIII-L) says :
" Understand Me as the knower of the*

field (Kshetra)." Yoga Yajnavalkya says: " Just as the

sparks fly out from the heated iron-ball, so the worlds pro-

ceed from the Atman." Brahma Purana says :
" The un-

born is said to be born when he takes a form." Again,
" as a piece of rope lying on the floor on a dark night

appears as a serpent to the eye affected by the darkness,

and as the one moon seems as two, so Paramatman, the

Supreme Purusha, ever-existing, self-radiant, and all-

pervading, seems as many in the various vehicles ; and

one imagines himself as the actor through ignorance due to

egotism." The S'rutis again (Br. Up., 6-3-21) say :
" Thus

this person, when embraced by the Intelligent Self. .
."

(Chcha. Up. VI-8-1) " He becomes united with the True."

Another saying is :
" Deluding Himself by His own Maya

of duality, Hari subjects Himself to the influence of

attributes." (Bh. Glta, 15-10) says :
" The deluded do not

perceive Him when He departeth or stayeth," (5-15) " The
knowledge is veiled by ignorance." In another place it is

said :
" Avidya consists of (all objects ranging) from

Avyakta (unmanifested Prakriti) down to Vis'esha (to

particular species) ;
" This was darkness before." (Chcha.

Up., VI-1-4) " The difference being only a name." Again
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the Sruti (Br. Up., IV-4-13) says :
" For, when there is as it

were duality, then one sees the other, . . . but when the

Self only is all this, how should he see another, how
should he smell another ?" (lsfc. Up., 7) says : "When a

man knows that all beings are even the Soul, when he

beholds the unity (.of the Soul), then there is no delusion,

no grief.' (Chcha. Up., 24-1) says: "Where one sees

nothing else, hears nothing else." Another text says :

*' This difference is due to the influence of ignorance."

(Br. Up., 6-4-19) says :
" There is in it no diversity. He

who perceives therein any diversity, goes from death to

death." (S've. Up. 3-3) says : "He having eyes on all

sides. . .
." "The only one who presides over all

such sources as the prakriti, the ether, and all other forms,"

(4-5) " The one unborn nature red, white and black, . . .

The one unborn being, who loves her and lies by her,"

(1-3) " The sages . . . beheld the Energy of the divine

Soul." (Br. Up., 6-3-23) says :
" But there is then no

second, nothing else different from him that he could see."

(S've. Up., 3-2) " For there is one Rudra only, they do not

allow a second." Gaudapadakarika (3-31) says: "All

here, moving and otherwise, is only a phenomenon of the

mind : (3-32) when it ceases from imagining and remains

at rest for want of things to Cognise, it becomes naught."
" Whatever duality is seen in the Universe, can be removed

by the mind. Duality is due to the phenomenon of the

mind and unity is the Reality." (3-29) " As during dreams,

one's mind appears as two through Maya, so, also during

waking consciousness, mind appears as two." Even by
argument (the duality) of the Universe can be accounted

for by the phenomenon of the mind ; for all things are

only objects of perception as objects seen in dreams.'' (Br.

Up., 3-4-2) says :
" Fear arises only from duality."

*' When the Self is known, we do not perceive any cause

or effect in connection with the Atman." (S've. Up., 6-11)

•says : "There is God hidden in all beings." (Br. Up.,
3
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6-3-15) says :
" For that person is not attached to any-

thing." (Again Puranas) say :
" This Universe is looked

upon as an expansion of Vishnu, who is all beings ; the

knowing ones should view this as the Self, without any

sense of difference. Daityas, observe equality in all

beings. The worship of Achyuta is equality. friend,

how could we attribute to Govinda, friendship or enmity,

who is all beings, the Lord of the Universe, who is the

Universe itself, the Paramatman ? " (Chcha. Up., 6-8-7J.

"That art thou," (Br. Up., 3-4-10)
4,

I am Brahman,"

"All this is Self," (Man. Up. 2) "This Self is Brahman,"

(Chcha. Up., 7-1-3) "The knower of the Self overcomes

pain," (ls'-Up., 7) " What delusion, what sorrow is there

when one has perceived the Unity ? " To this effect are the

sayings of Sruti t Smriti, Itihasa, Pnrana and Laukika

(worldly wisdom).

It should be admitted that the Veda imparts knowledge

even as to a thing that already exists. It has been said by

the learned :
" If in establishing their own theory it is

tacitly admitted (by the Mlmamsakas) that words can

impart knowledge concerning things other than action, and

that (from those words) another can also understand the

same, cannot the S'ruti bear witness to the Supreme Self ?
"

Words which denote things 'denote them as related to some-

thing else, not as related to an act. In the latter case, the

Arthavadas (passages that occur in connection with in-

junctions of acts) would have no meaning at all, since the

only meaning they can convey is in the form of a praise.

Certainly, no meaning, then, could be conveyed by the

passages, (Tai. Sam., 2-1-1) "Let the man who desires

prosperity sacrifice a white animal to Vayu. Vayu indeed,

is the swiftest God." It is the desire attached to a thing

that impels one to action, not the mere word of command.
According to the Sfruti (Br. Up., 6-4-5) " Here they say that

a person is made up of desires. As is his desire, so is his

will ; and as is his will, so is his deed ; and whatever deed
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he does, that he will reap." The Smriti (Manu, 2-4) also

says :
" Not a single act here below appears even to have

been done by a man free from desire ; for whatever man
does, it is (the result ofJ the impulse of desire." (Bh. G.,

3-37) says :
" It is desire, it is wrath."

The authoritative character of Arthavada or explanatory

passages pertaining to Mantras should be accepted, in as

much as they convey a different idea (and as they go to sup-

port the Mantra passages of the Vedas). By declaring them
(Arthavada passages) unauthoritative, the king Nahusha

became a serpent. How it was, is explained in the Maha-

bharata : (Udyoga, 17 Cli.) "The Rishis, when they were

ordered to be his Palanquin-bearers by the evil-minded one

(Nahusha), they, the divine Rishis and also the pure

Brahma Rishis questioned Nahusha, whose mind was bent

upon evil, concerning a doubtful point thus :
' Vasava

(officiating Indra) ! are the Brahmana portions (of the

Vedas) that refer to the purification of the sacrificial cows,

authoritative or not ?
' Nahusha, confused in mind, replied,

that they, undoubtedly are not (authoritative). Then the

Rishis said :
' thou art inclined to evil and abandoneth

the Dharma ; they (the Brahmana portions) having been

promulgated by the ancient Maharishis are authoritative to

us. Agastya said :
" Thereupon the king (Nahusha), falling

out with the Rishis and being propelled by vice, placed his

foot on my head. Then, Lord of S'achI, he became

deprived of sense and devoid of glory. Thereupon I

addressed him (Nahusha), who was then .trembling with

fear, thus :
" Thou hast gone out of the sacred path chalked

out by the ancients and followed by the Rishis ; thou hast

placed thy foot on my head ; and thou hast also, fool,

made palanquin-bearers of the Rishis, who are like unto

Brahman and who are unapproachable ; therefore, fall

down from the heaven, bereft of all glory, degraded by
thine own sin and deprived of virtues, king of Earth ;

remain ten thousand years on the Earth assuming the form
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of a serpent. Then, by virtue of meeting king Yudhish-

thira of thine own race, thou Shalt, leaving the form of

the serpent, again reach heaven." Therefore the knowledge

of Self should be accepted with faith. The Lord (Bh. G.,

9-3) says :
" Men without faith, not receiving this Dharma,

Parantapa, reach me not ; they return to the paths of this

mortal world." In the Aitareyaka (2-1-1) also we find :

" This is the path, this is action, this is Brahman, this is

Truth. Let no man swerve from it, let no man transgress

it. For the ancients did not transgress it, and those

who transgressed it became lost." This has been

declared by a Eishi (Rigveda, 8-101-14) "Three classes

of people transgressed, others settled down round about

the venerable Agni, the great sun stood in the midst

of the worlds, the blowing Vayu entered the Harits (the

dawns or the ends of the earth.) When he says : "three

classes of people transgressed," the three classes of people

who transgressed are what we see here (on earth, born

again) as birds, trees, herbs and serpents.'' (The third)

Mantra of the Is*. Up. (3) censures the ignorant thus :

" There are the worlds of Asuras covered with blind

darkness. Those who have destroyed their Self, go after

death to those worlds." The Tai. Up. (2-6) says :
" He

who knows Brahman as non -existing, becomes himself

non-existing." In the Sakuntalopakhyana (Adi parva 74)

also we find :
" What sin is not committed by that thief

who deprives himself of his Self, by thinking that the self

that is one is diversified ? " Now, we have said enough.

For reciting the thousand names there is laid down a

suitable mental bath. The Mahabharata says: " That is

£ Manasa Tlrtha ; or mental bath by bathing wherein the

' DSvas and the Vedas attajin_purity, perfection.and oneness ;

! and having bathed therein one attains immortality. He
* who bathes in the mental river, in the depth of knowledge

and in the waters of meditation that remove the dirt of

desire and hatred, attains the Supreme State. The Atman
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is the river filled with the water of self-control ; truth is
'

the depth ; right conduct is the bank ; compassion is the

wave ; bathe in it, son of Pandu, the inner Soul is

never purified by (ordinary) water." Vishnu Smr. says :

" Mental bath is meditation upon Vishnu." Manu says

(2-87) :
" But, undoubtedly, a Brahmana reaches the high-

est goal by reciting prayers only ; whether he performs

other rites or neglects them, he who befriends all creatures

is declared to be a true Brahmana." Japa is the best

Dharma of all Dharmas ; and non-injury to beings precedes

the Japa sacrifice. Bh. G. (10-15) says :
" Of sacrifices,

I am Japa sacrifice." " Pure or otherwise, in whatever

condition he may be, he who remembers the lotus-eyed one
(Vishnu) is purified internally and externally."

The attributes of the one Deity mentioned before will

now be described.

11. That from which all beings came out in the begin-

ning of the Yuga, and into which they are indeed dissolved

again when the Yuga comes to an end.

Indeed denotes emphasis. When the Yuga comes to an

end, that is when Mahapralaya sets in. The intermediate

stage of existence is also meant here. The S'ruti (Tai.

Up., 3-10) says :
" From which these beings are born."

12. King, hear from me the thousand names o£

Vishnu, the Lord of the Universe, the highest in the

worlds ; these remove all sins and fear.

Of Vishnu : of the one Deity who has been described

by the aforesaid characteristics. The Highest : he is des-

cribed by the various Vidyas which lead one to perceive

(Him). Vishnu : the all pervading. Hear with concen-

trated attention and assimilate. Vishnu Dharma says :

" Hear, first among the twice-born, the various names
of the one only and all pervading Brahman serve to help

men. Their effects vary according to the objects in view
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of the reciter. By repeating the names, the corresponding

results accrue. Whatever power belongs to a name, is

effective whether for good or for evil in that sphere alone."

Though there is no room in the unconditioned for any of

those potential energies, that give rise to expressions

denoting relation, qualities, actions, class and conven-

tional terms, yet in the conditioned (Saguna) Brahman
which is subject to modifications these expressions are

possible, as it is the All-Soul. Hence all speech rest in

the Supreme Purusha.

Of such :

13. I shall for the good (o£ all) recite those names of

the great Soul that are expressive of His attributes and

that are famous and much praised by the Rishis.

Rishis : Mantras and their seers. Praised : in the

episodes about the Supreme Lord. Soul :

'

' Since he

realises, receives and enjoys the objects here, and since

he is eternally existing, He is named Atman." He
(Vishnu) only is the great Atman who possesses unimagin-

able powers. For the Good : of those who desire the four

kinds of human aspirations in order to enable them to

attain the same.

Amongst these thousand names, the words Sun, etc.,

having individual connotations as " the (visible) Sun," etc.,

really mean Himself and are His praises, since they are only

His manifestations and are not distinct from Him. Vis.

Pr. (2-12) says :
" Thou art the elemental self (Bhtttatman),

the sensuous Self (Indriyatman), the primordial Self

(Pradhlnatman) the Self and the Supreme Self. Thus thou,

the only one, art in five forms. The stars are Vishnu, the

worlds are Vishnu, the forests are Vishnu, the mountains

and regions are Vishnu, also the rivers and oceans ; he is

all that is, all that is not, best of Brahmans." Bh. G.

from verses (10-21) " Of Adityas I am Vishnu " to the end

(10-41). " Having pervaded this whole universe with a
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portion of Myself, I exist." The S'ruti (Mun. Up., 3-10)

says :
" The Purusha is all this, sacrifice, penance,

Brahman, the highest, the immortal."

Such words as ' Vishnu ' and the like, though repeated

(in this hymn) are not tautalogous, since the meaning

differs with the function. The words 'S'rlpati,' 'Madhava,*

etc., though one and the same in meaning differ in expres-

sion. Although one and the same in meaning, yet it is no

defect, since the questioner wanted to know the one Deity

whose names were a thousand and because these denote a

single Devata.

The thousand Names consist of words in the mas-

culine, feminine and neuter genders. Those in the

masculine gender qualify Vishnu, those in the feminine

qualify Devata and those in the neuter qualify Brahman.

THE THOUSAND NAMES

'

1 The universe. (Vis'vam.)

Beginning from the stanza " from whom all beings,

etc. " (verse 11) up to the last Verse, Brahman, the cause

of origin, preservation, and destruction of the Universe,

has been spoken of as a Single Deity. The twofold

Brahman (conditioned and unconditioned) is termed in the

beginning as ' Universe ' (Vis'va). Brahman is spoken of

as Visva being the cause of the entire manifested Universe.

The word, Universe, as being the effect of a cause is used

in the beginning to show that Vishnu could be praised by
the names of Brahma, etc., who are also effects.

Or this Universe is in reality not different from the

Supreme Purusha. Hence, Brahman is spoken of as

'Vis'va'. The SVutis say: (Mun. Up., 3-10 and 4-1 1) :

1 Before repeating the names, Anganyasa, Karanyaaa, and Dhyana
Slokas should be gone through ; and they do not belong to the Text,
I have not translated them into English. They are added in the
Text.
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"This Universe is indeed Brahman, this Universe is in-

deed Purusha"; "All this is . . ." There is in reality

nothing different from Him.
Or he, who enters (Vis', to enter), is called Vis'va, i.e.,

Brahman. The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 2-6) says :
" Having

created that, he entered into that." Moreover, that into

which all beings enter (Vis'va) during involution is Brah-

man. The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 3-1) says :
" That into which

they enter at their death." Bo, He permeates all the

Universe, which is His effect and all the Universe enters

into Him, hence either way Brahman is ' Vis'va '.

Or Vis'va means the monosyllable Om. The S'ruti

<Kath. Up., 2-14 to 16) says :
" That which thou seest other

than Dharma and Adharma. The Word of which all the

Vedas speak, which all Penances proclaim, and desirous of

which, men lead the life of a Brahmacharin, that Word I

tell you briefly—is this Om. This word is indeed Brahman,

this word is indeed the highest ; whosoever knows this

word obtains indeed whatever he desires." (Pr. Up.
5-2 to 5) begins by saying: that "This syllable Om is

verily, ! Satyakama, the higher and lower Brahman . . .

and concludes thus
—

" If he meditates on the Supreme
Purusha by the same syllable Om of three Matras (notes)

etc." (Tai. Up., 1-8) :
" Om is Brahman, Om is all this."

(Chcha. Up., 2-23-4) :
" As all leaves are attached to a stalk,

Bo is all speech (all words) attached to Om. Om is all

this." CGau. Ka., 1-26 to 29) : Om is the lower as well as

the higher Brahman ; it is transcendent, unequalled, having

nothing without itself, unrelated to any effect and change-

less. The Om is the beginning, middle and end of all

;

having known it in this manner, one enjoys (the peace of

eternal Unity). Om is the Is'vara present in the heart of

all ; the wise man knowing Omkara to be all-pervading,

never finds cause for misery. He who has known the

Omkara which is the Amatra (without note), the Ananta

Matra (endless notes), the substratum in which all illusion
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dissolves itself, and the all-bliss, is alone the sage and no

other." (Nara. Up., 4-68) :
" Om is that Brahman, Om is

that VSyu, Om is that Self, Om is that Truth." (Bh. G.,

8-13. 7-8, and 10-25) says :
*' Om : the one indestructible

Brahman, reciting which and exclusively remembering

me, etc. ; I am the Sapidity in the waters, Son of

KuntI ; 1 am the radiance in the moon and sun ; Pranava

(Om) in all the Vedas ; of speech I am the one syllable." ,

" That which is first and three-Syllabled Brahman and that

in which the three Vedas are established, is the mono-

syllabled (Om), the supreme Brahman, and Pranayama

(restraining the breath), the supreme purifier." (Apa.

Dh., 1-4-13-6 and 7) :
" Om is the door of heaven ;

therefore he who is about to study the Vedas, shall begin

(his lesson) by pronouncing it. If he has spoken any-

thing else, (than what refers to the lesson,) he shall

resume his reading by repeating the word Om. Thus is

the Veda separated from the profane speech." The Smriti 1

says :
'* The Vedas begin with Pranava, they are established

in Pranava, all speech is Pranava, hence one should repeat

always Pranava." From the above, Vis'va also means
Pranava or Om. As there is not (much difference bet-

ween that which is expressed and the expression itself),

' Vis'va ' is Pranava and hence Brahman. The S'ruti

(Chcha. Up., 3-14-1) says :
" All this is Brahman. Let a

man meditate on that (visible world) as beginning, ending,

and breathing in it (the Brahman)." The meaning is

:

4 Brahman is that from which all this differentiation

proceeds. Brahman is so called because of its Tajjatva,

Tallatva, and Tadanatva (or capacity for production,

destruction and preservation, respectively) and when every

thing is in One, desires, etc., are not likely to arise, hence

it is to be worshipped in peace.

" Listen to the essence of the Law, and having heard

it, lay it to your heart, never do anything that is injurious

either to yourself or to others." (Bh. G., 6-32) :
" He who
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through the likeness of the Self, Arjuna ! seeth identity,

whether pleasant or painful, is regarded as a perfected

Yogin." "The unconditioned Supreme Self is remaining

in this body permeating it ; Him who is to be perceived by
knowledge, I will not despise, or transgress. If I do not

perceive Him, the creator of beings, by the (help) of the

Scriptures, I will jump over this mountain (barrier) and
reach Thee, as Hanuman did in the case of the Ocean."

(Vish. Pr., I, 17) : If beings be hostile to each other and
indulge in hatred, they are objects of pity to the wise, as

encompassed by profound delusion. These are the reasons,

Oh Daityas ! (for repressing that hatred, they being

adapted to the capacities) of those who see (the deity)

distinct (from his creatures). Hear briefly, what influences

those who have approached the truth. The whole world

is but a manifestation of Vishnu, who is identical with all

things ; and it is, therefore, to be regarded, by the wise,

as not differing from, but as the same with, themselves.

Let us therefore, lay aside the angry passions of our race,

and so strive that we obtain that perfect happiness. Also

become, Daityas ! equal in all. The worship of Achyuta

is equality.'' {Ibid., 1-19) :
" Whatever power I possess,

0, Father ! is neither the result of magic rites, nor is it

inborn with me. It is no more than that which is possess-

ed by all in whose hearts Achyuta abides. He who
' meditates not wrong to others, but considers them as him-

self, is free from the effects of sin ; in-as-much as the

cause does not exist. But he who inflicts pain upon others
1

in thought, word or deed, sows the seed of future birth ;

and the fruit that awaits him after birth is pain. I wish

no evil to any, nor will offend any by word or deed ; for

I behold Kes'ava in all beings as well as in my own Self.

How could pain inflicted by mind, speech or body or that

inflicted by elements, or Gods, affect me, who am equal-

minded to all ? Love, for all creatures, will then be

assiduously cherished by all those who are wise in the
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knowledge ' that Hari is all things . . . It is said that

conciliation, gifts, punishment and sowing seeds of dissen-

sions are the means of securing friends (or overcoming

foes). But 0, father ! be not angry—I know neither friends

nor foes ; and where no object is to be accomplished, the

means of effecting it are superfluous. It were idle to talk of

friend or foe in Govinda, who is the supreme Soul, who
is the Universe itself, as well as its Lord, and who is

identical with all beings . . . Kingdoms are bestowed

by luck upon the stupid, the ignorant, the cowardly, and

those to whom the Science of Government is unknown.

Let him, therefore, who aspires for the highest fortune be

assiduous in the practice of virtue. Let him, who hopes

for final liberation, learn to look upon all things as equal

;

and Gods, men, animals, birds, and reptiles are but forms

of the same eternal Vishnu, though they appear different.

By him who knows this, the whole Universe, fixed or

movable, is to be regarded as identical with Him, who has

assumed this universal form. When this is known, the

»

glorious God of all, who is without beginning or end, is

pleased ; and, when he is pleased, there is an end of afflic-.

tion." (Bh. G. 7-19) :
" At the close of many births the

man full of wisdom cometh unto me thinking that

' Vasudeva is all,' he is a Mahatma, very hard to find."

The above quotations show that praises, prostrations, etc.,

to the Lord should be accompanied with perfect harmless-

ness to others as the term Vis'va also denotes the all-

pervading Brahman. (Bh. G., 11-55) :
" He who doth

actions for me, who looks on me as the Supreme good, who
is devoted to me, who is freed from attachment.who has

no hatred towards any being, he cometh unto me,

Pandava." (The Vish. Pur., 3-7). " You are to consider

as the worshipper of Vishnu him who never deviates from

the duties prescribed to his caste ; who looks with equal

indifference upon friend or enemy ; who takes nothing

(that is not his own), nor injures any being. Know that
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person of unblemished mind to be a worshipper of

Vishnu. He who lives pure in thought, free from malice,

contented, leading a holy life, feeling tenderness for all

creatures, speaking wisely and kindly, humble and sincere,

has Vasudeva ever present in his heart. As the young

Sala-tree, by its beauty, declares the excellence of the juice

which it has imbibed from the earth, so when the Eternal

has taken up his abode in the bosom of any one, that man
is lovely amidst the beings of this world. (Yama says to

his servants) : Do you proceed afar off from those in whose

hearts Ananta is enshrined ; from him whose sanctified

understanding conceives the Supreme Person, Vasudeva,

the highest Lord, as one (with his votary) and with all this

world. Depart, my servants, quickly from those men whose

sins have been dispersed by moral and religious merits,

whose minds are daily dedicated to the imperceptible Deity

and who are exempted from pride, uncharitableness and

malice."

From the above quotations and from the fact that the

qualifications of a devotee of Vishnu are as stated therein,

it is further plain that praises, prostrations, etc., to Vishnu

must be accompanied with perfect harmlessness to others.

The S'ruti (Tai., 1-11-3) says: "Whatever is given

should be given with faith, not without faith ;
" (Tai. Br.,

2-8-8) :
" By faith the (sacrificial) fire is kindled." "

best of Daityas ! You appropriate #s your portion the

following six ; the S'raddha rite performed without a

Srotriya (follower of S'ruti), the study of the Vedas without

vows, sacrifice in which no gift of money is made,

oblations given without a priest, charity given without

earnestness, and an impure offering. King of the

Daityas, through my favour you take the merit of those

that hate me, and of those that hate my devotees, the merit

of Agnihotrins that are engaged in buying and selling,

(trade) and the merit of those that perform sacrifices or

acts of charity without earnestness." (Bh. G., 17-28) :
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" Whatever oblation, gift, austerity, deed, is wrought with-

out faith, is called Asad, O Partha ; it is naught, here or

hereafter." From the above quotations of Smritis, we see

that prayers, worship, etc., ought to be performed with

earnestness and without indifference.

According to Lord (Bh. G., 17-23) '"Om, Tat, Sat,'

this has been declared to be the threefold designation of

Brahman." Though the prayer, Namaskara, etc., are not

effective and Satvic, yet if performed with earnestness, and

preceded by the three names of Brahman, become effective

and Satvic. Imagining himself as Vishnu, he should pray

and worship. The Karma Kanda portions of the Maha-

bharata say :
" He who imagines himself as Avishnu (not

Vishnu) should not praise. He who imagines himself as

Avishnu should not worship Him, he who imagines himself

as Avishnu should not meditate upon Him and he who
imagines himself as Avishnu will not reach Him." We
read in the Vishnu Dharma :

" All these are the names of

the Supreme Brahman ; so one should recite the names of

the God of gods. Whatever one desires, that, he surely

obtains. The worship of the Teacher of the Universe

enables one to realise all his desires. Dalbhya, one

should imagine himself as being identical with Govinda

and never otherwise ; having identified himself accordingly,

he has all his prayers answered and he reaches the

(Supreme) Abode." The Bh. G. (6-31) says : "The Yogin'

who, established in unity, worshippeth me, abiding in all

beings, dwelleth in me, whatever may be his mode o£,

existence." The Vish. Pr. says : "I am Hari, all this is

Janardana ; except Him there is nothing else, be it cause or

effect ; he that has such a mind suffers not from pains

caused by the pairs of opposites, and those produced by
transmigratory life."

(Manu Smr., 2-200) says : "Where there is detraction

or even blame of his Guru, he must stop both ears, or

go from thence elsewhere." VySsa Smriti says :
" Brahman
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itself manifests as the teacher." Katyayana says :
" Rather

remain in the centre of a glowing fire, than among men
who are indifferent to meditation upon Sfouri (Vishnu)."

Hence, one should avoid places where people speak insult-

ingly of Vasudeva. The S^ve. Up. (6-23 J says :
" If these

truths be told to a high-minded man who feels the highest

devotion for God, and for his Guru as of God, then they

will shine forth." So the conclusion is that we must cxilti-

vate supreme devotion to Hari and the Guru. (Vish. Pr.,

6-8) says : "By repeating His name even unconsciously, a

person is instantly freed from all sins (which run away

from him) just as wolves do from fear of lion." Whether

knowingly or unknowingly the repetition of the names of

Vasudeva is made, it dissolves all sins as water, the salt. If

He is remembered even once, the terrible sins of Kali that

inflict pains on men in hell, vanish then and there.

Govinda, once remembered, burns quickly the accumulated

sins of men committed during hundred births, just as the

fire, bales of cotton. That tongiie which does not speak

out Govinda! Govinda! Govinda!, is a serpent in the

cavity of the mouth. That tongue which does not recite

day and night the glorious attributes of Govinda, is a

creeper of sin planted in his mouth in the form of tongue.

He who pronounces the two letters forming the word Hari,

once, has prepared himself to proceed on his tour to

Moksha. One salutation to Krishna well made is equal to

ten horse sacrifices duly completed ; even the sacrificer is

reborn, while the worshipper of Krishna is not." From
the above we see that even in the absence of devotion and
earnestness, the recitation of the names (of Vishnu) des-

troys all sin ; more so if the recitation is accompanied hy
^devotion and earnestness.

The SVuti says : "First one thinks out by the mind
and next he argues by the tongue ; (Tai. Sam., 6-1-7) :

" Whatever one thinks out by the mind, that he gives out

by the tongue." From the above S'rutis we find, that
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recitation of names includes also thought and meditation.

In the Vish. PurAna, Paras'ara concludes thus, " The man
who fixes his mind on Vishnu goes not to hell. He who
meditates upon Him regards even heavenly enjoyments as

an impediment ; and he whose mind and soul have entered

unto Him thinks little of the world of Brahma even ; for,

when present in the minds of those whose intellects are

free from soil, He confers upon them eternal freedom.

What marvel, therefore, is it that the sins of one, who
repeats the name of Achyuta, are wiped away !

" The
Revered VedavySsa concludes in the Mahabharata thus :

" After a thorough and exhaustive examination of all

S'astras and after repeated thought on the subject, I have

come to the sole conclusion—that one should ever meditate

jagon NarAyana." Mahes'vara also says in his KailasayatrS

in Harivams'a thus :
" You, preserving always your Satva

aspect, meditate upon Hari alone, Vipras, always recite

the Om, and- meditate upon Kes'ava." Having all these in

his mind Vyasa said {supra verse 8) " This Dharma, seems

to me, superior to all others."

Vyakhya. By drinking the water (washed) of the

feet of whose, the pure-minded men, giving up all the

actions, deciding that ' I am the supreme Brahman,' which

is in the form of truth, wisdom, and bliss, and except

which there is none, cross the great ocean of Endless

Samssra ; Him, the great precepter, the Lord of all, I ever

worship, in order to obtain immortality.

II. The meaning which was given to each of the

thousand names of Vishnu, in the Bhashya (of S'rl S'ankara

and others) is collected in entirety and given now by a

verse (for each name).

1. Visfva (Universe) or the cause of the Universe,

Brahman, Omkara, world, or the (ireator of it, or indweller

or involver of all in him. 1

1 The commentator on the above says that he consulted the
Bhashya of S'rl S'ankara, four commentaries in verse form, and two
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2. The all-pervading (Vishnub). (258 and 657.)

Six questions beginning with " which is the only

Deity " and ending with " by reciting which one is freed
"

were asked (in Verses 2 and 3 above) and the word
Brahman involved in the answers to those questions as

contained in the verses beginning with " that from whom "

(Verse 11) has been commented upon by us as representing

the word Vis'va. Anticipating a question as to what

is Vis'va, the word Vishnu is introduced. The Rigveda

(1-156-3) says :
" Cognizant of his greatness, celebrate

his name ; may we, Vishnu, enjoy thy favour." This

and many similar passages show that the recitation of the

names of Vishnu confers right knowledge. The derivative

meaning is, He that pervades as from the root Vish. to per-

vade. Hence it means that He is unlimited by Space,

Time, and Substance. The S'ruti (NSra. Up., 1-13) says :

" Narayana pervades the whole (Universe) externally and

internally."

Or the word ' Vishnu,' takes its derivation from the

root Visf to enter or permeate. The Vish. Pr. (3-1) says :

" Because this whole world has been pervaded by the

energy of the great Soul, he is named Vishnu, from the

root Vis' to ' enter ' or ' pervade '." " As I have pervaded

the horizons, my glory stands foremost, and as I have

measured by steps (the three worlds), Partha, I am
named ' Vishnu '." So says the Mahabharata (S'anti

Parva 342).

2. Vyd. Vishnu : his nature is omnipresence, or his

rays are spread everywhere, or he stepped the earth and
heaven (in his dwarf incarnation), or he, after creating,

entered into them. 1

small Vyakhyas, and made his glossary especially with the view of
explaining the grammatical forms of the names, which were not
dealt with by his predecessors.

1 Now the reader of this will clearly understand that this
commentator only gives the meaning which oar great iLcharya has
spoken oat. Hence to avoid repetition I will give out only where,
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3. Vashatkftrah (a technical word through which

pblations are offered in fire to Gods).

He on whose account Vashatkara is offered ; or that

sacrifice in which Vashatkara is offered. The S'ruti (Tai.

Sam., 1-7-4) says :
" Sacrifice indeed is Vishnu."

" Or because He pleases the gods by himself being the

Soul of Vashatkara and other Mantras ; or Vashatkara is the

name of a deity." The S'ruti says :
" The Lord Prajapati

and Vashatkara." The Smriti also (Vishnu Smriti,

verse 35 and Yajurveda Sam., I, 5, 10) :
" He who is in-

voked in sacrifices by such Mantras as the four syllabled

A-S'ra-va-ya, the four syllabled A-Stu-sTau-shat, the two

syllabled Yaja, the five syllabled Ye-ya-ja-ma-he, and the

two syllabled Vau-shat, let that Vishnu be pleased

with me."

4. The Lord of the past, present and future. (Bhuta

bhavya bhavat prabhuh.)

Lord : Because His greatness consists in His having an

absolute existence unassociated with any idea of time.

5. The evolver of Beings (Bhutakrit).

He creates all beings, assuming the quality of Rajas in

the form of Virinchi (Brahma) ;
' Bhutakrit ' also means

that he destroys (Krit to destroy) the beings (Bhtttas) in

his Tamasa aspect as Eudra.

6. The sustainer of Beings (Bhutabhrit).

He supports (bhrit) or protects all beings in his Satvika

aspect.

7. The absolute existence (Bhftvah).

He expands himself as the Universe ; or remains as

pure existence alone.

the commentator adds other Acharyas' explanations. By other
Acharyas, he means S"rl Paras'ara, Bhatta, whom I have identified

in the exact quotations from his Bhashya, and many others, which I
was not able to find in S^rl Paras'ara owing to want of materials.
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8. The Self of Beings (Bhutatmft).

Self : the inner ruler of beings. The S'ruti (Br. Up.v

5-7-4) says :
" This is thy Self, the inner Ruler and immor-

tal Being."

9. The generator of Beings (BhutabhSvanah).

He generates or nourishes beings. (14^

10. Pure Self (Putatmft).

The reader might infer from the names Bhtktakrit, etc.

(Nos. 6 to 9) that He is attached to gunas (Satva, etc.). To

remove this misconception this name is here introduced.

The Svc Up. (6-11) says :
" He is pure and devoid

of qualities." His attachment to these gunas is brought

about by his own wish.

11. The Supreme Self (Paramatmfi).

Paramatman is he who is beyond cause and effect,

eternal, pure, absolute consciousness, and free.

12. The Supreme Goal of the emancipated. (Mukta-

nftm paramft gatih).

Because those that attain Him never return (to birth).

Lord (Bh. G., 8-16) says :
" He who cometh unto Me, son

of KuntI, verily knoweth birth no more."

13. The unchanging. (Avyayah). (31-429 and 900)

Avyaya means indestructible. The Br. Up. (6-4-25)

says :
" He is undecaying and immortal."

14. Purushah (Person). (406)

He that reclines (S'ete) in the body (Par). Maha-
bhftrata says :

" Since the Great Soul pervades through and
resides in this holy city (the body) with nine gates possess-

ed of these organs (senses, etc.), he is called Purusha." By
a permutation of the letter ' a ' into ' a, ' it would give this

meaning, viz., He who existed (aslt, as to exist) before
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(pttr) everything. The S'ruti (Tai. Ar., 1-23) says: "I
indeed existed here before. As he existed before, he is

called Purusba." Or because he resides (shad) in the

excellent ones (Pttru), or because he bestows (San to give)

rewards (Pttru, reward), or because destroys (Sya to cut)

the forms or worlds (Pllru) during Pralaya, or he- pervades

(Pur) and resides (Sad) in everything. The fifth Veda

(Mahabharata Udyo., 70-11) says : "He is named the

Supreme Person since he pervades and resides (in every-

thing)."

15. The witness (Sakshi).

Because he cognises by his own wisdom (Bodha)

everything directly with no veil between. According

to the Panini Sutras the word ' Sakshi ' is derived from

sa+akshi meaning the direct cogniser.

16. The knowor of the field (Kshetrajnah), J 6 and 17

are one in Ku.

Because he cognises (Jna) the vehicle (Kshetra). Lord

(Bh. Glta, 13-2) says :
" Understand Me as the knower of

the field."

17. The undecaying (Aksharah).

The same (Kshetrajna) is the undecaying Supreme Self.

Or ' Akshara ' from the root as to enjoy* The word ' only

'

{Eva) in the text denotes that there is no real distinction

between the Kshetrajna (the knower of the field) and

Akshara (the undecaying), as the S'ruti (Chcha. Up., 6-8-7)

" That art thou "
; and the word ' and ' (cha in the text)

indicates that the only difference between the two lies in

the former being phenomenal ; its permanence as under-

stood by th.e world at large is not supported by authorities.

(15)

18. The union (Yogah).

" The realisation of oneness of the Individual and the

Supreme Spirit, by keeping under control the senses of
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knowledge together with the mind, is called Yoga.'' He
(Vishnu) is the Yoga because he is to be reached by means

of it.

19. The leader of those that know Yoga. (Yogavidam

neta.)

Those that enquire into, realise, or acquire Yoga, are

called the knowers of Yoga ; He is their leader because He
takes care of the concerns of the wise ones. Lord (Bh.

Glta, 9-22) says :
" To those that are always devout, I

secure gain and safety."

20. The Lord of Pradhana and Purusha (Pradhana-

purushes'varah).

Pradhana is Prakriti, or Maya, Purusha is Jlva, He is

the Lord of both.

21. He that has the form of a man-lion (Nara-

simhavapuh).

Whose limbs are as those of man and lion.

22. United to Lakshml (Sfamta). (178-220 and 613)

S'rl (Lakshml) eternally abides on his chest.

Vyn. Though the Lord has the body of the man-lion,

there is no diminution of his beauty (S'rl).

23. Ketfavah. (648)

Whose hairs (Kes'a) are beautiful (va), the termination
' va ' being used in the sense of ' praise '

; or Ka means
' (Brahma) A (Vishnu), and ha (Rudra), hence Kes'a

denotes the Trimttrtis (the three manifestations) who are

under His control (vas'a) ; or because He slew the Asura

named Resin. In the Vishnu Pr. (5-16-23) Naraida says to

Krishna: "Because thou hast slain the impious Ke^in,

thou shalt be known, in the world, by the name of

Ketfava." {Vide name 648.)

24. Best of men (Purushottamah).
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According to Bh. Glta (15-18) :
" Since I excel the

destructible, and am more excellent also than the in-

destructible, in the world and in the Veda I am proclaimed
' Purushottama '." (Slo. 16)

25. The all (Sarvah).

The revered Vyasa (Maha. Ud., 70-12) says :
" As He

is the origin and end of all whether existent or otherwise,

and as He, at all times, cognises all, He is called ' Sarva '."

26. The destroyer (Sarvah).

As He involves all beings at the time of involution of

the Universe, or causes (all beings) to involve (in Himself).

27. The Pure (Sivah). (600)

He is Pure, being free from the three qualities. Hari

alone is praised by ' S'iva ' and other names, there being no

difference between him and them. So says the S'ruti

(Nars. Up., 13) :
" He is Brahma, He is Siva."

28. The constant (Sthanuh). (120 and 427)

29. The source of beings (Bhutadih).

As he is the first cause of all beings.

Vya. He is loved or accepted (adana) of all beings.

30. The resting placo (Nidhih). Some acharyas make

30 and 31 one name.

Of all beings during Pralaya.

31. The Unchangeable (Avyayah).

The aforesaid name ' Nidhi ' (No. 30) is qualified by

the name 'Avyaya,' i.e., He is the Unchangeable Resting

Place.

32. The manifestation (Sambhavah).

He manifests Himself in a suitable form by means of

will. Lord (Bh. Glta, 4-8) says :
" For the sake of firmly

establishing Dharma, I am born from age to age." Again :

"Free from the misery of passing through the womb, I
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manifest myself, through my own desire for destroying

the wicked and protecting the good."

33. The distributor (Bhflvanah).

He distributes the fruits of action to all Jlvas. It is

described (in Br. Stk., 3-2-38) :
" From Him the fruit (of

actions comes) as it is possible "
; as the distributor of all

results.

34. The sustainer (BhartA).

Of the Universe as its Lord.

35. The birth place (Prabhavah).

Or he is of superior origin.

36. The most powerful (Prabhuh).

Showing it forth in all his actions.

37. The great (Is-varah). (74)

His greatness is unlimited. The S'ruti (Br. Up., 6-4-22)

says :
" He is the Lord of all." (S'lo. 17J

38. The self-born (Svayambhuh).

Manu (1-7) says :
" He manifested himself "

; because

he is foremost of all ; or self-burn : He is both the person

who is above others as well as others. The S'ruti (Is'a.

Up., 8) says :
" He is Omnipresent, Self-existent." Or the

word ' Svayambhu ' means the Supreme Lord, as he is

independent and not subject to any other. The S'ruti

(Kath. Up., 4-1) says :
" The Self-existent pierced the open-

ings of the senses."

39. The bestower of good (Sambhuh).

On his devotees.

40. The Sun (Adityah). (563)

Sun here means the Golden Person in the disc of the

Sun (see Chcha. Up., 1-6-6) ; or Sun : Vishnu who is one

among the twelve Adityas ; (Bb. Glta, 10-21) says : "lam
the Viahnu among Adityas "

; or because he is the consort
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of Aditi the undifferentiated Mother Earth. The S'ruti

(Tai. Sam., 5-1-7) says :
" She is Aditi." (Tai. Br., 3-1-2) :

" The Divine Earth the wife of Vishnu "
; or as the one

Sun reflects himself as many in several vessels of water, so

the one Atman shows as many in the various bodies, hence

this resemblance to the Sun.

41. Lotus-eyed (Pushkarfikshah). (556)

42. Of mighty sound (Mahasvanah).

Or the holy sound, or being the S'ruti, the word of

God. The S'ruti (Br. Up., 4-4-10) :
" Thus, Maitreyi ! has

been breathed forth from this great Being what we have as

Rigveda, Yajurveda."

43. Devoid o£ birth and death (Anadinidhanah).

44. The supporter (Dhata).

He supports the worlds in the form of Ananta (Adis'esha)

and others.

Vya. Dhata is in the form of Brahma as he conceives

(Dhatri) all.

45. The dispenser (Vidhata). (484)

He is the dispenser of the fruit of action and inducer

of actions ; or Vidhata means the supporter (Dhata) of even

(vi) Ananta and others.

46. The best of all substances (Dhaturuttamah).

The meaning is that he is the principle called chit

(consciousness) which is superior to all others, earth, etc. ;

or he is superior to Dhata (Brahma) ; or this may be taken

as two different names, viz., * Dhatuh ' and 'Uttamah'.

Dhatu ' means the chit which sustains the Universe of

cause and effect. ' Uttama ' means the highest of all on

account of His having gone above all the best things.

(STlo. 18)
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47. The indefinable (Apramcyah).

Because He cannot be reached by the senses as He is

devoid of sense-object such as sound, etc. ; nor through

inference can He be known because He is devoid of the

characteristic marks relating to inference ; nor through

analogy ; for, He is without parts and hence no comparison

can be made ; nor through inference from circumstances,

because it is impossible to attain anything without Him ;

nor through negative proof, because He is the very existence

Himself as well as the witness of negation ; nor through

the testimony of S'astras, because He is devoid of any of the

peculiarities that may be deduced from them. If so, how
is it said that He can be known by the S'astras ? It is thus

explained : even though the Supreme Light who is the

witness of proofs, etc., is beyond the reach of S'astras, yet

as they serve to remove the superimpositions and whatever

that is not of His nature, they are said to reveal Him who
cannot be defined, being the witness.

48. The lord of the senses (Hri&hlkes'ah).

4

Hrishlka '
: senses, and ' Is'a,' Lord, i.e., he assumes

the form of Kshetrajna ; or he who controls the senses, the

Supreme Atman ; or He who in the form of sun and moon
CHrishl) delights the world by his (Kes'a) rays. The Moksha-
dharma (Maha. Sfonti., 343, 62 and 63) says :

" The sun

and moon through their rays known as Kes'a always uphold

the Universe as it is by awaking it and causing it to sleep.

By such awaking and causing to sleep, the Universe is de-

lighted. It is in consequence of these acts of Agni and Soma
who uphold the Universe, that I have come to be called by

the name of Hrishlkea'a, son of Pandu ! Indeed, I am
the boon-giver Is'ana, the creator of the Universe."

49. Lotus-navelled (Padmanabhah). (196 and 346)

Lotus (symbolises) the source of all the Universe,

which (source) is in his navel. The Sruti (Tai. Sam. , 4-6-2)

eays :
" In the navel of Aja (Brahma) all this is established."
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50. Tho lord of the immortals (Amaraprabhuh).

51. The creator of the Universe (Vis'vakarmS).

Or whose act is the Universe ; or He is called VisVakar-

ma being possessed of wonderful powers of creation ; or

from His resembling Tvashta (the celestial architect).

52. The thinker (Manuh).

The S'ruti (Br. Up., 5-7-23) says :
" There is no thinker

except Him." Or ' Manu ' means a Mantra or a Prajapati

(Progenitor.).

53. The reducer (Tvashta).

Of all Beings during involution of the Universe.

54. The biggest (Sthavishthah). (436)

Vya. He is the cause of the expansion of the grossest

matter.

55. Old and firm (Sthaviro dhruvah).

Old : The Rigveda (7-100-3) says :
" For illustrious

is the name of the old one." Or ' Sthavira ' means age.

(A man aged 70 is called Sthavira) ; and ' Dhruva ' means
stable. (S'lo. 19)

56. He who cannot be grasped (Agrfihyah).

By the organs of action. The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 2-4)

says :
" From whence all speech, with mind, turns away

unable to reach it."

Vya. He is not to be grasped like clay by the potters,

as the S'ruti declares :
" There is none over Him."

57. Ever-existing (Sfos'vatah).

Because He exists at all times. The S'ruti (Nara. Up., 13)

says :
" He is ever-existing, Siva, and Achyuta."

58. Krishnah. (550)

* Krishna ' means existence, intelligence, and bliss.

Vyasa (Maha. Udyoga., 70-5) says :
" The word Krish means

existence, and ' na ' means bliss. The Union of these two
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is called the eternal Brahman, Krishna." Or because of

his dark-blue complexion he is known as Krishna. The
Mahabharata (Sftnti., 343) says : "As my colour is dark-

blue, I am called Krishna, Arjuna."

59. Red-eyed (Lohitakshah).

The S'ruti (Tai. Ar., 4-42) says :
" Let that supreme

Lohitaksha (protect) me."

60. The destroyer (Pratardanah).

Of Beings during Pralaya.

Vya. The S'ruti says (Kath. Up., 2-24) :
" To him the

Brahmana and Kshattriya classes are food " ; and the

Vedanta Sutras also say (1-2-9) : "He is the eater of the

movable and immovable ones."-

61. Well-endowed (Prabhutah).

With wisdom, greatness and other qualities.

Vya. He is full even after the destruction of all

(in the great Involution).

62. The base of the three regions (Trikakubdhama).

Viz., the Upper, the Lower and the Middle.

63. The Holy (Pavitram).

' Pavitra' : the Rishi (Seer) or Deity that purifies, or

He who is the means of purification.

64. The beneficient and the best (Mangalam param).

The Vishnu Pr. says: "That Brahman is known as

beneficence which wards off all evils and brings on series

of benefits to men on being merely remembered by them."

The best of beings, i.e., Brahman which is supreme

beneficence.
\ (20)

65. The Ruler (Is'finah).

Of all Beings.

66. The Mover of Prftnas (Pranadah).

(321, 408 and 956)
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The S'ruti (Tai., 2-7J says :
" Who then could live, who

could breathe "
; or because he takes away (Dya to kill) the

life (Prana) in the form of Death, or purifies or destroys

the Pranas (breaths).

67. Prfinah. (67, 320 and 407)

The individual Self or the Supreme Self. The S'ruti

(Kena. Up., 1-2) says :
" He is the life of lives, " or the

Principal Life (Mukhya Prana).

68. The eldest and the excellent (Jyeshtah sTeshtah).

As the S'ruti (B. Up., 8-1-3) says :
" The Prana is the

eldest and the excellent," and also (Br. Su. 2-4-8) says :

" He is the excellent," it may mean the chief Prana ; or

Jyeshtha, being the universal cause, and S'reshtha being

above all others.

69. The Lord of Beings (Prajapatih). (197)

Vya. He is the over-lord of Prajas, the Nitya sttris.

70. Hiranyagarbhah. (411)

Brahma (the creator) is called Hiranyagarbha as being ,

the dweller in the golden egg, and (Vishnu) is his Self,
j

The S'ruti (Tai. Sam., 4-1-8) says :
" At the beginning

Hiranyagarbha came into existence."

71. Having the Universe in His womb (Bhugarbhah).

Vya. Bhu=the Earth, the divine consort of Hari

garbha—ihe protector.

Ka. The S'ami (Arani) wood has in its womb the fire,

that has in its womb its enemy (the water) ; it has in its

womb (the earth) ; may Vishnu (the Creator of tire, water

and earth) be pleased to me ! (might be in Bhishma-

stava in the Mahabharata).

72. The husband of Lakshml (Mftdhavah).

(167 and 735)

Or, he who is cognised through Madhuvidya (Br. Up.,

4-5).
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* Or Vyasa (Maha. Udyo., 70-4) says :

*' Bharata ! know,

Madhava * by silence (Manna), by meditation (Dhyana)

;

( and by Yoga."

73. The Slayer of Madhu (MadhusQdanah).

The Mahabharata says :
" The Supreme Purusha

(Vishnu) slew also the great Asura Madhu born to Karna-

misra, in compliance with the request of Brahma, hence

the Sages, the Devas, the Asuras and men call Janardana

by the appellation of ' Madhusudana '." (S'lo. 21)

74. The all-potent (Is'varah.)

Vya. The possessor of Eight Siddhis, anima, etc.

75. The valiant (Vikramah).

76. The Bowman (Dhanvl).

Lord (Bh. G., 10-31) says :
" I am S'rl Kama among the

wielders of the bow."

77. Of powerful memory (Medh&vl).

Able to grasp several ideas of different subjects, at a

time.

Ka. SarasvatI is the tongue of the Lord.

78. Of great strides (Vikramah).

As he traversed the Universe, or because he rides

(krama) the bird (vi) Garuda.

79. The walker (Kramah).

The Mauu Smr. (12-121) says :
" Vishnu with regard to

motion . .

."

Vya. He steps into the world with his eternal

prosperities.

80. The unexcelled (Anuttamah).

The S'ruti (Nara. Up., 12) says: " There is nothing,

above or below, equal to Him." (Bh. G., 11-43) also says :

1 Here ma stands for Mauna, dfaa for meditation and va for
Yoga.
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" For Thy equal exists not, whence another superior to

Thee ?
"

81. The unassailable (Duradharshah).

By the Daityas.

82. Knower of actions done (Kritajnah). (532)

Good or bad of men ; or grateful as he confers emanci-

pation on those that offer him (in worship) even such

insignificant objects as a leaf or a flower.

83. The effort (Kritih).

The human effort or the act itself. As the universal

Soul, he is considered as being at the bottom of every act.

84. Centred in his own glory (Atmavfin).

The S'ruti (Cheha. Up., 7-24-1) says: "Where doth

that immensity abide, my Lord ! It abideth in its own
glory." (S'lo. 22)

Vya. Atmas are Dasas-servants, vat—the possessor.

Ka. He possesses those Souls (Atmans) who give

up the idea that their bodies are (Atman).

85. The Lord of Devas (Sures'ah).

He is the Lord of thoSe that confer good.

86. The refuge (Saranam).

As he destroys the misery of the miserable.

87. Bliss (Sarma).

Being Supreme Bliss.

88. The Universal Cause (Visfvaretah).

89. The source of all beings (Prajabhavah).

90. The day (Ahah).

Because He is the Light.

He does not (a) destroy {ha) the people who are His.
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91. The year (Samavatsarah) . (422)

Vishnu in his aspect of time.

Vya. To protect the good men he lives (Vas to live).

92. The serpent (Vyalah).

Difficult to be caught hold of—as is a serpent.

Vya. Difficult to control as a rogue Elephant Vi-a-la.

He identifies himself specially (Vi) {La) with his devotees.

Ka. He is the chief destroyer of the Universe.

93. Consciousness (Pratyayah).

The S'ruti (Ait. Up., 3-3) says :
" Consciousness (Praj-

nana) is Brahman.''

94. Omnispective (Sarvadars'anah).

Because he is omnipresent. The S'ruti (Nara. Up., 1

and 13) says :
" Having eyes on all sides ; He that has a

universal eye." . (S'lo. 23)

95. Unborn (Ajah). (204 and 521)

The S'ruti (Rig., 1-81-5) says :
" He was neither born

nor is he going to be born." The Mahabharata (Sfon., 343)

says :
" I was not born, nor am I to be born, nor have I

any possibility of future birth ; I am the Kshetrajna of all

beings ; hence I am called unborn."

Vya. He destroys all the hindrances of the devotees

who want to reach him.

96. The Lord of all (Sarves'varah).

The Lord of all Lords. The S'ruti (Br. Up., 6-4-2) says :

" He is the Lord of all."

97. The perfect (Siddhih). (819)

Being eternally perfect.

Vya. He is in favour of Nitya sflris (Eternal devotees).

98. Attainment (Siddhih).

The Svarga, etc. , are useless as they are perishable, and

the only imperishable thing is He who is the wisdom in all

substances and who has a transcendental form.
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99. The beginning of everything (Sarvadih).

Because he is the origin of all beings.

Vya. He is the cause of all human aspirations.

100. Achyutah. (100, 319 and 552)

He was not shaken and is not and will not be

shaken from his own glory ; hence the name Achyuta.

The S'ruti (Nara. Up., 13) says :
" He is eternal, calm and

'

unswerving (Achyuta)." Lord also (Maha. S'an., 343) says :

" I did not swerve from my path at any time before ; hence

I am called Achyuta by that act."

Thus ends the first hundred.

SECOND HUNDRED

101. Dharma and boar (Vrishakapih).

Dharma is known as (vrisha) by its act of pouring out

all desired objects ; the ' boar ' (kapi) : as he protected (pa

to protect) the Earth from the (great) waters (ka, water).

The Mahabharata (S'an. 343) says :
" Kapi means the great

boar and vrisha means Dharma. Hence, the Progenitor

Kasyapa calls me by the appellation Vrishakapi."

Ka. The destroyer of the misery of Indra. {Vrislia)—

Indra ; 4&w=sins and Pi=absorb and remove.

102. Of undefinable nature (Ameyatma).

103. Devoid of all contacts (Sarvayogavinisritah).

The S'ruti (Br. Up., 6-3-15) says: "This Person,

indeed, is unattached." Or he is beyond the reach of the

various systems of Yogas taught in the Sfastras. (24)

104. The dweller (Vasuh). (270 and 696)

Or ' Vasu ' means one of the (eight) Vasus as described

(in Bh. G. 10-23) "lam Pavaka among the Vasus."

Vya. He dwells in the heart of the sages (Sadhus),

the righteous (Nyayins) and the purified ones (S'antas).
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105. Of great mind (Vasumanah). (697)

' Vasu ' (great), here meaning wealth, signifies

excellence or superiority ; his mind is not polluted with

the afflictions of desire, aversion, and with the pairs of

pride, etc., hence ' of great mind '.

Ka. Whose mind is auspiciousness itself.

106. The true (Satyah). (212 and 869)

Being Paramatman, the reverse of the unreal. The
S'ruti (Tai. Up., 2-1), says :

" Brahman is existence, know-
ledge, and infinite " ; or who is With and without

form. The Sfruti (Tai. Up., 2-6) says :
" He is endowed with

form and devoid of form." Or Satyam :
' sat,' Prana,

'ti,' food or matter and ' yam ' the sun ; he is ' satya '

because his form is made up of Prana, matter and the sun.

The S'ruti says :
" ' Sat ' means Prana, ' ti ' food, and ' yam »

the sun "
; or because he is virtue in the holy men (sat).

107. Of equal-mindedncss (SamStmfl).

Whose mind is undisturbed by love or hatred ; or He
is same (Sama) in all beings (Atmas). The S'ruti (Kau.

Up., 3-9) says :
" One should understand that the Self is

the same fin all)."

108. Unlimited (Asammitah) (measured Sammitah).

By every other thing.

Vya. Sammi£a=me&8iired, i.e., one who is below six-

teen years (referring to Raman's story, 1-20-2).

109. Equal (Samah).

At all times, as he is free from all changes. Or
United to Lakshml. (' Sa ' with, and ' ma ' Lakshml, i.e.*

he is ever with Lakshml.)

Vya. Though there was not previous experience, yet

(a devotee) calls him * He '.

110. Of fruitful worship (Amoghah). (154)
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He fulfils every desire, when worshipped, praised, or

remembered, and never leaves aspirations unfulfilled ; or

because His will is always unobstructed. The S'ruti (Chcha.

Up., 8-1-5) says : "Truthful is his wish and Truth is his

resolve."

111. Pervading the lotus in the heart (Pundarlkak-

shah).

' Pundarlka ' means the lotus in the heart, and ' aksha '
:

to pervade through it, or seen in it. The S'ruti (Nara. Up.,

10) says :
" There is a lotus in the centre of the city (body),"

or with lotus-like eyes.

112. 0£ righteous action (Vrishakarma).

' Vrisha ' means Dharma and ' Karma ' action.

Vya. One, seeing the Setu (bridge) of the Sea (con-

structed by S'rl Rama), becomes free from the sin of

Brahmanicide. So says the Smriti.

113. Incarnated for the sake of righteousness (Vri-

shakritih).

Lord (Bh. Glta. 4-8) says :
" For the sake of estab-

lishing Dharma, I am born in every age." (S'lo. 25)

Vya. We see from the Smritis that Rama was in the

form of Dharma personified.

114. Rudrah.

As he causes beings to cry (' Rud to cry ') when he
destroys them at the time of involution. Rudra may mean
he confers Ra ' to give) good ('Rud'), or he destroys

(Dra) the misery and its cause (Ru).

115. Myriad-headed (Bahusirah).

The S'ruti (Tai. Ar. ( 3-12) says :
" He is thousand-

headed."

116. The supporter (Babhruh).

Of the worlds.

Babhruh=E&rth or Adistesha who supports the Earth.
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117. The universal cause (Vis'vayonih). (1^9)

118. Of holy names (SuchisTavah).

Whose names are worthy of being heard.

Vya. He hears only the pure hearings.

119. Immortal (Amritah).

Because he has no decay or death. The S'ruti (Kau.

Up.» 3-8) says :
" He is undecaying and immortal."

Vya. He gives complete satisfaction of his sweetness

to the devotees.

120. Eternal and firm (Sas'vatassthanuh).

Vya. He is eternal, impossible to be approached and

is to be enjoyed.

121. Of excellent symbol (Varflrohah).

' Vara ' excellent and ' aroha ' symbol ; or ' Vara-

roha ' means the Supreme Goal ; because those that ascend

(aroha') to it never return. The S'ruti (Chcha. Up., 8-15-1)

says :
" He does not return." The Smriti also (Bh. G.,

8-21) says : "By reaching whom men do not return ..."

122. Of great knowledge (Mahatapah).

Because (the capacity of) his knowledge (Tapas) to

evolve is very great (Mahat). The S'ruti (Mun. Up., 1-1-9)

says :
" Whose Tapas is of the nature of knowledge "

; or

whose glory and greatness are supreme. (Slo. 26)

123. All-pervading (Sarvagah).

As the (universal) cause.

124. 1 Omniscient and effulgent (Sarvavidbhflnuh). (284)

Effulgent : The S'ruti (Mun. Up., 4-10) says :
" When

He shines, all shine after Him." The Smriti (Bh. G„ 15-12)

also says :
" That splendour which is in the Sun . .

."

.' 124 makes two names.
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125. Kouting the armies (of the Daityas) on all sides

(Vishvaksenah).

By merely getting himself ready for the fight.

Vya. Vishvak=on all sides, Sena : Iwa=Lord, i.e. , he

is always with his devotees who are to be protected.

126. The oppressor of men (Janardanah).

Men :
" wicked men. Or he who sends to hell ; or he

whom men (Jana) pray (ardana) for all kinds of prosperity

and eternal happiness."

Vya. He is the promulgator of the Vedas.

127. Scriptures (Vcdah).

Lord (Bh. G., 10-11) says : "Out of mere compassion

for them, I, abiding in their Self, destroy the darkness

born of ignorance, by the luminous lamp of wisdom."

128. The knower of Vcdas (Vedavid).

As they are. Lord (Bh. G., 15-15) says : "lam the

author of the Vedftnta, as well as the knower of the Vedas."

The Mahabharata says :
" All the Vedas, all the Vidyas, all

the S'astras, all the Yajnas, and all offerings, are Krishna ;

those Brahmanas that know Krishna in reality, have per-

formed all the sacrifices."

129. The perfect (Avyangah).

In his wisdom, etc. ; or it means the unmanifested.

Lord (Bh. G., 2-15) says :
" He is unmanifested."

130. With the Vedas as his parts (Vedangah).

Vya. The S'ruti (Tai. Br., 3-55) says :
" The one who

does not know the Vedas knows not the omnipresent one."

131. Spreading the knowledge of the Vedas (Veda-

vid).

Vya. He understands by the Vedas hundreds of

Dharmas, which are to be learned.
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132. All-seer (Kavih).

The Sruti (Br. Up., 5-7-23) says :
" There is no seer

except Him." (Is'a. Up., 8) : "The Seer, Intelligent . .
."

(Slo. 27J

133. The Lord of the worlds (Lokadhyakshah).

He is mainly the witness of all worlds.

Vya. He is the Superintendent of the administration

of justice.

134. The Lord of the Devas (Suradhyakshah).

The Deyas are the protectors of the world.

Vya. He is the presiding deity of the Devas who are

to be worshipped by ceremonies.

135. The cogniscr of Dharma (Dharmfldhyakshah).

As He directly perceives virtue and vice with the view

of bestowing appropriate fruits.

136. Cause and effect (Kritakritah).

Vya. He investigates, whether one deserves or not, to

be bestowed with the corresponding results.

137. Fourfold in his nature (Chaturatma). (769)

He has four manifestations during evolution. The
Vishnu Pr. (1-22) says :

" Brahma, Daksha, and others,

time, and all creatures are the (four) energies of Hari which
are the causes of creation. Vishnu, Manu and others, time,

and all creatures are the ffoar) energies of Vishnu for

protection. Rudra, the destroying fire, death, and all crea-

tures are the four energies of Janardana for universal

dissolution."

138. Of four manifestations (Chaturvyuhah). (767)

Vyasa says : "Janardana, of excellent fame, manifests

himself in four forms, Vasudeva, etc. (Vasudeva, Sankar-

shana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha) and carries on crea-

tion, etc."
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139. Having four teeth (horns) (Chaturdamshtrah).

In his incarnation as Narasimha ; or of four horns

from the similarity of the horns to fangs. The S'ruti

(Rigveda, 4-58-3) says :
" Possessed of four horns (heads)."

140. The four-armed (Chaturbhujah). (Slo. 28)

Vya. We see he is described in the Vedas as four-

armed and ' beautifully limbed '.

141. The radiant (Bhrajishnuh).

As he is the very essence of light.

142. The food (BhojananV).

' Food '
: Prakriti or Maya, as the object of enjoyment.

Vya, He is enjoyed by the worshippers as the S'ruti

says (Tai. Up., 2-7): "He is indeed the Rasa (the

essence) ".

143. The enjoyer (Bhokta). (500 and 888)

As Purusha he enjoys.

Vya. Krishna was the eater of the leaves, etc., offered

by the devotees. (Bh. Gita, 9-26.)

144. The subducr (Sahishnuh). (565)

Of Daityas such as Hiranyaksha and others.

Vya. He endures all disregards shown by the devotees

(of course unconsciously).

145. The first-born in the Universe (Jagadadijah).

As He manifests himself as Hiranyagarbha in the

beginning of the Universe.

146. The sinless (Anaghah). (831)

The S'ruti (Chcha. Up., 8-1-5) says :
" He is free from

sin."

Vya. He is untainted by sin though he resides in

the centre of the Samsara (in his incarnations,).

147. Excelling everything (Vrjayah).

In wisdom, dispassion, greatness, etc.

Vya. No victory anywhere except him.
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148. Transcending all (Jeta).

Beings, by his very nature.

149. Having the Universe as His womb (Vis'vayonih).

Or he who is the all-cause.

Vya. He is the only cause of the universe.

150. The repeated dweller (Punarvasub).

As He again and again dwells in the bodies as

Kshetrajna. (S'lo. 29)

151. Upendrah.

Above Indra. The Harivams'a (76-47) says :
" You

are placed by the Vedas as lord and Indra over me. So the

gods praise you on earth, Krishna, as Upendra."

152. The dwarf (Vamanah).

Because he begged of Bali in the form of a dwarf. But

according to the gloss, he checked (Vamayati) the pride of

Bali, hence he is called (' Vamana ')• Vamana is to be

worshipped in that form. The Sruti (Kath. Up., 5-3) says :

" Him, the dwarf, sitting in the middle (of the heart) all

gods adore."

153. The tall (Prams'uh).

As the very same (dwarf) instantly became taller than

the three worlds. The Harivams'a (262-263) says :
" When

the water (accompanying the gift) was poured into his hands,

the dwarf was no longer a dwarf. The Lord manifested

His Universal form ; the earth was his feet, the sky, his

head and the sun and moon his eyes." Having thus

manifested His Cosmic form, He traversed the earth.

Then (when he rose up high) the sun and moon came up
to his chest. When he walked up the middle region, they

(the sun and moon) reached his navel ; and when he was

in the world of gods they were below his knees."

154. Fruitful fAmoghah).
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In his actions.

Vya. His glory is unlimited.

155. Pure (Suchih). (251)

As He parities those that remember, praise, and
worship him. The S'ruti says :

" He is untouched, great

and pure."

Vya. He purifies his devotees disregarding their

offering or otherwise.

156. Firm (Urjitah).

Being of immense strength.

157. He who transcends Indra (Atlndrah).

In wisdom, greatness, etc., that are natural to him.

158. All-destroyer (Sangrahah).

159. The evolution (Sargah).

Being the matter evolved or the cause of evolution.

160. Of controlled self (Dhritatma).

As his nature is changeless, ever the same, free from

birth, etc.

Vya. By him all the devotees are supported by the

gift of his Atman.

161. The Director (Niyamah). (865)

Of Beings in their respective functions.

Vya. He controls Bali and others.

162. The controller (Yamah). (Slo. 30)

Vya. He directs the Earth as its indweller.

163. The Knowable (Vedyah).

By those that desire supreme good.

164. The Knower o£ Vidyfls (Vaidyah).

165. The eternal yogin (Sadayogl).

As He is ever in a manifested form.

Vya. He is awake in ail beings.
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166. The slayer of the valiant (Vlraha). (741 and 927)

Asuras, in order to protect righteousness.

Vya. He slays those who proclaim false doctrines.

167. The Lord of knowledge (Madhavah).

The Harivamsfc says :
" Hari ! thou art the Lord

(Dhava) of Ma or Knowledge ; hence thou art named
' Madhava ' the Master of ' Ma '."

Vya. There is a saying (Bh. G., 7-17) " I am beloved

indeed of the wise."

Ka : Madhava ; Ma, meditation ; dha, introspection ;

and va, uniting.

168. The honey (Madhuh).

Causing great happiness like honey.

169. Transcending all senses (Atlndriyah).

As he is not sound, etc., that are the objects of senses.

The S'ruti (Kath. Up., 3-15) says: "He is soundless,

untouched."

170. The great illusionist (Mahamayah).

As he subjects even the greatest illusionist to illusion.

Lord (Bh. Glta, 7-14) says :
" My Maya is very difficult to

be crossed."

Vya. "I am veiled by the Yoga Maya."

(Bh. G., 7-25.)

171. Of great diligence (Mahotsahah).

Because creation, preservation and destruction of the

Universe are carried on by his being ever ready for

the same.

172. Of great strength (Mahabalah).

Being stronger than the Strongest. (S^lo. 31)

Vya. He never feels tired "as he is self-established

in his own glory ". (Chcha. Up., 7-24.)
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173. Of mighty intellect (Mahabuddhih).

Being wiser than the wise.

174. Of great energy (Mahavlryah).

Possessed of energy of the nature of Avidya which
generates ' Mahat'.

Vya. His strength is never changed.

175. Of immense power (Mahas'aktih).

Vya. He possesses the energy of material and instru-

mental causes.

176. Of great splendour (Mahadyutih).

Internally and externally. The S'rutis (Br. Up., 6-3-9)

say: "He is self-radiant." (Mun., 4-9): "He is the

light of lights."

Vya. His light never depends on the assistance of the

senses.

177. Of indefinable form (Anirdesyavapuh). (656)

As it is impossible to define it to others ' as this or

that '.

178. The Lord of all good (SrlmSn).

Vya. He possesses the six kinds of prosperities.

179. Of remarkable intelligence that cannot be

measured (Amey5tm5).

By beings.

Vya. Valmlki says :
" He is unfathomable as the

ocean."

180. Supporter of the great mountain (Mahadridhrik). 1

He supported the Mandara and Govardhana Mountains

respectively when the ocean was churned and when the

cows were protected. (Slo. 32)

1 Another reading is Dhrid.
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181. Of mighty bow (Maheshvasah).

Vya. (SYI Rama says to his brother) " bring my bo-w-

and arrows, son of Sumitra."

182. The supporter of the Earth (Mahlbharta).

When it was merged in the great waters.

183. The dwelling place of Sri (Srlnivasah). (607)

For Lakshml ever resides on his chest.

Vya. It is said by the Muni (Valmlki) " He is like the

shade of a tree to wise men."

184. The Refuge of the good (Satamgatih). (450)

Good : the followers of the Vedas. To them, He is

the means of attaining all the human aspirations.

Vya. His actions are beyond those of jlvas.

185. The Unobstructed (Aniruddhah). (638)

In His manifestations by any one else.

186. He who gladdens the gods (Suranandah).

187. Govindah. (539)

The Mahabharata, Mokshadharma (S'an., 343-41) says :

" I first knew (vinda) the Earth (go*) which was carried

away and hidden in a cave (.by an Asura), hence I am
praised by the appellation ' Govinda ' by Gods, and

Scriptures." The Harivams'a (76-45 and 279-49) says :

" I am Indra (Lord) over the Devas, thou art lord over

the cows, hence the world will ever praise Thee as
4

Govinda ' ; speech is named ' Go,' and since thou

conferest speech, Lord, the Sages call you ' Govinda '."

Ka Go-\-Vid. has the following ten meanings : Go
1. Svarga (Heaven). He transcends the Heaven. 2. Arrows
(He knows all the weapons). 3. Cattle. He is the leader of the

ignorant ones. 4. Speech. He is to be known by the Vedas.

5. Thunderbolt ; He has the Vajra marks on his feet. 6.

Quarters ; He is known in all quarters. 7. eyes ; He is in
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the person residing in the eyes. 8. The sun ; He is in the

form of the Sun. 9. Earth ; He recovered the Earth from

the Titans. 10. Waters ; His seat is in the waters.

And Vid, to know.

188. The Lord of the wise (Govidampatih)

.

He is the Lord of those that know speech. (S'lo. 33)

Vya. He is the Lord of the knowers of the Vedas in

the form of " Hamsa" (the swan).

189. The refulgent (Marlchih).

As He outshines the most brilliant. Lord (Bh. Glta

10-36) says :
" I am the splendour of the splendid."

Vya. He reveals his form to others by incarnations.

190. The repressor (Damanah).

Of those that swerve from their assigned duties.

191. Hanisah.

As He removes the fear of Samsara of those that medi-

tate upon Him as ' I am He '. Or the root
4 Han ' means to

go (to move). Hence, he that moves in all bodies. The
S'ruti (Kath. Up., 5-2) says: "He is Hamsa dwelling in

Heaven."

192. Of beautiful wings (Supurnah). (855)

The S'ruti (Sve. Up., 4-6) says : "There are two birds,

etc."

Vya. He leads (the devotees) to the other shore of the

•ocean of Samsara.

193. The best of serpents (Bhujagottamah).

Vya. Adis'esha.

194. Of auspicious navel (HiranyanSbhah).

Of golden-hue ; or having an agreeable and beautiful

navel.
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195. Of excellent austerities (Sutapah).

As He is (still) performing excellent Tapas in Badari-

kasrama in the form of Nara and Narayana. The Smriti

says :
" The concentration of mind and senses is called

supreme Tapas."

196. Having the navel like the lotus (PadmanSbhah).

Or because he shines in the centre of the lotus of the

heart.

197. The father of beings (Prajapatih). (Slo. 34)

Vya. The Lord of Brahma born from his navel and
others.

198. Free from death (Amritynh).

Or its cause.

Vya. " I prostrate before the death of death," so says

the Sfruti.

199. All-seeing (Sarvadrik).

As he cognises through his.innate light the actions of

all beings, good or bad.

200. The lion (Simhah). (488)

The etymology of * Simha ' is from the root ' han *

to kill.

Vya. The man-lion incarnation.

Thus ends the second hundred.

THIRD HUNDRED

201. The regulator (Sandhata).

Because he joins men to the (respective) results of"

their acts.

Vya. He bestows eternal prosperities on Prahlada and

others.
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202. The enjoyer (Sandhiman).

Being the enjoyer of the results too.

Vya. Prahlada and others attribute to the Lord the

form of Siddhi, prosperity.

203. He who is constant (Sthirah).

Being always the same.

Vya. He is constant in his distribution of (good

results) even to the irreligious.

204. The mover (Ajah).

Or He who moves.

Vya. He appeared from the post and was not born

from the womb (as was the case of Narasimha incarnation).

205. The unbearable (Durmarshanah).

To his enemies, the Asuras.

Vya. There are sayings (in the Puranas) " I can slay

these, if I wish, by the tip of my fingers."

206. The ordainer (S&stha).

He ordains all by (.means of) S'ruti and Smriti.

207. Of renowned Self (Visrutatma).

'Self characterised by truth, wisdom, etc., and He
who is specially declared (in the S'rutis).

Vya. His form is known to all.

208. Destroyer of the foes of Suras (Sur&riha).

(Slo. 35)

Vya. He destroyed Hiranyakas'ipu by his two hands

joined, shining with the group of finger-nails.

1 209. The Teacher (Guruh). (493)

As He is the promulgator of all Vidy&s, or as He is the

generator of all beings.

Vya. He is the supreme Guru to Brahma and others.

* 209 and 210 make one name.
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210. The supreme Teacher (Gurutamah).

As He is the imparter of Brahmavidya even to Brahma
and others. The S'ruti (S've. Up., 6-18) says :

" He who
first created Brahma, and imparted to him the Vedas."

211. The effulgence (Dhftma).

The S'ruti (N5ra. Up., 13) says :
" Narayana is the

Supreme Light ''
; or ' Dhama ' : abode, as he is the abode

of all desires. The S'ruti (Mun. Up., 6-1) says :
" The

Brahman is the Supreme Abode."

212. Truth. (Satyah).

As He is the essence of Truth. The S'ruti (Nara. Up.,

79) says :
" Therefore, they say, Truth is Supreme."

Or He is the truth of truth. The S'ruti (Br. Up., 4-1-20)

nays :
" The Pranas are the truth and He is the Truth

of them.''

Ka. He is the support of the Satyaloka.

213. Of real valour (Satyaparakramah).

214. He whose eyes are closed (Nimishah).

His eyes are closed during his Yoganidra (Satnadhi).

Vya. He never opens his eyes towards the enemies

(of mankind).

215. He who is ever awake (Animishah).

Being ever wise ; or ' animisha ' may mean the incar-

nation of Matsya (fish).

216. The garlanded (Srigvl).

He always wears the VaijayantI garland, the symbol of

the Tanmatras, rudimental of the Elements.

x
217. The Lord of Vidyfis and of grand intellect.

(Vachaspatih ud&radhlh).

' Grand '
: perceiving the meaning of words. (Slo. 36)

1 217 makes two names.
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218. Leader to the front (Agranih).

Leading those that are desirous of liberation to the

Supreme Seat.

Vya. He leads his devotees near himself.

219. The director of the group (GrSmanlh).

Of Beings.

Vya. He directs his devotees to the assembly of

Nityasiddhas, ever-liberated ones.

220. He who is radiant (Srlman).

The light which excels all.

Vya. Though he was incarnated as fish, his splendour

was supreme in that form.

221. Logic (Nyayah).

That enunciates differences and proceeds upon proofs.

Vya. He is the unshakable reason to those who want

to deviate from the S'astras.

222. The regulator (Neta).

Of the machine of the Cosmos.

Vya. He dives and brings up the sinking great souls.

223. The breath. (Samlranah).

That causes motion in beings.

Vya. His actions in his fish incarnation were

excellent.

224. The thousand-headed (Sahasramurdha).

225. The Universal Soul (Vtevatma).

Vya. He spreads by his knowledge and energy the

Universe, as the S'ruti (Puru. Stlk., 1) says :
" He covers the

Earth, etc."

226. The Thousand-eyed (Sahasrftkshah).

227. The Thousand-footed (Sahasrapad).

The S'ruti (Puru. Stt.) says :
** The Purusha is thousand-

headed, thousand-eyed, and thousand-footed." (S'lo. 37)
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228. The turner. (Avartanah).

Of the wheel of Samsara.

229. Of liberated mind (Nivrittatma). (597)

From the bonds of Samsara.

230. He who is veiled (Samvritah).

By the Avidya that covers nature.

Vya. He is of the splendour of the sun and beyond
the darkness, so the S'ruti says.

231. The crusher (Sampramardanah).

By manifesting as Rudra, Death and the rest.

Vya. He destroys the darkness of the devotees by his

knowledge.

232. The regulator of day (Ahassamvartakah).

As the Sun.

Vya. He regulates the day, time, etc.

233. The fire (Vahnih).

As He carries (Vah—to carry) the oblations to

the gods.

Vya. He is the space as the S'ruti (Puru. Sttk., 4)

says :
" One portion of his has become the whole Universe."

234. The air (Anilah).

As He is beginningless (anadi), he is called ' anila '.

Vya. He is supreme. He is the life itself, as the

S'ruti (Tai. Up., 1-7), "who will live and who will be

sentient without him ?
"

235. The bearer of the Earth (Dharanldharah).

As Adis'esha and also Boar. (S'lo. 38)

236. The gracious (Suprasfidah).

As He gives Salvation even to such wrong-doers as

S'isUpala and others.
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237. Of delightful nature (Prasannatmft).

His Antahkarana (inner organ) is untainted by the

qualities of Rajas and Tamas ; or He is ever-merciful; or

on account of his having no desire to be satisfied."

238. The support of the Cosmos (Vis'vadhrik). (Srit).

Vya. Visvasrik : The creator of the Universe.

239. 1 The enjoyer of the Cosmos (Vis'vabhuk),

Or ruler of it.

240. He who is multiform (Vibhuh). (880)

As Hiranyagarbha and others. The S'ruti"(Mun. Up.,
1-6) says :

" He is eternal and multiform."

241. The worshipper (Satkarta).

Vya. The worshipper of good people, as the saying

is, "He, the radiant, served his Gurus, etc."

242. He who is worshipped (Satkritah).

Of the worshipped.

Vya. He becomes pleased even with a little offering

of the wise. (Rama., I, 1-58).

243. The righteous one (Sadhuh).

Or he accomplishes (everything), or he who fulfils a

thing without the help of the necessary requisites.

Vya. He helps the good, becoming a messenger, etc.,

as the case may demand.

244. The disintegrator (Jahnuh).

Of men during involution, or because he leads those

devoid of devotion away from the Supreme.

245. Narayanah.

4

Nara '
: Atman ;

' Nara '
: the ether and other effects

that are produced from it ; He, as their cause, pervades

i 239 and 240 make one.
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them and they are thus his abode (ayana). Hence he is

named 'Narayana'. The S'ruti (Nara. Up., 13) says:
" The in and out of this whole Universe, whatever we
see or hear, all these are pervaded by Narayana." The
Mahabharata (Udy. Par. 1-1-3) says: "The categories

(Tattvas) are called Nara, as they are sprung from ' Nara '

(Atman) ; He is called Narayana as they are his abode."

Or because he is the abode of the ' Naras ' during involu-

tion. The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 3-1) says :
" Whom they

approach, and enter." Br. Vaivarta Pr. :
" As he is the

Beat of Naras, he is called Narayana." According to Manu
Smriti (1-10) :

" The waters are called Naras which come
out of Nara (God). As they are originally his abode, he is

called Narayana." The Narasimha Purana says :
" This

is the real Mantra that destroys the deadly poison of

Samsara, ' Narayanaya Namah ' (salutation to Narayana).

<This I proclaim very loudly with uplifted hands ; let the

ascetics with passions curbed and intellects clear listen

to me."

246. Narah.

" The eternal Paramatman is named Nara as he leads

(.nay to lead) (every thing)," so says Vyasa. (S'lo. 39)

Vya. nara means jlvas, as they are his parts,

(vibhutis).

247. The unaccountable (Asankhyeyah).

To Him no number, name, form, etc., are applicable.

Vya. The jlvas are his parts.

248. Immeasurable Self (Aprameyatma).

Vya. His Jlvas are innumerable.

249. Transcendental (Visishtah).

As he transcends all.

Vya. He is distinguished, as not depending on others.

250. Framer of the Law (Sishtakrit).
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Or the protector of virtuous ones. The root Krit is

used here in the sense of ' protection '. Roots having a

common meaning are used in a special sense in certain

cases. For instance, the word kuru in Kuru Kdshthani

(make fuel) means ' fetch'.

251. Stainless (Shchih).

(250 and 251) Vya. As one ; making the devotees,

shining according to their devotion, which they are not

deprived of at any time.

252. He whose objects are fulfilled (Siddharthah).

He obtains whatever he desires. The S'ruti (Chcha.

Up., 8-1-5) says :
" Truthful is His wish."

Vya. Smriti says :
" There is nothing either to fulfil

or to be fulfilled."

253. Of accomplished resolutions (Siddhasankalpah).

The S'ruti (Chcha. Up., 8-1-5) says : "Truth is His
resolve."

254. The bestower of Siddhis (Siddhidah).

On the performers according to their desert.

255. He is the means of Siddhis (Siddhisadanah). (40)

Vya. Even at the time of performance of action, the

devotees feel happiness.

256. The performer of Dharma-sacrifice (Vrishahl).

' Vrisha' : Dharma ;
' Aha '

: a sacrifice occupying

twelve days, etc.

257. The showerer (Vrishabhah).

Of desired objects to His devotees.

Vya. .He gives life to his devotees scorched by the

fire of Samsara.

258. Vishnuh.

According to Yaska or Vyasa (Maha. Udyo., 70-13)

' Vishnu ' is he who traverses this Universe by three steps.
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Vya. Vishnu is Stkrya. (Bh. G., 10-21) says :"Iam
the Vishnu among the twelve Adityas." He identifies him-

self with these suns.

259. Having Dharma as steps (Vrishaparva)

.

They say that those who desire to reach the supreme

abode have to go op through the steps of Dharma (com-

posing its ladder).

260. Having the womb wherein all beings are contained

(Vrishodarah).

i.e., His womb pours down Beings.

Vya. The offerings of the virtuous are in his stomach.

261. The nourisher (Vardhanah).

Vya. The Smriti says :
" We should be protected by

thee, king, as we are in thy womb."

262. He who expands (Vardhamanah).

Or the Universe itself.

Vya. He increases his people in everything.

263. The solitary (Viviktah).

Though He thus pervades the Cosmos yet He is

exclusive.

Vya. He distinguishes himself by his supreme
qualities.

264. The ocean o£ Srutis (Sfcutisftgarah).

That is, the S'rutis rest in him. (S'lo. 41)

Vya. The Sfrutis reveal him. (Bh. G., 15-15.)

265. Of goodly arms (Subhujah).
4

Goodly ' in protecting the world.

266. Difficult to be borne (Durdharah). • (715)

None can support and bear him who supports even the

earth, etc., that support all ; or he whom the Yogins

(desirous of liberation) find it difficult to locate in their

hearts during meditation.
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267. He from whom proceeds the speech (Vagml).

Which pertains to Brahman.

Vya. The saying is :
" He replies intelligently like

Brihaspati."

268. The great Indra (Mahendrah).

He is the Lord of Lords.

Vya. He is the Lord of splendour, strength, and

prosperity.

269. The giver of wealth (Vasudah).

The S'ruti fBr. Up., 6-4-24) says :
" He is the consumer

of food and giver of wealth."

Vya. He is equal to Kubera in charity.

270. Wealth (Vasuh).

The wealth which he gives to others is himself. Or he

who veils (vas to cover) himself in Maya. Or as he lives

(vas) in the Akas'a (ether) alone and nowhere else, he

is named Vasu or Vayu from the peculiarity of his abode.

The S'ruti (Kath. Up., 5-2) says: "He is Vasu (Vayu)

dwelling in the atmosphere."

271. Of many forms (Naikarupah).

The S'ruti (Br., 4-5-19) says :
" The Lord appears mani-

fold by his Maya." The Smriti also (Vis. Pr., 2-12) says :

"He is the luminaries, etc."

272. Having huge form (Brihadrupah).

As in his incarnation of Boar, etc.

Vya. Thou hast pervaded the earth and heaven, etc.

(Bh. G., 11-20.)

273. He who is the soul of sacrificial animals (Sipi-

vishtah).

S'ipi : the sacrificial animals, he dwells in them in the

form of sacrifice (Yajna). The S'ruti (Tai. Sam., 2-5-5) says :

" Sacrifice, indeed, is Vishnu." The sacrificial animals

are called S'ipis, and Vishnu, indeed, resides in them. Or
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Sfipi : rays, which he permeates. Or " S'i is water, it being

cool (S'aitya) and fit to rest on (S'ete) ; S'ipi means the rays

as they draw and protect the water ; and Vishta is the Lord

of the Cosmos, who resides in these rays."

274. The illuminator (Prakas'anah).

Of all. (S'lo. 42)

Vya. He reveals his form to his devotees.

27 5.
1 Possessed of life-energy (Ojah).

Ojas : the vital energy ;

Valour (Tejah).

Tejas : valour and other qualities.

And effulgence (Dyutidharah). (758)

Lord (Bh. G., 7-11 and 10) says :
" Of the energetic, am

I the energy; I am the light of those that possess light."

Effulgence : of wisdom.

276. The radiant Self (Prakas'atma)

.

Vya. Even by ignorant ones his supreme nature can

easily be known.

277. The burner (Pratapanah).

Of the cosmos by his manifestations as the Sun, etc.

278. Wealthy (Riddhah). (351)

Being endowed with Dharma, knowledge, dispassion

and the like.

279. Of clear pronunciation (Spashtaksharah).

As he is the syllable Om whose svara or rhythm is

' Udatta ' or high.

Vya. He is the syllable of the Vedas.

280. The Mantrah.

The Rig, Yajus, and Saman (the three Vedas) ; or as

he is taught by the Mantras.

Vya, He protects those who think (on Him).

1 Some make this into three names.
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281. He who is the ray of the moon (Chandrflms'uh).

As he, like the rays of the Moon, brings delight to

those minds that are afflicted by the scorching rays of the

Sun of Samslra.

282. Bright as the Sun (Bhaskaradyutih). (Slo. 43)

Vya. The similarity is on account of overpowering.

283. The source of the moon (Amritams'udbhavah).

When the milky ocean was churned, the Moon rose

therefrom.

Vya. The S'ruti (Purusha Sukta) says :
" The moon

came from (his) mind and the sun from his eye."

284. The radiant (Bhanuh).

The S'ruti (Kath. Up.. 4-15) says :
" When he shines."

Vya. The sun depends on him.

285. The moon (Sas-abinduh).

Nourishing all beings like the Moon. Lord (Bh. G.,

15-13) says :
" Having become the watery moon I nourish

all the herbs."

286. Lord of the Suras (Sures'varah).

Suras : Gods and those that confer good.

287. The medicine (Aushadham.)

For the disease of Samsara.

Vya. The Devas and Devarshis know him as the

medicine for their miseries.

288. The limit of the world (Jagatassetuh.)

As he is the means of emancipation (of beings)

of the world ; or as he preserves the castes and the

orders of life from going into confusion. The S'ruti (Br.

Up., 6-4-22) says: "He is the limit, the upholder of the

worlds, so that they may not fall into ruin."
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289. Of true Dharma and prowess (Satyadharmapara-

kramah).

True : unfailing ; Dharma : knowledge and other quali-

ties. (S'lo. 44)

290. The Lord of beings past, present, and future.

(Bhutabhavyabhavannathah)

.

The Lord (natha) ; He is sought (nath) by all beings,

or he burns them, or he is wished by them, or he rules

them.

291. The purifier (Pavanah).

Lord (Bh. G., 10-31) says : "Of purifiers I am the

wind."

Vya. The mover.

292. He who causes motion (in wind, etc.) (Pavanah).

The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 2-7) says :
" From fear of Him the

wind blows.''

293. The fire (Analah). (711)

An : Pranas ; La : receives, i.e., Jlva who receives the

Pranas as his Self. The S'ruti (Br. Up., 5-8-8) says :
" He

is neither smell, nor taste," or he who never (na) knows
enough (ala).

294. The destroyer of desire (Kamaha).

In those that are desirous of salvation, or he who
destroys the projects of enemies of his devotees.

295. The fulfiller of desires (Kamakrit).

Of those of Sattvika nature, or He who is the father of

Kama, Pradyumna.

296. The Beautiful (Kantah). (654)

To the superlative degree.

297. He who is desired (Kflmah).

%
By those that seek after human aspiration.

Vya. As he possesses good qualities, all desire him.
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298. He who grants (all) desires (Kamapradah).

To his devotees.

299. The really existent (Prabhuh). (Slo. 45)

Vya. He specially drags the eyes and mind of all by
the beauty of his form.

300. The institutor of Yuga, etc. (Yugftdikrit).

Or he who has started the Yugas.

Thus ends the Third Hundred.

THE FOURTH HUNDRED

301. He who brings about the cycle of Yugas

(Yugftvartah).

Such as Krita and the rest, himself being time.

302. Of many illusions (Naikamayah).

Vya. The Sfruti says : The Indra (Brahman) is

praised with his mayas (energies).

303. The great eater (Mahas-anah).

As he consumes everything during Pralaya.

Vya. The Sruti (Kath. Up., 2-24) " To him the Brahmin

and Kshatra classes become food."

304. The invisible (Adris-yah).

To the intellect and all other senses.

Vya. His history is not to be doubted even in

Pralaya.

305. Having a manifested form (Vyaktarupah).

In physical embodiment, or being self-radiant, he be-

comes cognisable to Yogins.
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306. The conqueror of thousands (Sahasrajit).

Of Asuras in battle.

Vya. Reclining on water (alone) for the period of one

thousand Yugas, He causes to vanish (the enemies).

307. Tho conqueror of innumerable beings (Anantajit).

Since he, through his unlimited powers, excelled every

being in war, sports, etc. (Slo. 46)

Vya. None understands His ends.

308. The pleasant (Isfotah).

Being the highest Bliss. Or He who is worshipped in

the Yajnas (sacrifices).

309. The permeated (Avis'ishtah).

As Antaryamin (indweller) in all.

Vya. Even the ignorant ones equally wish (to see Him).

310. Loved by the learned (Slshteshtah).

Or He loves the learned. Lord (Bh. G., 7-17) says :

" For, excessively dear am I to the Jnani, and he is dear to

me"; or beloved of the wise.

311. The peacock-feathered (Sikhandi).

As Krishna in his aspect of a cowherd boy.

Vya. S'ikhanda means the splendour of the supreme
Lord.

312. The deceiver (Nahushah).

Of beings through His Maya.

313. Dharma (Vrishah).

As he showers all!'desires he is called Vrisha. The
Mahabharata (San., 343-58) says :

" Vrisha is explained

by the lexico-graphers and likewise known in the world, O
Bharata, as holy Dharma ; hence know me as Vrisha."

Vya. He consoles and cools down. His tired devotees
with His sweet words.
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314. Destroyer of anger (Krodhaha).

In good men.

Vya. He pacified the anger of Paras'urama in connec-

tion with kings at the request of Kas'yapa.

315. The creator or agent of anger (Krodhakrit

karta). (380)

In wicked men. Agent : of the Universe which is his

creation. The S'ruti (Kau. Up., 4-18) says : "He who is

the maker of these persons, whose work is all this, he

verily is the Being to bo known." Or the slayer of the

angry ones (Krodhakritkarta) such as the Asuras.

Vya. This refers also to the above incident.

316. With arms on all sides (Vis'vabahuh).

The S'ruti (Rig., 10-81-3) says :
" Having arms on all

sides." Or as all (vis'va) depend on him, he is called

Vis'vabahn.

317. The bearer of the Earth (Mahldharah). (369)

Or he accepts the worship (mahl). (S'lo. 47)

318. Achyutah.

Unswerving (from his nature) being free from the six

kinds of changes {viz., birth, death, etc.).

319. He who is famous (Prathitah).

On account of the creation and the rest of the

Universe.

320. PrBnah.

Being Sutratman and as such the life-energy of all

beings. The S'ruti (Ai. Ar., 2-2-3) says :
" I am, indeed,

Prana."

321. The life-giver (Pranadah).

Of the Devas ; or he destroys {Da to kill) the life of

Asuras.
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322. Tho younger brother o£ Indra (Vasavanujah).

As he was born to Kasfyapa by Aditi.

Vya. In the Karma incarnation concerning the chur-

ning of the ocean.

323. The ocean (Apam nidhih).

Lord (Bh. G., 10-24) says :
" Of lakes I am the ocean."

Vya. This refers also to the previous Karma incarna-

tion.

324. The mainstay (Adhishthanam).

Of Beings as the material cause of the Universe. Lord

(Bh. Glta,^-4) says :
" All beings are in me."

325. Never-careless (Apramattah).

In apportioning the fruits of Karma to the recipients.

326. Well-centred (Pratishtitah).

In his own glory. The S'ruti (Chchil. Up., 7-24-1) says :

" Where doth that immensity abide, my Lord ? It abideth

in His glory." (S'lo. 48>

327. He who flows (Skandah).

As nectar, or because he dries up (skatid to dry up)

everything as Vayu (wind).

Vya. He dries up the misery of His devotees.

328. The supporter of the path of virtue (Skanda-

dharah).

329. The bearer of the yoke (Dhuryah).

Of creation, etc., of all beings.

330. The granter of boons (Varadah).

Or the objects desired ; or he who distributes money
in sacrifices, being himself the sacrificer. The Sfruti (Apa.

Sfrau. SO., 5-11-4) says :
" The cow, indeed, is sacrificial

money to give."

331. The director of the Vayus (Vayuvfthanah). (856)

The Vayus are seven in number, viz., Avaha, etc.
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332. Vasudevah. (695 and 709)

He is called VQ.ni as he veils (vas or vQ,s to cover) (in

his Maya). Deva : is he who sports, wishes to conquer,

conducts, shines, creates, and moves (vide No. 375 infra.).

In the Udyoga Parva of Mahabh^rata it is said : "Like the

sun with his rays, I am covering (vQ.su) the whole Universe,

and also I am residing (Deva) in all beings ; hence I am
called Vasudeva." (Ibid., 70-3). " As I permeate ail beings,

as I exist (in all things) and as T am the origin of gods, I

am known as Vasudeva." The Vishnu Purana (1-2) says :

" As he resides everywhere, and in all things, he is termed

Vasudeva. All beings remain in Paramatman, and he, in

all beings, hence the Omnipresent is called Vasudeva."

333. Possessed of great rays (Brihadbhanuh).

Maha. (Udy., 70-4) says :
" He whose great rays are in

the sun, moon and others, and he who illuminates the Uni-

verse through them, is called the possessor of great rays."

334. The firft deity (Adidevah). (490)

Or Deva : possessor of brilliance and other qualities.

335. The destroyer of the cities (Purandarah).

Of the enemies of the Devas. (S'lb. 49)

336. The unafliicted (As'okah).

He is free from the six afflictions, sorrow, etc.

Vya. He is the enemy of the pains of the body, etc.

(Adhyatma).

337. He who enables one to cross (Taranah).

The ocean of Samsara.

Vya, He removes the pains concerning the elements

(Adhibhuta).

338. The reliever (Tarah). (968)

Of fears attending conception, birth, old age and death.

Vya. He does remove the pains caused by divine

things. (Adhidaivika).
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339. The valiant (Surah).

340. The son of Sura (Saurih). (644)

Born of Vasudeva.

341. Lord of men (Jane^varah).

The Lord of Beings.

342. The friend (Anukulah).

Because of his being the Self of all and as none does

Anything which is unfavorable to himself.

343. He who incarnates hundreds of times (Satavartah).

To protect Dharma ; or he who, as Prima, wends through

the hundred Nadis (nerves.).

344. With the lotus in his hands (Padml).

345. With eyes like lotus (Padmanibhekshanah). (Slo.50)

346. Seated in the pericarp of the lotus (Padmanabhah).

Vya. His navel is like the shape of a lotus.

347. Lotus-eyed (AravindakshabJ.

348. Contained in the lotus (Padmagarbhah).

As he is meditated upon in the centre of the lotus of

the heart.

349. Nourisher of bodies (Sforlrabhrit).

Through food and life-energy (Prana). Or he who
supports all forms through His Maya.

350. The great manifestation (Maharddhih).

Vya. The Glta (10-40) says :
" There is no end to my

divine manifestations, conqueror of enemies."

351. The expanse (Riddhah).

Of the Universe.

Vya. He is full of his own power.

352. The ancient Self (Vriddhatma).

353. The great-eyed (Mahakshah).

Vya. The great Oaruda is his vehicle.
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354. Having Garuda on his banner (Garudadhvajah)

(Slo. 51)

Vya. The name, if repeated, destroys the sins acquired

in crores of births.

355. Incomparable (Atulah).

The S'ruti (S've. Up., 4-19) says: "For him whose

name is the glory of the Universe, there is no likeness.'*

The Smrti also (Bh. G., 11-43) :
" For Thy equal exists not,

whence another superior to Thee in the three worlds ?
"

356. The Pratyagatman (S'arabhah).

Sara : bodies so called from their perishable nature

(S'lrya) ; bha : to shine. Hence he who shines in them as.

individual soul.

357. The awe-inspiring (Bhhnah). ' (948)

He whom all fear ; or if the prefix ' a ' is added, the

name becomes ' Abhlma ' causing no fear to those who
follow the righteous path.

358. The knower of the (six) systems of philosophy

(Samayajnah).

Or he who is well-versed in the methods of creation,

preservation, and destruction ; or whose worship (Yajna)

consists in the worshipper being equal in all beings*

Prahlada (Vish. Pr., 1-17-90) says :
" To be equal in all is

the worship of Achyuta."

359. The receiver of oblations (Havirharih). 1

Lord (Bh. G., 9-24) says :
" I am indeed the enjoyer

and also the Lord of all sacrifices," or He is named Havis,

as he is worshipped through oblations. The S'ruti (Parusha

Sukta) says :
" They bound the Purusha as the sacrificial

animal." Hari is he who destroys the sins of men on their

merely thinking of him, or he is so called on account of his.

yellow complexion. Vyasa (Maha. S'an., 343-39) says : "I
i 359 makes 2 names.
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destroy {Hart) the sins of those who remember me, and
also receive the oblations in sacrifices ; my complexion
also is yellowish ; hence 1 am named Hari."

360. Known through all the methods of researches.

(Sarvalakshanalakshanyah).

All methods of proof yield the same result, i.e., Him-
self, as the one reality.

361. The consort of Lakshml (Lakshmlvan).

As Lakshml ever resides on his chest.

362. Victorious in battle (Samitinjayah). (Slo. 52)

Vya. He is the destroyer of all pains of the chetanas

(JIvas).

363. Undecaying (Viksharah).

Vya. His love for Lakshmana (his brother) did not

diminish.

364. The red-hued (Rohitah).

It may refer to some of his red-hued forms which he

has assumed at his own will, or to his incarnation as ' fish'.

365. The Path (Margah). (397)

He who is sought after by those that desire liberation ;

or He through whom the Supreme Bliss is obtained.

366. The cause (Hetuh).

Material and instrumental.

Vya. He is the means of the desired things.

367. Dftmodarah.

He who is known through the miud which is purified

(JJdara) by means of ' Dama ' or self-control and other

qualities. The Mahabharata says :
" They call him ' Damo-

dara,' as he is known by means of Dama (control of

the senses) "
; or because he (in his Krishna incarnation)

was tied up by Yatfoda by means of a cord round his waist

to two trees. Brahma Parana (184-42) says : " She
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(Yas'oda) tied him up fast to the two (trees) with a cord

(Dama) round his waist (Udara) ; hence he was named
Damodara." According to Vyasa (Maha. Udyo.) " Dama
means the worlds ; and as they are in his womb, the Lord

is named Damodara."
Ka. He wears the blissful devotees of his as one does

the flower garlands (Dama).

368. All-enduring (Sahah).

Or as he supersedes all.

369. The bearer of the Earth (Mahidharah).

In the shape of mountains. Paras'ara (Vis. Pr., 2-12-38)

says : "The forests are Vishnu, also the mountains and the

quarters."

370. The ever-fortunate (Mahabhagah).

Or taking any form he likes, he eats the excellent food

that falls to his share, or fortunate in his incarnations.

Vya. He possesses beauty in all his limbs.

371. He who is swift (Vogavan).

The S'ruti (Isfc. Up., 4) says :
" The unmoving, the one,

he who is swifter than the mind."

372. Of unmeasured appetite (Amitas'anah)

.

As he consumes the Universe during involution.

(S'lo. 53)

Vya. He consumed the unlimited quantity of food

offered to Indra by Gopas. (See Bhagavata, 10th Book.)

373. The origin (Udbhavah). (790)

Of the Universe as its material cause, or he who is free

from Samsara.

Vya. Samsara came to exist from him.

374. The agitator (Kshobhanah).

Of Prakriti (primordial matter) and Purusha (Jlvas) at

the time of creation. The Vishnu Purana (1-2-29) says :

11
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" The Lord Hari mooted by his will the perishable Prakriti

and the imperishable Purusha, agitates them at the time of

creation."

375. Devah.

Since he sports with creation and the rest, wishes to

conquer the Devas, etc., functions in all Beings, shines as

the Universal Soul, is praised by holy men, and pervades all,

he is named Deva. The Sfruti (S've. Up., 6-11) says :

"There is only one Deva."

376. Containing Sri in himself (Srigarbhah).

As S'rl or glory is within him in the shape of the

Universe.

Vya. He is the seat of protection to .S'rl.

377. The Supreme Lord (Parames'varah).

Lord (Bh. G., 13-17) says: "The Supreme Lord

remaining the same in all Beings ..."
Vya. Rama did shine more by receiving Slta in

marriage. (Ram., 1-77-33).

378. The instrument (Karanam).

In the world-evolution.

Vya. He identified himself with the karanas, senses,

mind, etc, in creation.

379. The material cause (Karanam).

Vya. He does all through the instrumentality of the

380. The doer (Karta).

He is the instrumental cause and also independent.

381. Tho creator of the varied (universes) (Vikarta).

Vya. He identifies himself with the happiness and
misery of others.

382. The unknowable (Gahanah).

With regard to his nature, capability or acts.
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383. The concealed (Guhah).

He whose nature, etc., are concealed in Maya.

(S'lo. 54)

Vya. He is reclining in the heart (Guha).

384. Resolute (Vyavasayah).

Being of pure wisdom.

Vya. He is the creator of the Buddhi of resolution.

385. The basia (Vyavasthanah).

Of everything ; or the regulator of the Guardians of

the Universe and their respective functions ; of the womb-
born, egg-born and earth-born life ; of the BrShmana,

Kshattriya, Vaisya and Sudra castes, and the intermediate

ones ; of the four stages of life, as pupil, householder,

hermit and Sanyasin, and their duties.

386. The ultimate stage (Samsthanah).

Of the elements during Pralaya ; or he who is the

supreme goal.

387. The conferrer of abode (Sthanadah).

In Dhruva and others according to their Karma.

388. The firm (Dhruvah).

Being imperishable.

Vya. Dhruva attained the state which it is very

difficult for others to reach.

389. The Suprome Manifestation (Parardhih).

Vya. From this name forward RSma's actions are

referred to.

390. Completely plain (Paramaspashtah).

Being dependent on none for perfection and being

pure wisdom.

Vya. He is plain on account of his showing his

grace to all.
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391. The contented (Tushtah).

Being Supreme Bliss.

Vya. He is contented with his protection given to

the world.

392. The full (Pushtah).

Being omnipresent.

Vya. He is full on account of his qualities.

393. Of auspicious look (Subhekshanah).

In as much as he thereby gives salvation to the Spiri-

tually minded, worldly enjoyments to those that desire

them, removes all doubts, breaks all the knots of the

heart, burns up all karma, and roots out Avidya. The
Sruti (Mun. Up., 2-8) says :

" The knots of the heart are

shattered ..." (Slo. 55)

394. Ramah.

Because in him who is ever blissful the Yogins delight.

The Padma Purana says :
" The name ' Rama ' stands for

the supreme Brahman being the eternal Bliss and absolute

consciousness in which Yogins revel." Or Bama : Srlrama,

the Son of Das'aratha, because he assumed that handsome
form (of Rama) by his wish.

395. The abode of rest (Virftmah).

Of all beings.

Vya. Brahma and others take rest in him.

396. Passionless (Virajah or Viratah). 1

Detached in his enjoyments of objects.

Vya. Even the loss of kingdom did not drag his

supreme wealth (knowledge) (Ram., Ill, 16, 37).

397. The way (Mftrgah).

Knowing which the aspirants attain to immortality.

The S'ruti (Tai. Ai., 3-13) says :
" There is no other way

to the abode."
1 Some make 396 and 397 one.
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Ka. The Glta (X, 35) says : I am the Margaslrsha,

the month of months.

398. The conductor (Neyah.)

Or because the Jlva is conducted towards Paramatma-
hood through right knowledge.

Vya. He fulfils the request of the Tapasvins.

399. The leader (Nayah).

400. Not conducted by any (Anayah).

There is no other leader to Him.

Thus ends the Fourth Hundred.

FIFTH HUNDRED

401. Valiant (Vlrah). (643 and 658)

Vya. He creates fear in the minds of Rakshasas.

(Ram., Ill, 39, 14)

402. The chief of those that are endowed with energy

(Saktimatams'reshtah)

.

Of Brahma and others.

403. Dharmah.

As he supports all beings. The Sruti fKath. Up., 1-21)

says :
" This Dharma is subtle "

; or because he is adored

by Dharma.

404. The best of the knowers of Dharma (Dhar-

maviduttamah).

(Mentioned in) the Sfrutis and Sfairitis (which) are

His expressed commands. (SHo. 56)

Vya. He is the best of all the knowers of Dharma,
Manu, etc.
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405. Vaikunthah.

He who prevents (men) from going into various paths

(Vikuntha). At the beginning of evolution, he unites

together the elements (Bhutas) that are distinct from one

another and thus prevents their independent course.

Maha. S'anti, 343-51, says :
" I united the earth with

water, ether with air, and air with fire ; hence the name
Vaikuntha to me."

406. The Person (Purushah).

The etymology of the word Purusha is given thus in

(Br. Up., 3-4-1) :
" Because he as the first (Purva) of all

of them consumed (aushad) by fire all sins, therefore he

is called Purusha "
; or because he lives (S'ayana) in the

city (Puri). The S'ruti (Br. Up., 4-5-18) says: " He is

indeed called Purusha who lives in all the cities."

407. Pranah.

Refers to Kshetrajna, or to Him who functions (in the

body) as Prana. The Vishnu Purana says :
" As breath

He causes motion."

408. The destroyer of Prana (Pranadah).

Of Beings during Pralaya, etc.

Vya. Without him even the trees, etc., become dried.

409. Pranavah (or Pranavah=Bending). (957)

That which is praised. The Sfruti says :
" Therefore

(the worshipper) praises (Him) by ' Om '
; or He who is

saluted. Sanatkumara says :
" As the Vedas salute Him

,

He is named Pranava."

Vya. He causes every one to praise him.

410. He that expanded (Prithuh).

As the Universe.

Vya. He is expanded by his fame.
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411. Hiranyagarbhah.

Because from his vitality sprang the golden egg, the

birth-place of Hiranyagarbha.

412. The destroyer of enemies (Satrughnah).

Of the enemies of the gods.

413. The Pervader (Vyaptah).

Of all the effects as the cause.

Vya. He shows his love to all equally whether friend

or enemy.

414. Vayuh.

As it brings the smell. Lord (Bh. G., 7-9) says :
*'

I

am the agreeable odour in the Earth."

Vya. He himself approaches all the places irres-

pectively.

415. Adhokshajah.

The Udyoga Parva (Maha., 71-10) says :
" At no time

my vitality flows downward, hence I am namedAdhokshaja."
Or Adhah : the Earth ; aksha : heaven ; ja : born, as he was

born as Vairaja in the middle region between the earth

and heaven. (S'lo. 57)

416. Seasons (Rituh).

In his aspect as Time.

Vya. He removes the difficulties of the people by
timely seasons.

417. Of good eyes (Sudars'anah).

Or whose knowledge leads to Nirvana (salvation) ;

or whose eyes resemble the petals of lotus ; or who is

easily seen by His devotees.

418. The Time (Kalah).

As He counts everything. (Bh. G., 7-9 & 10-30) says :

'*
I am the time of counting."

Vya. He is death personified to his enemies.
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419. Centred in His glory (Parameshthih).

As He is accustomed to reside in the supreme ether of

the heart. The Mantravarna (Apa. Dh., 1-23-2) says :

** The Parameshthi supremely shines."

420. The receiver (Parigrahah).

He is approached on all sides by his devotees, being

Himself omnipresent ; or known in many ways, or he re-

ceives from devotees such offerings as leaf, flower, etc. (Bh.

G., 9-26.)

421. Terrible (Ugrah).

As he causes fear even to the sun, etc. The S'ruti

(Tai. Up., 2-7) says :
" By fear of Him the sun rises."

422. The abode (Samvatsarah)

.

Of all beings.

423. The clever (Dakshah).

As He manifests himself as the Universe, or as he

performs all actions dexterously.

Vya. He is to be approached.

424. The quiet (VisTflmah).

He brings quietude to the mind of those who have

fallen in the toils of great miseries arising from Avidya, etc.,

and small miseries as pride, etc., and have plunged in the

ocean of Samsara, stormy with the waves of the six changes,

such as hunger and thirst.

425. The most skilful (Vis'vadakshinah)

.

Excelling all others, or in all His actions. (S'lo. 58)

Vya. He is the protector of all.

426. The manifestation (Vistflrah).

As He manifests in himself all the Universe.

Vya. He enlarges the results of his Bhaktas.
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427. The firm and motionless (Sthfivarassthanuh).

The firmjmd motionless objects such as the earth, etc.,

rest in Him.

428. The proof (Pramflnam). (959)

As he is the underlying principle of consciousness.

Vya. He is the authority in all Dharmas or otherwise*

429. Undecaying root (Bljamavyayam). >

As He is the immutable cause.

Vya. He is Dharma itself.

430. Desired by all (Arthah).

Being Bliss.

Vya. He is reached by all who are freed from sense

attractions.

431. Having no desires (Anarthah).

As He has fulfilled all His desires.

Vya. He is not desired by the conceited Yogins.

432. Possessed of great sheaths (Mahakos'ah).

As Annamaya and the rest.

Vya. His treasures are immeasurable as he possesses

Sankha, Padma, etc.

433. The great Bliss (Mahabhogah).

Vya. The enjoyments of his devotees are very great.

434. Of great wealth (Mahadhanah).

He is the means of attaining great Bliss. fS'lo. 59)

Vya. From him all secure great wealth.

435. Grieflese (Anirvinnah). (892)

As He has nojdesires to fulfil.

Vya. In fulfilling the desires of his devotees, he

never tires.

12
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436. The oldest (Sthavishtah).

As Vairaja. The S'ruti (Man. Up., 1-4") says :
" The

fire forms his head, the sun and moon are his eyes."

Vya. He is in the form of S'ims'umara of stars.

437. Unborn (Abhuh). (Bhuh=existant).

Or the name may be bhuh the earth, if the prefix a
is eliminated.

438. The binding post for Dharma (Dharmayupah).

As the sacrificial animals are bound to the Yupa, He is

the resting place of all the Dharmas which are the means
of worshipping him.

439. The great sacrificer (Mahflmakhah).

Because the sacrifices dedicated to him confer Nir-

vana or salvation.

Vya. He is to be worshipped by yajna as it is his.

440. Nave of the stars (Nakshatranemih).

According to the stanza, " The planets, sun, moon, etc.,

the stars moving and fixed, are bound to Dhruva by the

bonds of Vayu." Dhruva regulates the motions of the sys-

tems and resides at the tail of the starry S'ims'umara-wheel.

At the heart of the wheel of the luminaries is Vishnu like a

nave, regulating the whole. The Svadhyaya Brahmana

(Tai. Ar., 2-19) in describing the S'ims'umara says :
" Vishnu

is the heart."

441. The Moon (Nakshatrl).

The Bh. G. (10-21 J says :
" Of the stars I am the moon."

Vya. He is the leader of the sun, moon, etc., who are

the leaders of the universe.

442. Patience (Kshamah).

Or clever in all his actions. Valmlki (Bala. Ka., 1-18)

says : "Sri Kama is equal to the earth in patience."
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443. Residing in all Beings (Kshamah). (854)

As the Self.

444. Well-desiring (Samlhanah).

In such actions as evolution, etc. (S'lo. 60)

Vya. ' He wishes all beings well.

445. Sacrifice (Yajnah). (971)

All sacrifices being his form, or because He exists as

sacrifice in order to please all other gods. The S'ruti (Tai.

Sam., 2-5-5) says :
" Sacrifice indeed is Vishnu."

Vya. All the Vedic sacrifices are his powers.

446. The object of sacrifice (Ijyah).

The Harivams'a says :
" They who worship through

holy sacrifices, the Devas and Pitris, they worship indeed

the Vishnu, the Self, through the Self."

447. The object of great sacrifice (Mahejyah).

Being the highest of the deities, who confer emancipa-

tion, he is to be worshipped through sacrifice with great

care and devotion.

448. Kratuh.

The sacrifice with the Ytlpa or the sacrificial post.

Vya. Kratu means Ahlna, Ekaha and other sacrifices.

449. Satram.

The Satra is that sacrifice in which the order for the

assembling and congregating of learned men is given ; or

he who is the protector (Tra) of the good {Sat).

450. The refuge of the good (Satamgatih).

There is no other refuge to those that seek liberation

except Him.

451. All-seor (Sarvadarsi).

He perceives directly through his natural wisdom the

actions, good and bad, of all.
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452. The emancipated Self (VimuktatmS).

Or He is ever emancipated as well as the Atman.

The S'ruti (Kath. Up., 5-1) says :
" He is liberated , .

."

453. All-knowing (Sarvajnah). (815)

The S'ruti (Br. Up., 6-5-7) says : "All this is the

Self . .
."

Vya. He recognises all as his manifestation.

454. Supreme wisdom (JnSnamuttamam). (732)

Wisdom is uncreated and unlimited, and accomplishes

everything. The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 2-1) says :
" Brahman is

existence, wisdom and infinite." (S'lo. 61)

455. The pure vow (Suvratah). (818)

S'rl Kama says in the Ramilyana (6-18-33) :
" He who

takes refuge in me once at least, and he who begs saying :

' Thine am I,' to him I grant protection from all beings ;

this is my vow."

456. The beautiful-faced (Sumukhah).

The Vishnu Purana (6-7-80) says :
" His face is pleas-

ing, beautiful, possessed of large eyes resembling the lotus

leaf." Or this may apply to S'rl Rama, the son of Dasla-

ratha, because he was well pleased with the forest life.

Thus the Ramayana (2-19-33) and Mahabharata say :

*' Auspicious Rama at once received the order of his father

with a cheerful mind and Spoke :
' Spending fifteen years

from this day in great forests, I shall adhere to your words.'

There was no manifestation of disturbance of mind in him,

although he was about to fly as an exile to the forest, leaving

the kingdom like unto one emancipated while yet alive."

Or because he was well pleased, having imparted all the

Vidyas (to Brahma). The S'ruti (S've. Up., 6-18) says:
" He who created Brahma at the beginning and imparted

the Vedas to him.''
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457. The subtle (Sukshmah).

As he is free from physical causes such as sound, etc.

The sound, etc., are the cause of gross Akasa and the rest.

The S'ruti (Mun. Up., 1-6) says :
" He is omnipresent, and

very subtle."

458. Of auspicious sound (Sughoshah).

The sound was in the form of Vedas ; or with voice

grand as that of the cloud.

459. The cont'crrer of happiness (Sukhadah). (889)

On righteous ones ; he deprives (Da to destroy) the

wicked of their happiness.

460. Friend (Suhrit).

As He confers benefits without desiring anything in

return.

Vya. His heart is auspicious even to the villain.

461. The charming (Manoharah).

Being the unlimited Bliss.

462. The conqueror of anger (Jitakrodhah).

He destroys the foes of the Devas, not out of anger,

but in order to protect EighteQUSness.

463. With valiant arm (Virabahuh).

He slew the foes and established the method of the

Scriptures.

Vya. His arms were very dexterous in churning the

ocean.

464. The destroyer (Vidaranah).

Of unrighteous persons. (Slo. 62)

465. Stupefying (Svapanah).

He renders, through his Maya, his Egos oblivious of

their nature.

Vya. Svapanah : causing confusion to those who
lose their virtues.
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466. The independent (Svavas'ah).

Being the cause of evolution, preservation and involu-

tion of the Universe.

Vya. He is completely dependent on his own devotees.

467. All-pervading (Vyapl).

As the ether. The S'ruti says :
" He is omnipresent

like the ether, and eternal "
; or pervading as cause all

effects.

Vya. He nourishes well all by his energy.

468. Many-souled (Naikfitma).

During evolution and the rest he manifests through

His instrumental energies in various forms (in all things).

Vya. His forms are many like fish, tortoise, etc.

469. Having many actions (Naikakarmakrit).

As He is the Lord of the evolution, preservation and

involution, etc., of the Universe.

Vya. In his action of constructing bridge, etc. (Setu-

bandha).

470. The abode of all (Vatsarah).

Vya. He dwells inside of all in order to establish

Dharma, etc.

471. The affectionate (Vatsalah).

Towards His devotees.

472. The father (Vatsl).

All beings are his children in his aspect as the

Father of the Universe.

473. The jewel-wombed (Ratnagarbhah).

This means the ocean being the store of all jewels.

Vya. He is quick in bestowing the desired objects.

474. The Lord of wealth (Dhanes'varah) (Slo. 63)

Vya. To distribute wealth to Kuchela and others.
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475. The protector of Dharma (Dharmagup).

Lord (Bh. Gk, 4-8) says : "lam born in every age for

firm establishment of Dharma."

476. The doer of Dharma (Dharmakrit).

Though he transcends righteousness and the reverse,

yet to protect righteousness he acts only righteously.

477. The supporter of Dharma (Dharml).

Vya. He possesses the peculiar nature of protecting

those who take refuge in him by extraordinary methods.

478. The existence (Sat).

The Reality, the Supreme Brahman. The S'ruti

(Chcha. Up., 6-2) says :
" This indeed, child, was Sat."

Vya. All tremble at him during Pralaya.

479. The conditioned (Asat).

Brahman is called Asat. The S'ruti (Chcha. Up., 6-6-14)

saysJ^J^it is nothing but a word ; it is an effect and a

name only.

Vya. He himself never trembles.

480. The perishable (Ksharam).

As He is all beings.

Vya. All proceed from him.

481. The imperishable (Aksharam).

Lord (Bh. G., 15-16) says :
" There are two persons in

'

the world, the perishable and imperishable ; the perishable is
]

made of all creatures and Ktltastha is called imperishable." .

482. The non-knower (Avijnflta).

The knower is the Jlva, limited by the false concep-

tion that authorship and the rest pertain to Atman ; being

free from it, Vishnu is called Avijnata.

Vya. He is indifferent to the faults of his devotees.
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483. The thousand-rayed (Sahas'rams'uh).

The rays which are in the sun and others are His,

hence he is the real Sun. The S'ruti (Tai. Br., 3-12-9) says :

44
Kindled by that Light the sun shines." The Smrti also

(Bh. G., 15-12) says :

4<
The light which is in the sun ..."

484. The all-supporter (Vidhfttft).

As He is the Adis'esha, (the eight) cardinal elephants,

and (the chief) mountains, which support all other beings.

485. The ever-existing consciousness (Kritalakshanah).

He is the author (Krita) of the S'astras (Lakshana).

The author (Vyasa) {vide impra, verse 139) says :
" The

Vedas, the S'astras, the knowledge, and all these are derived

from Janardana." Or he who made in all beings the

distinction of separation in their species as well as in

others ; or he who has the mark called Srivatsa in his

breast. (Slo. 64)

486. The centre of the planetary systoms (Gabhas-

tinemih).

He remains as the sun in the centre of the wheel of

planets.

Vya. His chakra (disc) is very radiant.

487. Abiding in the Satva (Satvasthah).

As he chiefly presides over the Satva quality which is

radiant ; or he who resides (stha) in all beings (satva).

488. The lion (Simhah).

From his valour ; or like the word ' Satyabhama,

contracted into ' Bhama,' it may be
4

Narasimha ' (denoting

the man-lion incarnation).

489. The great Lord of Beings (Bhutamahes'varah).

Or in truth (Satya) he is the great Lord.
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490. The first Deity (Adidevah).

He is the ' first ' through whom all the beings came

to exist.

491. The great Deity (Mahadevah).

Because abandoning all other concepts, he centres

himself in the great wealth of self-concentration.

492. The Lord of the Devas (Deves'ah).

Prominently.

493. The Instructor of the Lord of the Devas (Deva-

bhridguruh).

'

' The Lord of the Devas '
: Indra, or he who is the

nourisher of the Devas and the instructor of them.

(S'lo. 65)

494. He who enables one to cross (the ocean of Sam-
ara) (Uttarah).

Or the Most Excellent. The S'ruti (Rigveda, 10-86-1)

says : "He is the Most Excellent of all."

Vya. He uplifts his devotees from the Samsara.

495. The shepherd (Gopatih). (592)

Or He who is the Lord of the Earth.

496. The protoctor (Gropta). (593)

Of all beings.

Vya. He is the protector of all Vidyas.

497. To be attained by Jnana (Jnanagamyah).

He is attained neither by karma (actions), nor by the

combination of karma and jnana, but by jnana only.

498. The ancient (Puratanah).

As He transcends Time.

> This makes two names.

13
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499. The nourisher of the elements of tho body.

(Sarlrabhutabrit)

.

Being himself Prana.

Vya. He assumes the form of VisVarllpa (Universal).

500. The enjoyer (Bhokta).

As He protects, or as He enjoys the Supreme Bliss.

Thus ends the Fifth Hundred.

THE SIXTH HUNDRED

501. The Lord of monkeys (Kapindrah).

' KapV : may mean the boar incarnation, or the Lord

of monkeys : S'rl Raghava.

502. He who gives large gifts (in sacrifices) (Bhurida-

kshinah).

To define and illustrate Dharma, he performs many
sacrifices and gives away large sums. (Slo. 66)

503. The quaffer of soma (Somapah).

As He drinks the soma juice in all sacrifices, as the

Deity sacrificed to, or as the sacrificer, to illustrate

Dharma.

504. The quaffer of nectar (Amritapah).

Of His Self ; or as He recovered the ambrosia from
the Asuras, and drank it along with the Devas.

505. The moon (Somah).

Nourishing the plants in the form of the moon ; or

Soma means Siva who is (ever) with Uma or Parvatl.
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506. The conqueror o£ many (Purujit).

507. The omnipresent and best (Purushottamah).

508. The Law (Vinayah).

That punishes the evil-doer.

Vya. He shows the supreme humility.

509. The victorious (Jayah).

Over all Beings.

Vya. He is conquered by his devotees.

510. Of right resolutions (Satyasandhah).

The S'ruti ((Jhcha., 8-1-5) says: "Truth is his

resolve."

Ka. The heavens might fall down, the earth might

crumble down, the mountain Himavan might be crushed,

the oceans might become dry, but my word uttered to

Krishna never becomes vain.

511. The deserver of gifts (Dfls-arhah).

Or Krishna being born in the Dasftrha race.

512. The Lord of the Satvat (Satvatampatih).

The conferrer of good and protector of those that

follow the Tantra named ' Satvata ' {i.e., the scriptures

Satvie in their nature). fS'lo. 67^

Ka. Satva means meditation on Vishnu with ever-

lasting devotion.

513. Jlvah.

As He supports the Pranas or senses, etc., in the form

of Kshetrajna.

Vya. He enlivens the devotees.

514. The witness of modesty (Vinayitftsakshl).'

Of the creatures ; or as he perceives nothing outside

Himself.
1 This makes two names.
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515. The conferrer of Salvation (Mukundah).

516. Of unmeasured prowess (Amitavikramah). (641)

Or whose steps were immeasurable (during the Trivik-

rama incarnation).

517. The resting place of Devas and others (Am-

bhonidhih).

The S'ruti (Tai. Br., 2-3-8) says :
" These are the four

ambhas, namely, the Devas, men, Pitris and Asuras "
; or

the ocean. Lord (Bh. G., 10-24) says :
" Of lakes I am the

ocean."

518. Of infinite Self (Anantfttmfl).

Being unlimited by Space, Time and Substance.

Vya. He is in the form of Ananta (Adistesha).

519. The recliner on the great ocean (Mahodadhis'ayah).

When having disintegrated everything he reduces them
into homogeneity and reclines on the primeval waters.

520. The Death (Antakah).

As He brings about the end of all. (S'lo. 68J

Vya. He is Antaka in the form of Rudra and
Sankarshana.

521. Unborn (Ajah).

Or as he was born (ja) to Vishnu («).

522. Deserving worship (Maharhah).

523. Centred in his own Self (Svabhilvyah)

.

As He is infinite in His perfection.

Vya. He is to be claimed as theirs by his own devotees.

524. With conquered foes (Jitamitrah).

Internal as desire, hatred, etc., and external as Ravana,

Kumbhakarna, S'is'upala and others.
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525. Ever joyful (Pramodanah).

Inbibing the nectar of His own Self ; or because he

causes bliss to those that meditate upon Him by the very act.

526. The bliss (Anandah).

Is His own nature. The S'ruti (Br. Up., 6-3-32) says :

" Of this happiness, all other beings enjoy only a part."

527. The source of happiness (Nandanah).

528. Freed from the worldly pleasures (Anandah)

(Nandah). The S'ruti (Cheha. Up., 7-23) says :
" That which

is immensity is felicity, there is no felicity in littleness."

529. Of true Dharma (Satyadharmft)

.

Darma : Wisdom, etc.

Vya. His dharmas are true and not false.

530. The three-stepped (Trivikramah).

The three steps were in the three worlds. The S'ruti

(Tai. Br., 2-4-6) says : "He stepped (the three worlds) by

his three steps "
; or He has walked over the three worlds.

The Harivams'a (279-80) says: "The Sages have named
the three worlds as ' Tri '

; and as you walked them all

thrice you are named Tri (vi) krama." (S'lo. 69)

531. Kapililcharya, the great Sage. (Maharshih

Kapilacharyah).
1

He was ' the great Rishi ' as he saw the entire Veda,

whereas others saw only a part of it, and were named
' Rishis '. Kapila taught the knowledge of pure Tatva called

' Sankhya '. The Vyasa Smriti says :
" Sankhya is that

which inculcates the knowledge of the pure Atman." The

(S've. Up., 5-2) says: "He who endowed his son Rishi

Kapila. . . ." The Smriti (Bh. G., 10-26) also says :
" Of

perfected ones I am the Sage Kapila."

' 531 makes two names
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532. The Universe and its Soul (Kritajnah).

Krita the created Universe, and Jna the knower, i.e.,

Atman.

Vya. He recognises the adorations, etc., of even

defaulters.

533. The Lord of the Earth (Medinipatih).

534. The three-stepped (Tripadah).

The S'ruti (Tai. Br., 2-4-6) says :
" He who stepped (the

three worlds) by his strides."

Vya. He is expressed by the three Padas, " Om,
Tat, Sat."

535. The Lord of three states (Tridas'adhyakshah).

Assuming the (three) qualities.

536. The great-horned (Mahasringah).

In His fish incarnation, He tied the ship to His great

horn and sported in the Pralaya waters.

537. The destroyer of the created things (Kritan-

takrit). (Slo. 70)

. Or of Death himself

538. The great boar (Mahflvarahah).

539. Govindah.

Go : speech, or the maxims of Vedanta, and as he is

known (vid) by them, he is called ' Govinda '. The
Vishnutilaka says :

" You are named Govinda as you are

to be known through Vedas (go)."

Vya. He held up the earth merged in the ocean.

540. With good armies (Susenah).

Vya. He possesses the army of the eternal Boris

(Sages).
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541. Having golden armlets (Kanakangadi).

542. The mysterious (Guhyah).

As He is to be known through the secret sciences, or

Upanishads ; or as He is located in the Guha, the ether of

the heart.

543. The unfathomable (Gabhlrah).

In His wisdom, dominion, strength and valour, etc.

Vya. He is unknown, as the S'ruti says.

544. Impenetrable (Gahanah.)

As He is free from, or witness to, the appearance and
disappearance of the three states of consciousness.

Vya. His independence cannot be gauged.

545. The concealed (Guptah.)

As He is beyond the grasp of mind and speech. The
S'ruti (Kath. Up., 3-12) says :

" Being the hidden nature of

all beings he is not manifested."

Vya. Af/upta : His glory is not concealed.

546. The bearer of discus and Gada (Stakragada-

dharah).

"He is named 'Gadadhara,' as he bears the discus,

symbolising the mind Tatva, and the mace, symbolising the

Buddhi Tatva, to protect the world." (S'lo. 71)

547. Brahma (Vcdhah).

548. Self-instrumental (Svangah).

As He is the auxiliary cause of the creation.

Vya. His limbs are golden ones.

549. Unconquered (Ajitah.)

By any, in his incarnations.

550. Krishnah.

Krishna means Krishnadvaipayana Vyasa. The

(Vishnu Pr., 3-4-5) says :
" You should know the Krishna-

dvaipayana Vyasa as the Lord Narayana himself. Who
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can be the compiler of the Mahabharata except the lotus-

eyed Vishnu ?
"

551. The firm (Dridhah).

In his nature, capacity, etc.

Vya. Adhridfta. : He is uneasy when one prostrates

before him after sinning.

552. The involver and unswerving (Samkarshaiio-

ehyutah). 1

As He draws in at Pralaya all the world, he is called

Sankarshana, and being unswerving in his own nature

he is ' Achyuta '.

553. Varunah.

The setting Sun is called Varuna as he withdraws in

himself his rays. The S'ruti (Tai. Sam., 2-10-11) says :

" Varuna, listen to our hymn."

554. The Son of Varuna (Varunah).

Means either Vasishtha or Agastya.

Vya. Av<Xru>ia : His nature is never subject to

veiling.

555. The tree (Vrikshah).

On account of his stability. The S'ruti (S've. Up.,

3-9) says: "He alone stands in the heavens like an

unshaken tree."

Vya. He is the sheltering tree of the wise.

556. The lotus-eyed (Pushkarakshah).

Or He appears in the lotus of the heart when meditat-

ed upon.

557. 0£ great mind (Mahamanah).

He performs only by mind creation, preservation

and destruction. The Vishnu Purana says : "He who
evolves and involves the Universe by his mind alone . .

."

(Slo. 72)
* This makes 2 names
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558. BhagavSn.

The Vishnu Pr. (6-5-74) says: "The word (Bhaga)

means full dominion, Dharma, fame, wealth, dispassion

and salvation^' He who possesses the six attributes is

<3alle(T"Bhagav3n. Again (Vish. Pr., 6-5-78) says :
" He is

named Bhagavnn who knows the origin and end, the

«oming and going, of beings, and also Vidya and Avidya."

559. The destroyer of wealth, etc. (Bhagaha).

During Pralaya.

Vya. He is the goal to wisdom, wealth, etc.

560. The delighter (Anandl.) (Nandi.)

Being Himself bliss, or as he is rich in everything.

Vya. Nandl : He is the sun of Nanda (Gopa).

561. Wearing the Vanamala garland (Vanamah).

As He wears the garland named VaijayantI symbolising

the subtle.elements (Bhutatanmatras).

562. Armed with a plough (Halftyudhah).

In His form as Balabhadra.

Vya. The saying is that one should repeat the name of

Balarama in ploughing, if one is desirous of wealth.

563. Adityah.

This referB to Vamana-incarnation, the son of Aditi to

Kas'yapa.

Vya. Aditi means Devakl, and her son Krishna is

meant here.

564. The Deity residing in the disc of the Sun

(Jyotiradityah). (619 and 877)

Vya. ad from Vishnu itya to be obtained, i.e., from

Vishnu salvation is to be obtained.

565. The endurer (Sahishnuh).

Of the pairs of opposites such as heat and cold.
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566. The refuge and the best (Gatisattamah).

(Slo. 73>

567. With a good bow (Sudhanva).

The bow named S'arnga which He wields symbolises

the senses and the rest.

568. With a punishing axe (Khandaparas'uh or

Akhandaparas'uh)

.

Punishing the foes with his axe during the incarnation

of Paras'urama, the son of Jamadagni ; or the name may be

taken as ' Akhandaparas'uh,' meaning wielding . . .

569. ' Merciless (Darunah).

Towards the evil-doers.

570. The giver of wealth (Dravinapradah).

As He gives the desired objects to His devotees.

Vya. He gives the wealth of S'astras (as Vyasa).

571. The sky-reaching (Divassprik).

Vya. One reaches heaven by the supreme knowledge

572. Omniscient-Vyasa (Sarvadrikvyasah). 1

Or Sarvadrik : he who is the eye of all ; Vyasa : he who
divided the Vedas into four, Rig, etc. The Rigveda again

was divided into twenty-one branches, the Yajus into one

hundred and one, the Samaveda into a thousand and the

Atharvaveda into nine branches or S'akhas ; he also divided

all the Puranas ; hence Vy&sa means Brahma, the creator.

573. The Lord of Vidyfls and unborn (Vachaspatih-

ayonijah).*

' Unborn ' not born of any woman. (Slo. 74)

574. Having the three Samans (Trisama).

He is praised by the singers of three Samans, viz,,

Deva, Vrata, and S&man.
i This makes 2 names.
» Ibid.
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575. The Singer of SSman (Samagah).

Lord (Bh. G., 10-22) says :

'* Of Vedas I am Samaveda."

576. The Sama Veda (Sama).

577. Nirvanam.

The Supreme Bliss characterised by the absence of all

-sorrow.

578. The medicine (Bheshajam).

Of the disease of Sams\ra.

579. The physician (Bhishak).

As He taught in the Glta thejmgreme Vidya that roots

•out the disease of Samsara. The S'ruti (Rig., 2-33-4) says :

" I see Thou art the best physician of all."

580. The institutor of Sanyfisa stage (SanySsakrit).

He instituted the fourth Astama or stage as a step to

Moksha.

Vya. He destroys the Samsara.

581. The calm (Samah).

As he taught the principle of ' calmness ' to the Sanya-

sins as the necessary means to the attainment of wisdom.

The Smriti says :
" The Dharma or duty of Sanyasins is

calmness ; of forest-dwellers restraint ; of householders

charity ; of Brahmacharins or students service." Or he who
pacifies all beings.

582. Tranquil (Sfcntah).

As He is not involved in material pleasures. The
S'ruti (Sve. Up., 6-19) says :

" He who is without parts,

without action, who is tranquil."

583. The abode (Nishtha).

Of all beings during Pralaya.

Vya. They reside in Him, who have abandoned the

-desires.
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584. The peace (Sfcntih).

He who is freed from every form of Avidya, the Brah-

man.

Vya. They rest in Him, who have abandoned all the

attachments.

585. The supreme goal (Parayanam).

From which there is no return. This name may be

taken as masculine gender as Parayanah. C.^lo. 75V

586. The handsome (Subhftngah). (782)

Vya. By Him the parts of yoga become good.

587. The conferrcr of peace (Santidah).

Characterised by the absence of love, hatred and the

rest.

Vya. He is the bestower of Moksha.

588. The creator (Srashta). (990)

Of all beings in the beginning.

589. He who delights in the Earth (Kumudah). (807)

590. The recliner upon the waters (Kuvales'ayah).

This name may mean Takshaka, the serpent that lived

within a Badarl fruit (when, according to the curse of

the son of a Rishi, it bit the king, Parikshit) ; he is also a

manifestation of Hari. Or he who reclines upon the

serpent Sesha.

591. The friend o£ the cows (Gohitah).

Because He protected them by holding the hill Govar-

dhana over them ; or as He incarnated to lighten the

burden of the Earth.

592. The Lord of the Earth (Gopatih).

Vya. The lord of the senses.

593. The protector (Gopta).

Of the Universe ; or as He veils his nature (with

Maya).
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594. Dhanna-oyed (Vrishabhakshah).

He whose eye rains down all wishes.

Vya. The Dharma shines by the shining of his eye.

595. Delighting in Dharma (Vrishapriyah).

Or Dharma itself ; Priya : beloved of all. (S'lo. 76)

Vya. He is beloved of the virtuous.

596. Never retreating (Anivartl).

In the war between the Devas and Asuras ; or He that '

never turns back from Dharma, being its friend.

597. Of restrained self (Nivrittatma).

Prom material pleasures naturally.

Vya. The Jlvas become retired from the Gunas, a»

they have nothing to think.

598. Involver (Samkshepta).

Of the expanded Universe during Pralaya into disinte-

gration.

Vya. Asamkxheptu : not abandoning his devotees.

599. The doer of good (Kshemakrit).

As He protects what has been acquired (by his devo-

tees).

Vya. AkshemaJcril : destroying the evils of his

devotees.

600. The purifier (S'ivah).

, Of those that even call upon him by name.

Vya. The Lord S'iva.

Thus ends the Sixth Hundred.
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THE SEVENTH HUNDRED

601. Having the mark Srlvatsa in his breast (Srlvat-

savakshah).

602. The abode of Sri (Srlvasah).

As Lakshml dwells on his chest always.

603. The Lord of Sri (Srlpatih).

Lakshml has chosen Him as her husband rejecting all

the Devas, Asuras and others during the churning of the

ocean for nectar ; or He is the Lord of Sri, the Para S'akti.

The S'ruti (S've. Up., 6-8) says: "The Supreme S'akti of

Him is declared to be various."

604. The chief of those that possess Sri (Srlmatflm-

varah).

Sri : The Vedas, Rig, Yajus and Saman ; he is the

chief of Brahma and others whose possession is the Vedas.

The S'ruti (Tai. Br., 1-2-1) says : "The Rig, Yajns, and
Saman are the imperishable wealth of the wise." (77)

605. The bestower of wealth (Srldah).

Upon His devotees.

606. The Lord of wealth (Srls'ah).

607. Abiding always with the wealthy (Srlnivasah).

Vya. He is the abode of ' S'rl,' Lakshml.

608. The treasure-house of Sri (Srlnidhih).

In Him, who is all-powerful, all the energies abide.

Vya. S'rl is protected like a treasure.

609. The distributor of wealth (SrlvibhSvanah).

To all beings variously according to their Karma.

610. The bearer of Sri (Srldharah). -

He keeps on his chest Lakshml, the mother of all.

Vya' He supports the prosperities.
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611. The conferrer of Sri (Srlkarah).

On those devotees that remember, praise, and worship

Him.

612. Salvation (Sreyah). 1

Which gives the eternal bliss, being the nature of the

Supreme.

613. The possessor of: Sri (Sriman).

614. The refuge of the three worlds (Lokatrayfts'-

rayah). (Slo. 78)

615. Beautiful-eyed (Svakshah).

Like the lotus.

616. Beautiful-limbed (Svangah).

617. Of infinite bliss (Satanandah).

The One Supreme Bliss becomes many through variety

of vehicles. The S'ruti (Br. Up., 6-3-32) says :
*' Of this

bliss, all other beings enjoy only a part."

618. The Supreme Bliss (Nandih).

Vya. He is worshipped by the independent Lakshml.

619. The Lord of the hosts of luminaries (Jyotir-

ganes'varah).

The S'ruti (Kath., 5-15) says: "When He shines all

others shine after Him." The Smriti also (Bh. G., 15-12)

says : " That light which is in the Sun . .
."

620. Of conquered mind (Vijitatmft).

Vya. His mind was inclined towards Slta.

621. Of unfathomed nature (Avidheyfttma.) (Vidhe-

yatmft.)

By any one.

622. Of pure fame (Satklrtih).

Vya. His fame is supreme, He being the husband of

Lakshml.
1 612 and 613 make oue.
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623. Of solved doubts (Chchinnasams'ayah)

.

(917)

As he realises everything directly like a fruit in the

palm, he has no doubts about anything. (S'lo. 79)

624. Transcendent. (Udlrnah).

As He is above everything.

Vya. He is not to be perceived by the eyes.

625. Having eyes everywhere. (Sarvataschakshuh).

Perceiving everything through His consciousness.

The S'ruti (Nara. Up., 1) says : "He who has eyes on all

Bides."

626. No Lord ovor Him (Anis'ah).

The S'ruti (Maha. Nft. Up., 1) says :
" None rules over

Him."

627. Eternal and stable (Sfos'vatassthirah).

628. Resting on the ground (Bhus'ayah).

On the shores of the ocean when on his way to Lanka

(referring to Sri Rama).

629. Adorning the world (Bhushanah).

By his various incarnations at his wish.

Vya. He is to be adorned with all jewels.

630. Be-ness (Bhutih).

Or glorious, or He is the source of all glories.

Vya. Abhiiti : no desire of wealth is to be found in

his devotees.

631. The griefless (Vis'okah).

Being absolute Bliss.

Vya. His Devotees are freed from sorrows.

632. The destroyer of grief (S'okanSs'anah)

.

Of the devotees by their very remembranoe of Him.
(S'lo. 80)
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633. The brilliant (Archishmftn).

He by whose radiance the Sun and others shine.

634. The worshipped (Architnh).

Even by Brahma and the rest whom all the world

adore.

Vya. This refers to his Archavatilra (Idol incarnation).

635. The pot (Kumbhah).

As everything is contained in Him as in the pot.

Vya. Ku : Pushkara and other places of pilgrimage

and Bha : He shines.

636. Of pure Atmau (Vis'uddhatmS).

Being free from the three qualities.

Vya. In the pure heart his nature shines.

637. The purifier (Vis'odhanah).

Of sins by mere remembrance of Him.
Vya. Avistodhana : not purifying the sins of the

evil-doers.

638. Aniruddhah.

The fourth of the four Vyuhas (manifestations).

Vya. His influence is unabated in Pushkara and
other places of pilgrimage.

639. Without enemy (Apratirathah).

640. Very wealthy (Pradyumnah).

Or one of the four Vyuhas.

Vya. He illuminates the Atmans.

641. Of unmeasured powers (Amitavikramah).

Or of unaffected power. (»lo. 81)

642. The slayer of the Asura Kalanemi (Kalanemi-

niha).

Vya. He is the destroyer of the wheel of time.
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643. The valiant (Vlrah).

644. Born in the Sura clan (Saurih).

Vya. He is known as S'auri in Utkala country

(Jagannath).

645. The Lord of the valiant (Surajanes'varah).

He is the friend of Indra and other warriors owing to

their superior martial powers.

646. The Soul of the three worlds (Trilokatma).

As He is the indweller (Antaryamin) of the three

worlds ; or as the three worlds do not, in reality, exist

apart from Him.

647. The ruler of the three worlds (Trilokes'ah).

The three worlds, ordained by him, attend to their

respective functions.

648. Kes'avah.

Kes'as are the rays which are in the Sun and the rest

;

as he is the possessor of them he is named Kesfcva.

Mahabharata (S'an. Par., 342-49) says :
" The rays of mine

which illuminate (the sun, etc.), are called Kesias. The

wise Brahmanas call me therefore by the name Kesiava "
;

or, the i^aktis or energies called Brahma, Vishnu and Budra

are named Kes'as ; as he rules over them he is Kesava. The

Sfruti (Rig, 1-164-44) says :
" There are three Kes'ins ..."

The Vish. Pr. (5-1-61) says : "... are in the Earth.''

The word ' Kes'a ' in above quotation is explained to mean
Sfokti. In Harivamsfc (279-47) S'iva says to Vishnu :

" Ka
means Brahma, and I am lafa or Lord of all embodied

beings •, and we (Brahma and myself) sprang from your

parts or manifestations ; hence you are named Kesiava."

649. The slayer of Kes'in, an Asura (Kesiha).

650. Harih.

As He destroys Samsara with its cause. (S'lo. 82)
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651. The Beloved Lord (Kflmadevah).

As He is desired by those that seek the four kinds of

human aspirations.

652. The fulfiller of desires (Kfimapalah).

Of those that seek happiness.

Vya. Kama, the desired ones, i.e., devotees, Pala

protector.

653. Of fulfilled desires (Kami).

Vya. He has desire always concerning his devotees.

654. Handsome (KSntah).

As He assumes (in his incarnations) most handsome
forms ; or he who is the cause of the end (anta) of Brahma
at the close of the second half of his age.

655. The author of the Agamas (Kritagamah). (789)

Agamas : S'ruti and Smriti. Lord Himself says :
" The

Sfruti and Smriti are indeed My commands." Again Vyasa

is going to say : (Infra SUo. 139) :
" The Vedas, Sftstras,

wisdom, and all this, came out from JanSrdana.''

656. Of indescribable form (Anirdes'yavapuh).

As He transcends all attributes, His form cannot be

defined one way or other.

657. Vishnuh.

As His radiance pervades the firmament and transcends

it. The Mahabharata (Sfon., 342-43) says :
" As my radiance,

Partha, has pervaded and transcended the firmament,

and as I have traversed (the whole Universe), I am named
Vishnu."

658. The valiant (Vlrah).

The root ' VI ' according to Dhatupatha means motion,

creation, radiance, existence and involution. As he has

the above qualities he is called Vlra.
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659. Infinite (Anantah). (886)

Being all-pervading, eternal, the soul of all, he is unli-

mited by Space, Time or Substance. The Sfruti (Tai. Up.,

2-1) says : Brahman is existence, wisdom, and infinite."

According to the Vishnu Purana (2-5-24) :
" The Gan-

dharvas, Apsaras, the Siddhas, the Kinnaras, the Uragas,

and the Charanas, do not find the end of His attributes,

hence the imperishable Lord is called Ananta."

660. The conqueror of wealth (Dhananjayah).

This refers to Arjuna who brought immense wealth

from his campaigns. Lord (Bh. G., 10-37) says :

** Among
the sons of Pandu 1 am Dhananjaya (Arjuna)." (S'lo. 83)

661. The friend of Brahman (Brahmanyah).

Brahman means authorities, Vedas, caste and wisdom,
and he is beneficial to them all.

Vya. Brahman means Jlvas.

662. The author of Brahman (Brahmakrit).

'

Brahman : the austerities, etc. (See the above name.)

Vya. BraJuna means Prakriti, and K?it expands.

663. Creator (Brahma).

He creates all as Brahma.

Vya. Brahma creates the universe having his mind
in Brahman.

664. Brahma.

He is Brahman, characterised by Be-ness, etc., as He
is great and all-pervading. The Sruti (Tai. Up., 2-1) says :

" Brahman is be-ness, knowledge and infinite." The Vis.

Pr., 6-7-53 says :
" That knowledge which quiets down all

differences, pure in its aspects, beyond the grasp of the

senses, and experienced in his Self only, is called Brahman."

1 662 and 663 make one.
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665. The increaser of Brahman (Brahmavivar-

dhanah).

Brahman : austerities and the rest.

Vya. Brahma means Brahma, the creator, and the
jlvas.

666. The knower of Brahman (Brahmavit).

Brahman : the Vedas and their meaning.

667. BrShmanah.

As He instructs the whole world in the Vedas, through

the Brahmanas.

668. The manifestation of Brahman (Brahmi).

669. The realiser of Brahman (Brahmajnah).

He knows the Vedas which are in Himself.

670. Beloved of Brahmanas (Brahmanapriyah).

Or he is the friend of Brahmanas. Lord says :
" He I

who does not duly salute a Brahmana, even though he may
kill, curse or rebuke him, he is a sinner, burnt up by the I

forest fire of the Brahman ; he may be put to death, or other-

wise punished ; he does not belong to us." And the Maha-
bhftrata says :

" That God whom the holy DevakI begot of

Vasudeva like the radiant fire from Arani wood for the

protection of the Earthly Brahman (the Brahmanas). . ."

(S'lo. 84)

671. Of great steps (Mahakramah).

The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 1-1) says: "The far-stepping

Vishnu grant us welfare."

Vya. He takes good steps to spread the devotion.

672. Of great deeds (Mahftkarma). (787)

As the evolution, etc., of the Universe.

Vya. His actions are to bestow knowledge on others.
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673. 0£ great radiance (Mahatejah).

He, by whose light the sun and other luminaries have

become possessed of light, is of great radiance. Lord (Bh.

G., 15-12) says :
*' The light which is in the sun. .

."

Vya. He possesses the qualities of valour, etc.

674. The great serpent (Mahoragah).

Lord (Bh. G., 10-21) says :
" Of serpents I am Vasuki."

Vya. The great Sesha and other serpents are his

vibhutis (manifestations).

675. The great sacrifice (Mahakratuh).

Manu (11-260) says :
" Just as the As'vamedha sacrifice

is the chief of all sacrifices. .
." Such sacrifices also are

Himself.

676. The great sacrificer (Mahayajva).

As He performs many sacrifices for the well-being of

the Universe.

Vya. The great sacrifices belong to him.

677. The great Yajna (Mahayujnah).

Lord (Bh. G., 10-28) says :
" Of sacrifices I am Japa

sacrifice."

678. The great offering (Mahahavih).

As the whole Universe is offered as an offering in the

Brahman. (S'lo. 85)

679. The object of praise (Stavyah).

As He is praised by all and He praises none.

Vya. The accepted ones of him are to be praised.

680. Delighting in praise (Stavapriyah).

Vya. He is the cause of praising.

681. The hymn (Stotram).

The hymn which describes His attributes is Hari him-
self.
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682. The act of praise (Stutih).

683. Adorer (Stota).

684. Delighting in battle (Ranapriyah).

As He bears the five great weapons (Chakra, etc.) to

protect the Universe.

685. The full (Purnah).

As He possesses all the objects of desire and all Stektis

or energies.

Vya. He possesses all the knowledge, the Dharma
S'astra, etc.

686. He that fills (Purayita).

As He bestows prosperity upon all.

687. The holy (Punyah). (925)

As he removes sins by very remembrance of him.

688. Of holy fame (Punyaklrtih).

As His fame confers holiness on men.

689. Of uncorrupted Essence (Anamayah).

As He is above all ills produced by Karma, internal or

external. (S'lo. 86)

Vya. His devotees do not get sorrow.

690. Fleet as the mind (Manojavah).

Being everywhere.

Vya. The^ result of devotion is as quick as mind.

691. The Teacher of the Vidyas (Tlrthakarah).

He is the Teacher as well as the author of the fourteen

Vidyas and the auxiliary Sciences. The PaurSnikas say that

at the beginning of evolution He, in the form of Hayagrlva,

slew Madhu and Kaitabha, the two Asuras, instructed

Brahma in all the Vedas and other Vidyas, and taught the

Asuras the sciences contradictory to the Vedic teachings.
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692. He whose essence is gold (Vasurctah).

Vyasa says :
" The Lord created the waters, and

dropped into them his vitality. It became the golden egg,

the supreme source of Brahma."

693. The giver of wealth (Vasupradah). (694)

Kubera became the Lord of treasures only through his

grace, and he being the direct Lord of them bestows wealth

(on his devotees).

694. The conferrer of Salvation (Vasupradah).

On his devotees. The S'ruti (Br. Up., 5-9-28) says :

" It is Brahman, who is wisdom and bliss, the highest aim

of the giver of wealth (as He is) of that one who abideth

(in Him) and knoweth Him." Or He who deprives the

Asuras of their wealth.

695. The son of Vasudeva (Vasudevah).

696. The refuge of all (Vasuh).

As all Beings dwell in Him, and He in them ; or He
who conceals his nature by Maya.

Vya. He dwells in the milky ocean.

697. Omnipresent (Vasumanah).

As He remains in all objects without distinction.

698. The oblation (Havih).

Lord (Bh. G., 4-24) says :
" Brahman is the offering

and Brahman is the oblation." (S'lo. 87)

Vya. This refers to the offering of Nandagopa (con-

cerning the safety of Krishna).

699. The refuge of the good (Satgatih).

, Good : are those who say that Brahman exists ; as the

S'ruti (Tai. Up., 2-6) says :
" If a person knows ' Brahman

exists ' then the wise call him ' good ' "
; or of superior

intellect.
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700. Of good acts (Satkritih).

As the protector of the Universe.

Vya. The mere remembrance of Him destroys the

sins.

Thus ends the Seventh Hundred.

THE EIGHTH HUNDRED

701. The state of be-ness (Satta).

The state which is devoid of difference in its own spe-

cies, in other species as well as in itself. The Sruti (Chcha.

Up., 6-2-1) says :
" This was one only without a second."

702. Of Supreme Intelligence (Satbhutih).

As the Supreme Self is ever-existing and shining. He is
4

Intelligence '. The objective world is not to be called
4

Intelligence ' because of its limitation, hence it is neither

Sat (existing) nor Asat (non-existing). The limitation of

objects has been demonstrated by the S'rutis and reasoning.

Vya. The goal of the good.

703. The supreme goal of the good (Satpariyanah).
\

Of the good : Of the knowers of Reality.

704. Of valiant armies (Surasenah)

.

In whose army are such valiant men as Hanuman, etc.

705. The chief of tho Yadus (YadusTeshthah).

706. The abode of the good (Sannivasah).

707. Attended by good Yamunas (Suyamunah).

Whose attendants are DevakI, Vasudeva, Nanda, Yastoda,

Balabhadra, Subhadra and others, who are connected with

Yamuna ; or whose attendant shepherds are Brahma and
j

other Devas in human form. (Slo. 88)

16
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708. The dwelling place of beings (Bhutovasah).

The Harivamsfc (279-52) Says :
" As the Beings live in

t you, thou art named Bhutavasa."

709. Vasudcvah.

As he envelopes the Universe with Mlya. Lord (Maha.

S'an., 342-41) says :
" I pervade the whole Universe by my

glory like the Sun with his rays."

710. The abode of all life-energies (SarvSsunilayah).

Being Jlva himself ; or he is the abode of all the Jlvas.

711. The unlimited (Analah).

His energies and powers are never limited.

Vya. He never forgives sinning against his devotees.

712. The repressor of pride (Darpaha).

Of those that stray from the path of righteousness.

Vya. He curbs the pride of Indra and others by

lifting the mountain, etc.

713. The giver of pride (Darpadah).

Of those that follow righteousness ; or represses

their pride.

Vya. adarpadah : He does not allow his devotees to

become proud.

714. The proud (Driptah). (Adriptah.)

From ever delighting in the bliss of Self.

Vya. They (devotees) never become proud though

they perform many (good) acts.

715. The object of very difficult contemplation

(Durdharah).

During contemplation, it is very difficult to realise

His nature, as He is beyond all forms or vehicles ; however

some favoured few see Him with great effort (in the lotus)

of the heart, after arduous meditation for many incarnations.
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Lord (Bh. Glta, 12-5) says :
" Greater is their trouble whose

thoughts are set on the Unmanifested ; for, the path of the

Unmanifested is very hard for the embodied to reach."

716. The unconquercd (AparSjitah). (862)

By the desires and the rest internally, and by the

Asuras and others externally. (S'lo. 89)

717. The world-formed (Vis'vamurtih).

Being the universal Soul.

718. The great-formed (Mahamurtih).

When he is reclining on the S'esha couch.

Vya. The whole universe is a part of him.

719. Wisdom-formed (Uiptamurtih).

Or the Taijasa form, assumed by him at his own will,

is radiant.

Vya. He posses&es the brightness of a thousand suns.

720. Having no form (Amurtimfln).

Brought on by Karma.

Vya. His forms are Avyakta, Purusha, etc.

721. Many-formed (Anekamurtih).

He takes various forms at his own wish during incar-

nations in order to help the world.

722. Unmanifested (Avyaktah).

Though he has various forms, still he cannot be

defined precisely.

723. The myriad-formed (Satamiirtih).

He, whose form is pure consciousness, has many forms

created by his own thought.

Vya. Brahma and other forms were from him.

724. Myriad-faced (SktSnanah).

As he is the universal form. (S'lo. 90)
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725. The one (Ekah).

Being devoid of any distinction such as Sajatlya, per-

taining to the same species, Vijatlya, pertaining to different

species and Svagata, pertaining to the different parts of the

same thing. The S'ruti (Chcha. Up., 6-2-1) says :
" There

is only one without a second."

Vya. He has none equal or superior to him.

726. The many (Naikah).

By His Maya. The S'ruti (Br. Up., 4-5-19) says : "The
Lord sports with many forms by his Mftya."

Vya. There is no limit to his vihhtitis (manifest-

ations).

727. The Soma sacrifice (Savah) (Sa+ vah).

Where the soma plant is distilled.

Vya. Divided into two names as sa destroyer, and

va indweller.

728. The Happiness (Kah).

As he is spoken of as such. The Sfruti (Chcha. Up.
4-10-5) says :

" Happiness is Brahman."

Vya. Ka brightness.

729. What (Kim).

As Brahman is the supreme end of all Purusharthas,

he is to be enquired after.

730. Which (Yat).

The pronoun ' yat ' denotes an already existing object.

The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 3-1) says :
" From which all these

beings come out . . ."

731. That (Tat).

That which pervades. Lord (Bh. G., 17-23) says

:

Om, Tat, Sat ' : this has been taught to be the triple-

designation of Brahman."
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732. The unequalled seat (Padamanuttamam).

Seat i He is sought after by those yearning after

emancipation ; Unequalled : He than whom there is

no higher.

733. The friend of the Universe (Lokabandhuh).

Since all the worlds are tied up in him who is the

support of all ; or because he is the father of the worlds, and

there is no friend equal to a father ; or because he instructs

the world as a friend in right and wrong through SYuti and

Smriti.

734. The Lord of the Universe (Lokanathah).

As he is begged (nath) by the world or solicited by the-

world, or as he shines in, or is praised by, or loved by the

world.

735. Madhavah.

As he was born in the family of Madhu.

736. Merciful to his devotees (Bhaktavatsalah).

(Slo. 91)

Vya. He destroys the sins of his devotees or keeps

them under his control.

737. Grolden-hued (Suvarnavarnah).

The S'ruti (Mun. Up., 5-3) says :
" When the beholder

beholds the golden-coloured. . . ."

738. With limbs like gold (Hemangah).

The S'ruti (Chcha. Up., 1-6-6) says :
" That this golden

person seen in the disc of the sun. . . ."

739. With beautiful limbs (Varangah).

740. With attractive armlets (Chandanangadl).

Vya. He is besmeared with sandal.

741. The slayer of the valiant (Vlrahfl).

As he slays the Asura-chiefs to protect righteousness..
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742. Unequalled (Vishamah).

As he transcends everything. Lord (Bh. G., 11-43)

says :
" There is none equal or superior to thee."

Vya. He protects the good and destroys the bad.

743. The void (Sftnyah).

As he is without any attributes, he is like a void.

Vya. He is free from faults.

744. Ho who is free from all wishes ((jrhritas'lh).

Vya. He ate the ghee stolen from the cowherds'

houses.

745. The immovable (Achalah).

As he has no deterioration in his nature, power, wisdom
or other attributes.

746. The moving (Chalah).

As Vayu. CS'lo. 92)

Vya. He ran away from his place (Vaikuntha) to

protect his devotee, the elephant (referring to Gajendra-

moksha).

747. He who has no egotism (Amanl).

Being pure intelligence, he has no mistaken notion of

Atman in things that are not such.

Vya. He shows no pride to his devotees.

748. He who generates the egotistic consciousness

(Manadah).

Through his Maya he makes others see Atman as the

reverse ; or because he confers rewards upon his devotees ;

or because he destroys the notion of Atman in the things

which are not Atman, of those that know the Truth.

749. To bo adored (Manyab).

By all, He being the ruler of all.
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750. The Lord of the Universe (Lokasvami).

As he is the Lord of the fourteen worlds.

751. The supporter of the three worlds (Triloka-

dhrik). (Dhrit.)

752. Of bright intelligence (Sumedhah).

Vya. He told the Gopas that he was born as their

relation and thus deceived them (not allowing them to

see his real nature).

753. Born in the sacrifice (Mcdhajah).

Vya. He took his birth in Yajna as the son of

Devaki. (Vishnu Pur., 5-3-14)

754. Fortunate (Dhanyah).

Because his objects are fulfilled.

Vya. Kubera and others become wealthy by him.

755. Of unfailing intelligence (Satyamcdhah).

756. The support of the Earth (Dharadharah)

.

Through his Ams'as or manifestations as S'esha aud

others. fS'lo. 93)

Vya. He lifted up the Govardhana mountain.

757. He that showers radiance (Tejovrishah).

As he showers rain through the sun.

Vya. He showered his effulgence (in universal form)

to create faith in Arjnna.

758. The bearer of radiance (Dyutidharah).

Of his form.

Vya. He bears the radiance fit to be at the head of all

Devas.

759. The best of those that wield weapons (Sarvas'astra

bhritamvarah).

760. The receiver (Pragrahah).

Of the offerings such as leaf, fruit, etc., of his devotees ;

or, the uncontrolled horse-like senses roaming over the
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forest of sense-objects are bound by His grace as with

reins.

761. The controller (Nigrahah).

Of all independently.

Vya. He controlled Arjuna in the battle.

762. Indestructible (Vyagrah).

Or as he is ever intent on fulfilling the desires of his

followers.

Vya. Concerning the devotees in battle.

763. The many-horned (Naikasringah)

.

As he has four horns or parts. The S'ruti (Maha-Up

12) says :
" He, having four parts. . ."

Vya. Actions are not important to please him.

764. The elder brother of Gada (Gadagrajah).

Oada is the name of the younger brother of Krishna ;

or as he appeared in the beginning from the mantras.

(S'lo. 94)

765. Four-formed (Chaturmurtih).

The four forms are Virilt, Sutratma, Avy&krita, and

Turlya ; or he who has white, red, yellow and dark-blue

coloured bodies.

766. Four-armed (Chaturbflhuh).

This name has become a conventional one to Vasudeva.

767. Having four Vyuhas (Chaturvyuhah).

The four Vyuhas or persons as mentioned in the (Aita-

,f
reya Up. 3-2-3) are :

" The person in the body, the person
' in the Chchandas, the person in the Vedas, and the Great

\ Person."

768. The goal of the four (Chaturgatih).

States of Life (AsTamas) and castes, who observe their

respective rules.
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769. The clear-minded (Chaturatma).

Having the mind free from desire, hatred, etc. ; or

having fourfold Antahkarana or inner organ, viz,, Manas,

Buddhi, Ahankara and Chitta.

770. The source of the four (Ghaturbhavah).

Namely, righteousness, wealth, pleasure and emancipa-
tion.

771. The knower of the four Vedas (Chaturvedavit).

As he knows the meaning of the four Vedas as they are.

772. Tho one-footed (Ekapad).

The Sfruti (Tai. Ar., 3-12) says :
" All beings are his

foot." The Smriti (Bh. G., 10-42) says :
" I stand support-

ing the whole world by one part of myself." (glo. 95)
Vya. He is known as the supreme,

773. The skilful turner (Samavartah).

Of the wheel of SamsJlra.

Vya. He is turning rightly the Avataras.

774. He who never turns away from. . . . (Anivar-

tatma).

Being omnipresent, his nature never turns away from
the objects of senses.

775. The invincible (Durjayah).

776. Readily obeyed (Duratikramah).

As everything fears Him none dare disobey His orders.
The S'ruti fKath. Up., 6-3 and 2) says :

" Through fear of
Him burns the fire, through fear of Him burns the sun,
through fear of Him runs Indra, the Wind, and the Death as

the fifth. It is a great fear like an uplifted thunder-bolt."
Vya. There is no other, resting place except at His

feet.
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777. Obtained with effort (Durlabhah).

' Through devotion. Vyasa says :
" Devotion towards

Krishna comes to those men whose sins are burnt up

by austerities, wisdom, and meditation, practised in thou-

sands of incarnations." Lord (Bh. 6., 8-12) says : "lam
obtained by unflinching devotion."

Vya. When there is no single-mindedness, one is

unable to perceive him.

778. Known with difficulty (Durgamah).

Vya. Adurgama : when single-mindedness is obtained

one can easily reach him.

779. Not easily realised (Durgah).

Through obstacles and difficulties.

Vya. He is to be approached like a fort by the enemies.

780. Not easily lodged (Duravasah).

In the heart by the yogins during meditation.

781. The slayer o£ the Asuras (DurSriha). (Slo. 96)

Vya. He destroys even the sins acquired by the

unrighteous.

782. Of beautiful limbs (Sfabhangah).

He is to be meditated upon as having beautiful limbs.

Vya. The beautiful form which showered happiness

on the eyes of the Gopls.

783. The drainer of the essence of the Universe

(Lokasarangah).

Like a bee ; or the essence of the Universe is the

{ Pranava or Omkara as the Sfruti (Chcha. Up., 2-23-3) says :

"Prajapati reflected on mankind. . ." and he is to

be reached by it.

784. Beautifully expanded (Sutantuh).1

* The followers of Mahatma Gandhi quote this and the next to

support their charka work. " He is a very fine thread himself," and
44 He is the increaser of the thread '".
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As the Universe.

Vya. He is the good progeny to Vasudeva and others.

785. The progressor of the expanded (Universe)

(Tantuvardhanah)

.

Or destroyer.

Vya. He increased the line of Pradyumna and others.

786. Resembling Indra in his actions (Indrakarma).

And glory, etc.

787. Of great deeds (Mahakarma).

Whose great effects are the ether and other elements.

788. Of fulfilled achievements (Kritakarma).

As he has nothing to achieve ; or as he has performed

virtuous deeds.

Vya. Adding .4 to the name, the spread of Daityas.

789. The author of the Vedas (Kritagamah).

The S'ruti (Br. Up., 4-4-10) says :
" The Rigveda. . .

are the breath of this Great Being." (Slo. 97)

Vya. This refers to Buddha Agamas literature.

790. Of superior birth (Udbhavah).

Being born of his free will, where he likes ; or being

the root of all, his birth is unknown.

791. Of unequalled beauty (Sundarah).

As he possesses glory, transcending all.

Vya. His beauty is superior even to that of Manmatha.

792. Of great mercy (Sundah).

Vya. He destroys the good actions also of his devo-

tees (in salvation).

793. Of beautiful navel (Ratnanftbhah).

Vya. His navel is to be seen like a jewel.
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794. With charming eyes (Sulochanah).

Or with superior wisdom.

Vya. His wisdom is to deceive the Daityas.

795. The worshipped (Arkah).

By Brahma and others who are the most worshipped.

796. The giver of food (Vfljasanah).

To the needy.

797. The horned (Sringi).

During Pralaya when he assumes the form of a fish

(to guide the world).

Vya. This refers to Varaha incarnation.

798. The conqueror (Jayantah).

Of enemies ; or he who is the cause of the conquest

(of the Devas).

799. The omniscient and victorious (Sarvavitjayl).

Over the internal foes as desire, etc., and the external

foes as Hiranyaksha and others. (S'lo. 98)

800. With limbs radiant like gold (Suvarnabinduh).

The S'ruti (Chcha. Up., 1-6-6) says :
" He having a

golden body even unto the nails "
; or in whose Mantra are

the auspicious letter and Bindu (Anusvara).

Thus ends the Eighth Hundred.

THE NINTH HUNDRED

801. The unruffled (Akshobhyah) (999

By desire, hatred, etc., by the objects of the senses

such as sound, etc., and by the foes of Devas, etc.

Vya. By the bad s'astras.
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802. The Lord of the Lords of speech (Sarvavagls'-

vares'varah).

' The Lords of the speech '
: Brahma and others.

803. The great pond (Mahahradah).

The yogins remain peacefully in the bliss of Him by

plunging in it ; hence the simile of the great pond.

Vya. He is very difficult to be entered by others.

804. The great chasm (Mahagartah).

Like a great chasm, His Maya is very difficult to cross.

Lord" (Bh. G., 7-14) says: "My Maya is very difficult to

cross "
; or garta is explained by the lexico-graphers to

mean ' chariot,' * Mahagarta '
; He who possesses great

chariots as described in the Mahabharata and other works.

805. The great Being (Mahabhutah).

As his nature is unlimited by the three tenses, past,

present and future.

Vya. The great persons are his manifestations.

806. The great abode (Mahanidhih).

Of all beings. (S'lo. 99)

807. He that gladdens the Earth (Kumudah).

By relieving it of its burden.

808. The bestower of reward as agreeable as the Kunda

flower (Kundarah).

He that bestows or receives fruits that are as pure as

the Kunda flower ; or it is said :
" That he, taking the form

of a boar with the view of slaying Hiranyaksha, tore (dara)

the Earth (kum) ; (hence he is named Kundara)."

809. The Kunda flower (Kundah).

He who is of transparent limbs like the Kunda flower ;

or He who made a gift (da) of this Earth (kum) unto

Kas'yapa. The Harivamtfa (42-121) says : " The son of
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Bhrigu, in order to purify all his sins, performed the

horse sacrifice. In that sacrifice which required great gifts

to be given away, He, in his incarnation as the son of

Bhrigu, made a gift of the Earth to Marlchi with great

pleasure "
; or he who brings the earth under subjection ;

or
4 Ku ' stands for the rulers of the earth, and Da for

slaying. The Vishnn Dharma (43-37) says :
" Let Hari,

the best of the Bhargava family, who made the earth free

from the Kshatriyas, and who cut off many a time

the thousand arms of Kartavlrya, be with me for the

increase of prosperity."

810. He that is the rain-charged cloud (Parjanyah).

He extinguishes the three kinds of miseries concerning

the body and the rest, even as the rain-charged cloud (that

cools the earth by its downpour) ; or He who showers

down all the desired objects like rain.

811. The purifier (Pavanah or Pftvanah).

Solely by his remembrance.

Vya. His story, if repeated, purifies the teller and the

hearer like his foot-water (Gangs, which has her sources

at Vishnu's feet).

812. Un-induceable (Anilah).

Or Ila : to sleep, which indicates one who is ignorant

;

and A indicates negation ; so he is named ' Anila ' as he

is ever omniscient ; or ' Nila ' means inaccessible, and
' Anila '

: easily accessible to his devotees.

813. The drinker of nectar (Amritas'ah),

Being himself the source of nectar ; or he who gave

the nectar to Devas and himself participated in it ; i.e.,

the nectar obtained by the churning (of the ocean of milk) ;

or whose desire is for Amrita, i.e., immortality.

814. He who has the immortal form (Amritavapuh).

Vya. His form is not of ordinary nature.
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815. The Omniscient (Sarvajnah.)

The S'ruti (Man. Up., 1-9) says: "He who is

omniscient and all-kuower."

Vya. He knows how to bestow everything on his

devotees.

816. Having faces on all sides (Sarvatomukhah).

Lord (Bh. Glta, 13-13) says :
" He, having eyes, heads

S

and faces on all sides." (Slo. 100)

817. Easily attainable (Sulabhah).

Even by the offer of leaves, flowers, fruits, etc., with
full devotion. The Mahabharata says :

" How can one

fail to attempt at emancipation when the ancient Purusha
is capable of being attained by devotion alone, coupled

with the offerings of leaves, flowers, fruits, and water,

which are always obtainable without any cost ?
"

818. He who is o£ excellent vows (Suvratah).

Or he who abstains from food or worldly enjoyments.

819. The perfection (Siddhah).

As his perfection does not depend upon others.

Vya. The good ones attain perfection of their tapas,

salvation, etc., by serving him.

820. The conqueror of foes (Satrujit).
1

821. The scorcher of the foes (of Devas) (S'atrutSpa-

nah).

Vya. He causes pain to the enemies through Kakutsa

and other kings who are the panishers of the enemies.

822. He who is above all (Nyagrodhah).

Or he, who controlling all beings, veils himself by
Maya.

1 820 and 821 make one name.
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823. Transcending the ether (Udumbarah).

As its cause ; or he that nourishes the Universe in

the shape of food, etc. The S'ruti says :
" Udumbara means

the food, etc."

824. The As'vattha.

That which is uncertain of to-morrow is called

As'vattha, i.e., the Samsara tree. The S'ruti (Kath. Up.,

6-1) says :
" This eternal tree having its root above, and

branches below. . ." The Smriti (Bh. G., 15-1) also

says :
" They speak of an eternal As'vattha tree root above

and branch below."

825. The slayer of Andhra by name Chanura (Cha-

nurandhranishiidanah). (Slo. 101)

826. He who has innumerable rays (Sahasrarchih).

Ihe Bh. G. (11-12) says :
" If the splendour of a

thousand suns were to rise up in the sky. . ."

Vya. The rays of the sun, etc., belong to him.

827. He that has seven tongues (Saptajihvah).

The S'ruti (Man. Up., 2-4) says :
" The seven flickering

tongues of the fire are Kali (the black one), Karall

(the terrific one), Manojava (swift as the mind), Sulohita

(the very red one), Sudhttmravarna (of purple colour),

SphulinginI (emitting sparks), and Vis'varflpI (all shaped)

goddess."

828. He that has seven flames (Saptaidhah).

The S'ruti (Tait. Sam., 1-5-2) says :
" Fire, thou hast

seven flames, seven tongues."

829. He that has seven horses (Saptavflhanah).

Or whose vehicle is the steed named * Sapta \ The
S'ruti (Tai. Ar., 3-11) says: "The horse named Sapta is

carrying Him."
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830. The formless (Amurtih).

Murti or form, consisting of the movable and immov-
able things, is capable of being borne, i.e., the Universe. The
S'ruti (Ai. Up., 3-2J says :

" From that agitation the form
came to exist." As he is formless he is called Amurti ; or

he who is devoid of the bodily organs and limbs that are \

keen to perceptions and feelings.

831. The sinless (Anaghah).

And painless.

832. The inconceivable (Achintyah).

By any proof, being the witness of the knower, etc. ;

or He that cannot be thought of in any particular form as

separate from this expanded Universe.

833. He that causes fear (Bhayakrit).

To those that follow the path of wickedness ; or dis-

peller of the fear of his devotees.

834. The deatroyer of fear (Bhayanas'anah).

Of those who adhere to the rules of caste and states of

life (As'rama). Paras'ara (Vis. Pr., 3-8-9) says :
" The su-

preme Person Vishnu is worshipped by men who adhere to

the rules of caste and As'rama. There is no other path to

please Him." (Slo. 102)

835. The subtle (Anuh).

As he is the minutest of all. The S'ruti (Mun. Up.,

5-9) says : " This subtle Atman is to be known by mind." /

Vya. He is able to permeate through the Jlvas.

836. The great (Brihat).

He being the greatest and the biggest. The S'ruti

(Maha. Up., 12) says :
" He is greater than the greatest."

Vya. His vastness makes the ether and the other

elements like unto a small vessel.

837. The thin (Kris'ah).

As he is devoid of ingredients of matter, as the S'ruti

(Br. Up., 5-8-8) says ;
" He is not of a gross body."

18
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838. The stout (SthQlah).

The word ' stout ' is here used in a figurative sense.

839. He that is possessed of attributes (Gunabhrit).

Because of His being the Universal Soul and the Lord

of creation, preservation, and destruction, by means of

Satva, Rajas and Tamas qualities.

840. He that transcends all attributes (Nirgunah).

As being, in truth, devoid of attributes. "The S'ruti

(SVe. Up., 6-15) says :
" He is pure and devoid of qualities."

841. The greatest (Mahan).

It is impossible to speak of him even for the sake of

argument, as possessing any attributes because, he is devoid

of such attributes as sound, etc. He is the minutest of the

minute, eternally pure and all-pervading. The Apastamba

(Dh. StL, 1-12-7) says: "He is devoid of limbs, sound,

body, and touch, and eternally pure."

842. Unsustained (Adhritah).

He is not sustained by any, who sustains the Earth,

etc., that sustain all.

843. Self-sustained (Svadhritah).

Here, by way of answering a possible doubt, this name
is introduced. The Sruti (Chcha. Up., 7-24-1) says :

" Where doth that immensity abide, my Lord ? It abideth

in its own glory."

844. Having a beautiful complexion (Svasyah).

He that has a face of such fascinating beauty that it

can be compared to the inside of a lotus, the colour of which

is red ; or He from whose face emanated the great mass of

Vedic texts for teaching the Purusharthas (human aspira-

tions). The Sfruti (Br. Up., 4-4-10) says :
" From this great

Being emanated Rigveda . . . ."
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845. He that has created the Universe first (Prflg- I

vamsfth).

Those who are descendants of another are called

* Paschatyas ' or after-comers ; that which has come out

of Him, i.e., the Universe is the first (in order) not

subsequent.

846. The expander of the Universe (Vams'avardha-

nah).

Or dissolver of it.

Vya. He increases the progeny according to His

own liking. (J3'lo. 103K

847. The bearer of weight (BhSrabhrit).

He that bears the weight of the Earth in the form of

Ananta or Adis'esha, etc.

Vya. He bearB the weight of bondage and freedom |

of the Muktas, the liberated ones.

848. He that is described (Kathitah).

He alone is declared as Supreme by Veda, etc. ; or He
that is described by all the Vedas. The S'ruti (Kath. Up.,

2-15J says :
" All the Vedas describe of whom. .

." The
Smriti (Bh. G., 15-15) says: "I am that which is to be

known by all the Vedas." (Harivamsa, 323-93) says :.

" Vishnu is sung everywhere at the beginning, middle, and!(

at the end of the Vedas, Ramayana, holy Bharata, best of

Bharata race." The S'ruti (Kath. Up., 3-9) says: " He obtains'

the goal of the road, the highest place of Vishnu." . In

answer to the doubt as to what is the nature of the highest

goal, the highest place of the all-pervading Vishnu, it is

described as being above all senses and the rest. He is

oalled ' Kathita ' (declared) who has been described in the

passages beginning with (Kath. Up., 3-10) " Higher indeed

than the senses are their objects," and ending with (3-11)

" Higher than the Purusha is nought ; this is the last limit

and the highest goal ".
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849. Yogi.

Yoga means Jnana ; as he can be reached by it, he is

called Yogi ; or Yoga is Samadhi and he who controls his

Self within his Self is Yogi.

850. The Lord of Yogins (Yogis'ah).

Other Yogins are obstructed (in their progress) by

Yogic impediments and (consequently) fall off from their

progress (or from their own position) ; but he is free from

such (impediments) ; hence he is the Lord of Yogins.

851. The bestower of all wishes (SarvakSmadah).

Vyasa (Br. Su., 3-2-38) says :
'* From Him (i.e., the

Lord, there comes) the fruit (of works) ; for (that only) is

possible."

852. The resting place (As'ramah).

He who is like a resting place to all those that wander
in the forest of Samsara.

853. The scorcher (Sramanah).

Of the ignorant ones.

Vya. He allows those who have fallen from Yoga
practice to continue the practice.

854. The reducer (Kshamah).

Of all beings (during involution) to nothing.

Vya. One becomes fit to cross all difficult paths

by Him.

855. Having good leaves (Suparnah).

The leaves are the Vedas of that Samsara tree which

has its root in Him. Lord (Bh. G., 15-1) says :
" The

leaves of it are the Vedas."

856. (Through whose fear) Vayu sustains (the beings)

(Vayuvahanah).

The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 2-8) says: "The wind blows

through fear of Him."
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Vya. The Vayu, i.e., Vayu's son Hanuman became
the vehicle (of Sri RamaJ. (Slo. 104)

857. The wielder o£ the bow (Dhanurdharah).

He who in his incarnation of Sri Rama wielded the

great bow.

858. The knower of the science of archery (Dhanur-

In his incarnation as the son of Das'aratha (S'rl

RamaJ.

Vya. Adhanurveda : In Bharata yuddha Veda was

the bow.

859. He that is the sceptre (Dandah).

Lord (Bh. G., 10-38) says :
** Of punishers I am the

sceptre."

860. The punisher (Damayitft).

Of Beings through Vaivasvata (Yama), kings and others.

861. The punishment (Damah).

He is the punishment itself inflicted on those who
deserve it.

862. Unconquerable (Aparfljitah).

By his foes.

863. He that tolerates all (Sarvasahah)

.

His enemies ; or he who is clever in all his actions.

Vya. He tolerates the worship of other gods.

864. The ordainer (Niyanta).

Of all in their respective functions.

Vya. According to one's devotion He causes the

worship.

865. The unrestrained (Aniyamah) (Niyamah).

He knows no restraint, being himself the all-ordainer.
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866. He who knows no death (Ayamah). (Yamah).

Or Niyama and Yama are the two means of (acquiring)

Yoga ; as he is to be reached by these two, he is called

Niyama and Yama. (S'lo. 105)

867. Possessed of Satva (Satvavftn).

Satva : ^courage, strength, etc.

Vya. He possesses the Satva body.

868. Chiefly based in Satva quality (Satvikah).

Vya. He causes one to become Satvic by His side-

glance.

869. He that is true to the wise (Satyah).

Vya. The possessor of truth.

870. Ever devoted to truthfulness and Dharma (Satya-

dharmaparfiyanah)

.

Dhtrma : duty characterised by ordinance and pro-

hibition.

871. The desired (AJbhiprayah).

Of those that seek the Purnsharthas, or he to whom all

beings directly (abhi) go fpraiti) during Pralaya.

872. Worthy of being loved (Priyftrhah).

The Smriti (Vishnu Dha., 55-3) says :
" By those that

desire for the imperishable (Brahman), the most beloved

things in the world and the choicest in the house should

be given to Him who is endowed with all good qualities."

873. The worshipped (Arhah).

He that should be worshipped by such things as

welcome address, offering of seat, praise, arghya or offering

of water, milk, etc., padya or water for washing the feet,

hymns, prostrations, etc.

Vya. He is worshipped by devotees.
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874. The fulfiller of desires (Priyakrit).

He is not only the beloved, but he fulfils the desires

of those that worship him by means of hymns, etc.

875. The increaser of pleasure (Prltivardhanah).

Of those that worship him. (S'lo. 106)

876. He who has his abode in the firmament.

(Vihayasagatih).

It may mean the abode of Vishnu, or the Sun.

877. The Light (Jyotih).

He that shines of his own accord. The S'ruti (Maha.

Up., 13) says :
" Narayana is the supreme Light.

Vya. The Archirftdi (northern) path, etc., are

reminded (to the devotees) by Him.

878. Of good effulgence (Suruchih).

Or desire.

Vya. His wish is to uplift His devotees.

879. The consumer of oblations (Hutabhuk). (887) *

Though offered to different gods in sacrifices.

880. The all-pervader (Vibhuh).

Or the Lord of the three worlds.

881. The Sun (Ravih).

Because he takes away the juices (Rasa).

882. Of various tastes (Virochanah).

Vya. This means the year.

883. Suryah.

From the root aa to bring forth.

' 879 and 880 make one name.
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884. He that brings forth all the Universe (Savita).

The Vishnu Dharmottara says: "He is called Ravi

because he takes away the juices ; and he is named Savita

as he produces all beings."

Vya. He produces the rain through Surya, the sun.

885. He that has the Sun as his eye (Kavilochanah)

.

The S'ruti (Mun. Up., 3-4) says :
" Whose head is the

fire, whose eyes are the sun and the moon." (S'lo. 107)

886. The endless (Anantah). 1

Because of his being eternal, all-pervading, and

unlimited by space and time ; or He who is in the form of

the serpent Adis'esha.

887. The consumer of oblations (Hutabb.uk).

888. The cnjoyer (Bhokta).

Of the insentient Prakriti or matter.

889. The conferrer of bliss (Sukhadah).

On devotees in the shape of emancipation ; or if

the letter A is prefixed to this name then ' the destroyer of

misery '.

890. Having numerous births (Naikajah).

For the sake of preserving virtue.

Vya. Naikada ; He bestows salvation on many a

devotee.

891. The first-born (Agrajah).

i.e., Hiranyagarbha. The S'ruti (Tai. Sam., 4-1*8) says :

" First Hiranyagarbha came to exist."

Vya. He is enjoyed supremely (by His devotees).

892. He that knows no dejection (Anirvinnah).

Because he has all his desires fulfilled and because he

has nothing more to be attained.

1 886, 887 and 888 make one.
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893. He that always forgives (Sadftmarshi).

Especially good men.

Vya. Seeing the Mukta-jivas, liberated souls, He
feels that His work is over with them.

894. The stay of the worlds (Lokadhishthftnam).

Because the three worlds rest on Him, who wants no

support, being Brahman.

895. The wonderful (Adbhutah).

The S'ruti (Kath. Up., 2-7) says: " Who cannot be

attained by many even by hearing ; whom, many though
hearing, do not know ; the expounder of him is a wonder ;

and able is he who obtains him ; wonderful is the knower
instructed by the able." The Lord (Bh. G., 2-29) says :

" One
sees him like a wonkier." Or wonderful : because of his

form, power, transaction, etc. (S'lo. 108)

896. Of long duration (Sanftt).

Time is the manifestation of the supreme One. The
Vishnu Purana (1-2-15) says: "The first emanation, O
Dvija, of Parabrahman is Purusha. The next is the

Vyakta and Avyakta. The last is Time."
Vya. Sanat means worship.

897. The most ancient (Sanatanatamah).

Because He is the cause of all, and older than Brahma
and others who are the oldest.

898. Dark-blue hued (Kapilah).

Like the colour of Badaba, the fire of final destruction.

899. The Sun (Kapih). l

He who dries up (pi) the water (ka) by his rays ; or

Kapi means Varaha or boar-incarnation.

1 899 and 900 make one.
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900. The indestructible resting place (Avyayah).

Of the Universe during Pralaya.

Thus ends the Ninth Hundred.

TENTH HUNDRED

901. The conferrer of all blessings (Svastidah).

On his devotees.

902. The doer of good (Svastikrit).

Vya. He causes one to do good deeds.

903. Whose nature is auspiciousness (Svasti).

Or the supreme bliss.

Vya. He is the basis of all mangalas, auspiciousness.

904. The enjoyer of blessings (Svastibhuk).

Or he who enables his devotees to enjoy blessings.

905. He who grows in auspiciousness (Svastidakshinah).

Or He who is capable of conferring auspiciousness ; or

because He alone is capable of readily conferring blessings ;

or because all attainments (Siddhis) are gained by merely

remembering Him. It is said : "I always take refuge in

Hari, the unborn, who, when remembered, becomes the

source from which all auspiciousness proceeds. By the

mere remembrance of Krishna, the body of accumulated

sins breaks into many pieces just as the mountain is broken

to pieces by thunder-bolt." (S'lo. 109)

906. He that is not wrathful (Araudrah).

Raudra : Karma is violent, desire too is violent, so also

anger is violent. He is free from these three kinds of

violences because of his having achieved all his desires ; he

has no desire* hatred, etc. Hence he is called ' Araudra '.
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907 . Being in the form o£ the serpent Sesha (Kundall)

.

Or because he wears pendants as bright as a thousand
Suns ; or because he has whale-shaped pendants represent-

ing Sankhya and Yoga S'astras.

908. The bearer of discus (Chakrl). (995)

He holds in his hand the chakra called Sndars'ana

which represents the principle of Manas or mind, for the

purpose of protecting all the worlds. The Vishnu Purana

(1-22-71) says :
" Vishnu holds in his hand the chakra

which represents the mind, which is unsteady, and which
is swifter than the wind."

909. Endowed with prowess (Vikrami).

Or the movement of his feet ; these two being so pecu-

liar to him as distinguished from .all other persons, he is

called Vikrami.

910. Of powerful commands (Crjitas'asanah).

In the shape of S'ruti and Smriti. The Lord says :
'

"The S'ruti and Smriti are my commands and he who
overrides them is a violator of law and my hater. Such a

man though he may be my devotee is not a Vaishnava."

911. Transcending speech (Sabdatigah)

.

He is incapable of being described by the aid of

speech, because he has no Species, etc., which could be

denoted by words. The S'ruti (Tai. Up., 2-4) says :
" From

whom the speech with the mind returns without reaching

it." Vish. Pr. (1-17-22) says :
" The supreme abode is

that which transcends speech and is meditated upon by
Yogins."

912. He whom alone all the Vedas with one intent

proclaim (Sabdasahah).

The S'ruti (Kath. Up., 2-15) says : "All the Vedas

extol that abode." The Lord (Bh. G., 15^65) says : "lam
alone to be known by all the Vedas."
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913. The dewy season (Sis'irah).

Because He is the dew which cools those who are

afflicted by the three kinds of pain (physical, mental and

supernatural).

914. The maker of night (Skrvarikarah).

To those bound in Samsara, Atman is (dark as) night

;

to the wise ones Samsara is (as) night. As he is the cause

of these two, he is called (maker of the night). The Lord

(Bh. G., 2-69) says :
" When it is night to all beings, then

is the sage awake. When all beings are awake, then is the

night of the knowing sage." (S'lo. 110)

915. He who is divested of cruelty (Akrurah).

Cruelty .- it is a mental modification born of excessive

wrath, or the internal affliction caused by it. Because

He has obtained all desired objects and is free from every

(kind) of desire, he has no anger and no cruelty.

916. Beautiful (Pes'alah).

Because His deeds, mind, words and body are all

beautiful.

917. The clever (Dakshah).

Because the three qualities, immensity, strength, and

quick execution are natural in the supreme One.

918. The skilful (Dakshinah).

This also has the same meaning as Daksha. There is

no fault in the repetition because the words are different

though the same in meaning ; or Dakshina may also mean
to go or to slay.

919. The chief among those that forbear (Kshami-

nam varah).

He is the chief among the yogins who have forbear-

ance ; or He is the chief among the elements such as the

earth, etc., that bear all burdens. Valmlki (Rama,
1-1-18) says :

" He (S'rl Rama) is equal to earth in point
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of forbearance." Although he upholds the whole Universe

he is not afflicted like the earth by that burden. Hence

he is superior to the earth ; or, * Kshaminah,' means
strong. The Lord being endowed with all powers, He is

capable of doing all actions. Hence He is the chief among
the strongest.

920. The foremost among the learned (Vidvattamah).

He alone and no other possesses always the most

wonderful knowledge by which he knows everything.

921. He that transcends all fears (Vltabhayah).

He that has no fear pertaining to or accompanying the

transm igratory life, as He is the Lord of all and ever free.

922. Whose names and acts heard and recited, lead to

rightoousness (Punya s'ravana klrtanah).

The Phala chapter {Infra 122) says :
" He who hears

this hymn and always recites it, he will surely never get

any inauspiciousness either in this world or in the world

to come." (S'lo. Ill)

923. The redeemer (Uttfiranah).

From the ocean of Samsara.

924. The destroyer of evil doings (Dushkritiha).

Called sins.

925. The holy (Punyah).

He makes those holy who remember Him ; or He
enables all to be righteous by His commands in the shape

of S'ruti and Smriti.

926. The dispeller of evil dreams (Dussvapnanas'anah).

That forbode the coming evils.

927. The destroyer (ha) of various (vi) evil paths,

(ira) (Viraha).

Of worldly men by conferring on them salvation.
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928. The protector (Rakshanah).

Of the worlds by assuming the Satva quality.

929. The holy ones (Santab).

Those who walk along the good path are holy men.
The Lord himself has taken the shape of holy men for the

increase of knowledge and modesty.

930. The sustainer of life (Jlvanah).

Of all beings in the shape of Prana.

Vya. He gave life to the crocodile in the form of a

Gandharva.

931. He that exists overspreading the Universe.

(Paryavasthitah). (Slo 112)

932. Of infinite forms (Anantarupah).

Many are the forms of Him who shines as the whole

Universe.

933. Of infinite power (AnantasTlh).

Because he possesses countless superior S'aktis.

The S'ruti (S've. Up., 6-8) says : "The supreme S'akti

of Him is declared to be various."

934. Of subdued wrath (Jitamanyuh).

Vya. Even to the crocodile, the enemy of the

elephant, He gave the Gandharva state.

935. The destroyer of fear (Bhayapahah).

Of Samsara.

936. The just (Chaturas'rah)

.

Because He distributes rewards to men according to

the nature of their actions.

Ka. Chaturaftrah (Four-divisioned) (1) Dharma,

etc., i.e., (Artha, Kama and Moksha). He bestows on

the deserving the four desired objects according to their

deserts. (2) The sacrificial fire is of four kinds : as
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Ahavanlya, etc. (3) He bestows more results on them who <

worship him in Ghaturasrrah, i.e., a Yandra, square in shape,

(4) He nourishes with food the four kinds of creatures,

born of womb, born of egg, born of sweat, and those that

come out of earth. (5) He protects the four kinds of

people, the distressed, those desirous of knowing the Lord,

the desirers of wealth and the wise ones. (6) He has

four heads in the form of fire. (7) He is known by the

head (Dpanishads) of the four Vedas. (8) His command
is obeyed in the four (quarters) of the world. (9) He
destroys in his fire of death, at the end, the four kinds

of creations. (10) He declared the four Vedas by his

four faces (in the form of Brahma). (11) His form
shines beautifully like a four-square object.

937. Of immeasurable Self (Gabhiratma).

Self : mind.

938. The bestower of diverse fruits (Vidis'ah).

On deserving persons for their diverse acts.

939. He that sets diverse commands (Vyadis'ah).

On Indra and others.

940. The giver (D'is'ah).

Of all the results of actions in the character of the

Vedas.

Vya. He created wonder in Brahma and others, by
freeing the elephant king from bondage. (S'lo. 113)

941. The beginningless (Anadih).

Vya. Just as the devotees of Him, though they are

limited in good qualities, treat others well, His opinion

is not accepted by the devotees of other gods and by the

evil-doers.

942. The support of the Earth (Bhurbhuvah).

As the cause of all, the Earth is the support ; He is

the support of the Earth too, which is well-known as the

support of everything.
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943. The resplendent (Lakshmlh).

He is not merely support of the earth, but He is also

the splendour of the earth. Or Bhnh (942) would mean this

world, Bhuvah : the firmament, and Laksliml : the science

of Atman. The S'rlstuti (Vis. Pr., 1-9-120) says: "Thou
art, Devi, the science of Atman." Or he who is the

beauty (Lakshml) of the earth and the sky.

944. Of various auspicious movements (Suvlrah).

945. Adorned with two beautiful bracelets (Ruchi-

rangadah).

Vya. He confers auspicious bodies on His devotees.

946. The creator (Jananah).

Of Beings.

947. The primeval cause of beings (Janajanmadih).

948. The terror (Bhlmah).

The S'ruti (Kath. Up., 6-2) says :
" It is a great fear like

an uplifted thunder-bolt."

949. Of fearful powers (Bhlmaparakrama.)

Because (in His incarnations) He is the cause of fear

to Asuras and others. (S'lo. 114)

950. The resting place of that which supports (Adhft-

ranilayah).

He is the final abode or support of the Earth and other

elements which support all.

951. He that is without support (Adhata).

He, who is supported by his Self alone, has no other

support ; or the name can be taken as ' Dhata ' to mean to

consume. He consumes all beings during involution.

952. The blossom o£ the Universe-flower (Push-

pahasah).

As the buds of flowers blossom forth, He has blossomed

forth as the Universe.
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953. The ever-awake (Prajagarah).

Being ever wise.

Vya. He is ever awake in the affairs of His devotees.

954. The uppermost (Olrdhvagah).

As he stays ahead of all creatures.

Vya. He leads up His men.

955. Walking in the path of righteousness (Sat-

pathacharah).

956. The life-giver (PrSnadah).

As He revived the life of Parikshit and others that

were dead.

957. Pranavah.

Is the monosyllable ' Om ' denoting Paramatman. He
is called Pranava itself as both are identical.

958. He who has dealings (Panah).

The.S'ruti (.Tai. Ar., 3-12) says :
" He, the wise, remains

creating various forms and giving names to each." Or

the word * Pana ' indirectly gives the following meaning :

he who awards, to those that are entitled, the collective

virtues of their good Karmas. (S'lo. 115)

959. Wisdom (Pramftnam).

Which is self-shining in him. The S'ruti (Ai. Up., 3-3)

says :
" The wisdom is Brahman." The Vishnu Pr. (1-2-6)

says :
" The nature of knowledge is in reality extremely

pure. Through illnsionary understanding of it, it appears

as objects."

960. The resting place of Prana (Prananilayah)

.

It may mean the Jlva into which the senses or the

Prana, Apana, etc., merge, as they are depending on him
(Jlva) ; or it may mean the supreme Person in whom the

Prana or Jlva merges ; or, ' Prananilaya ' means the involver

of the JIvas (during involution.)
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961. The sustainer of Prana (Prftnabhrit).

By means of food.

Vya. He maintains His devotees as He does His life*

962. The life of Beings (Prftnajlvanah).

Because He makes the beings to live by means of

Prana or vital airs. The S'ruti (Kath. Up., 5-5) says :
" No

mortal whatsoever lives by Prana, nor by Apana ; they live

by another on which both are founded."

963. The reality (Tattvam).

"The words ' Tattva,' ' Amrita,' * Satya,' and ' Para-

marthasatatva ' are synonyms and mean the same Brahman,

which is the real Truth.

964. The knower of the Truth (Tattvavit).

As it is.

Vya. He is the remaining principle of all tatvaz.

965. The one Atman (Ekatmfl).

The S'ruti (Chcha. Up., 1-1) says: " This indeed was

one Atman." The Smriti says: "That which pervades,

that which receives, that which enjoys the objects, and

that which exists always, is called Atman."

Vya. His mind is exclusively in the knowers of

reality.

966. He that transcends birth, death, and decre-

pitude (Janma mrityu jarfttigah).

He who goes transcending the six kinds of changes

such as conception, birth, growth, maturity, decay and
death. The S'ruti (Kath. Up., 2-18) says :

" He. the intelli-

gent, is not born nor does he die." (S'lo. 116)

967. He that causes to cross (the three worlds) by

means of the three Vyfthritis, Bhuh, Bhuvah, and Svah

(Bharbhuvassvastaruh)

.
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The Rigvedins speak of the three Vyahritis, named
Bhfl, Bhuva and Sva, which are, as it were, the essence of the

three Vedas ; by means of these, and through oblations (into

fire) one crosses the three worlds. Manu (3-76) says :

*'
Sacrifices when carefully offered in the fire reach the

Sun ; from the Sun comes rain, from rain food and from

food all beings." Or it means the tree of"Samsara of the

worlds Bhu, Bhuva and Sva ; or he, like a tree, extends to

the three worlds.

968. The rescuer (Tarah).

From the ocean of Samsara. Or Tdra means Pranava.

969. The father (Savita).

Of all.

970. The great grand-sire (Prapitamahah).

Even of Brahma, the grandsire.

971. He who is the form of the sacrifice (Yajnah).

972. The Lord of sacrifice (Yajnapatih).

Or the protector of it. The Lord (Bh. G., 9-24) says :

"I am the enjoyer of all the sacrifices and also the Lord

•of them."

973. The sacrificer (Yajva).

As he is also the performer of the sacrifice.

974. Having the sacrifices for his limbs (YajnBngah).

In his incarnation as Varaha or boar. The Harivams'a

{42nd chap.) says: " The Vedas are his feet, the sacrificial

post is his jaws, the sacrifices are his hands, the chitl (know-

ledge ?) is his face, the fire is his tongue, the munja grass is

his hair, and the Brahma is the head of the great Lord. The
day and night are his eyes, the Vedas are his limbs and the

S'rutis are his ornaments, the ghee is his nose, the sacrificial

ladle is his neck, the great songs of Samaveda his talk ; his

body is made of virtue and truth, and all good actions are

the movement of his feet. The expiation ceremony is his
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finger nails. The sacrificial animals are his knee ; the

Udgata is his bowels. Homa is his generative organ, the

fruits, the seeds and herbs are his outward body. The
mantras are his buttocks. The Vikrita Soma is his blood ;

the sacrificial altar is his upper arm (skandha). The obla-

tion is his sense of smell. The Havya and Kavya are his

quickest movements. Pragvams'a his body. Thus the

Divine One is worshipped by many vows. T_he gift is the

heart of the Yogin, and all the Yagas are made for him.

The Upakarma ceremony is his lips ; the Pravargya is his

navel. His path is made of various Chchandas ; the

secret Upanishads are his seat. He is the consort of

Chchayft Devi and he is uplifted like the peak of Mount
Mem."

975. The carrier of sacrifice (Yajnavahanah).

Or as he fulfils all the sacrifices that produce results.

Vya. The Vedas are carrying Him. (S'lo. 117)

976. The upholder of the sacrifices (Yajnabhrit).

Or protector of them.

Vya. He increases the yajna when one performs it,

with His remembrance and Parnahuti, the last Homa.

977. The creator of sacrifices (Yajnakrit).

Or destroyer of them at the beginning and at the end

of the Universe.

Vya. He destroyed the yajna of Bali.

978. The ultimatum in sacrifice (Yajnl).

He is the whole of which the sacrificers are only parts.

Vya. His form is created by the knowledge of His
devotees.

979. The enjoyer of sacrifice (Yajnabhuk).

980. Having the sacrifice as means (Yajnasadhanah).

To reach Him.
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981. The giver of the result of sacrifice (Yajnantakrit).

Or He fulfils the desire of sacrificers by the repetition

of the Vaishnavl Rik in oblations.

982. He that is the secret of sacrifice (Yajnaguhyam).

4
The_ secret of sacrifices is Jnanayajna. Yajna may

also mean any deed performed without any desire for

result ; Brahman, as it is identified with such deeds, is

called ' Yajnaguhya '.

983. The food (Annam).

He causes all beings to eat and enjoy and himself eats

or consumes all beings.

984. The eater of food (AnnSdah).

The word Eva {alone in the text) is used to show that

the whole Universe in the shape of food includes the eater

as well as what is eaten. The word cka (and) is used to

show that all the words can be applied to the one Paramat-

man. (S'lo. 118)

985. The solf-causc (Atmayonih).

Because Atman alone is the material cause (of the

Universe) and no other.

986. The self-born (Svayamjatah).

This shows that he alone is the instrumental cause.

That Hari is both the instrumental and material cause, is

established by the Vedanta Sutra (1-4-23), " He also is the

material cause, on account of the promise (of instruction)

and of the illustration."

987. The digger (Vaikhanah).

It is well-known in the Puranas that He in the form

of boar, dug up the Earth, and killed Hiranyaksha, an

Asnra, who lived in the nether world.
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988. Praised by Bftmans (Samagflyanah).

989. The son of Devakl (Devaklnandanah).

The Mahabharata says: "All the luminaries in the

world, the three worlds, the protectors of the worlds,

the three Vedas, the three sacred fires, the five oblations

(see Infra S'lo. 138) and all the Devas are the Son of

Devakl (Krishna)."

990. The creator (Srashta).

Of all worlds.

991. The Lord of the Earth (Kshitwah).

992. The destroyer of sins (PflpanSs'anah).

When the son of Das'aratha (S'rl Rama) is praised,

worshipped, meditated upon, remembered, he destroys all

classes of sins. The Vriddhas'atatapa says: "Whatever
sins are destroyed by the virtue of observing the vow of

fasting for a fortnight, the same is destroyed by the practice

of a hundred Pranayamas. Whatever sins are removed by

a thousand Pranayamas, are destroyed in a minute by

meditation upon Hari." (S'lo. 119)

993- The hearer of conch shell (Sankhabhrit).

Called Panchajanya representing (the five) elements,

Ahankara (egotism) and the rest.

994. The wiclder of the sword called Nandaka

(Nandakl).

Representing knowledge.

995. He that has discus (Chakrl )

Called Sudars'ana representing the mind principle ; or

he whose order sets the wheel of Samsara in motion.

996. Wielder of the bow called Sfornga (Sfarnga-

dhanvfl).

Representing the senses and Ahankara.
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997. The bearer of club (Gadadharah).

Called KaumodakI representing the principle of

Buddhi.

998. With ear-wheel in His hand (Hathangapanih).

999. He that is incapable of being agitated (Ak?ho-

bhyah).

Hence he is said to be unassailable.

Vya. He is bound by His vow, that He must protect

those who take refuge in Him.

1000. He who is armed with all kinds o£ destructive

weapons (Sarvapraharanayudhah)

.

There is no rule to the effect that He wields only these

(the above mentioned) weapons, but it is said that He has

all kinds of destructive weapons. Although finger-nails,

etc., are not usually recognised as weapons, they serve Him
as weapons. The use of the phrase ' armed with all kinds

of destructive weapons ' at the end serves to show that He
is the Lord of all, having genuine intentions (Satya-

sankalpa) ; says the S'ruti (Br. Up., 0-4-22) :
" He is the

Lord of all."

Om ! prostration to Him that is armed with all destruc-

tive weapons (Sarvapraharanayudhomnnamah).

The repetition ' armed . . . weapons ' marks the end of

the book. The monosyllable Om is used for auspiciousness.

It is said " As the words Om and Atlut proceeded from the

throat of Brahman at the beginning they are auspicious."

By the word ' Namah ' (prostration) he is worshipped. Says

the S'ruti (Is'a. Up., 18) : "To thee we offer our words of

adoration.'' Says an adage :
" Where Hari is first saluted

that alone is auspicious Lagna and Nakshatra, that alone is

auspicious day, that alone is successful Karana."

The wise ones salute the god at the beginning and at

the end of an action also. The result of the salutation has

already been described (vide supra, Slo. 4 to 13, 15 to 25).
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" Even one salutation heartily rendered to Krishna is equal

to ten horse-sacrifices duly performed. He who has per-

formed ten AsVamedha sacrifices is again born, but he who
salutes Krishna is not. There is no fear to those who bow
down before Govinda whose colour resembles that of AtasI

flower, who is undecaying and clad in white garment.
x The sins committed by man in his past births, in thousands

of Kalpas and Pralayas, are immediately destroyed by

slightly bowing down his head before the master of three

worlds, the Supreme Lord, Vishnu of ancomparable

'excellence. (Slo. 120)

Vya. Concluding verse.

Adoration to the Munis, the authors of the Mahabha-

rata,

Adoration to the Bhashyakara, Sri Sankara,

Adoration to the Gurus Sarvesvaratlrtha,

Adoration to the creatures of the Lord.
1

Ka. At the end of the last name, the author says :

" I am Thy servant in the sense of my body. I am
Thy part in the sense of my Jiva. I am Thyself in the

Sense of Atman. This is my settled mind."

Thus ends the Tenth Hundred.

PHALA SRUTI or RESULT-REPORT

121. Thus have I recited to thee, without leaving out

any, the thousand divine names of the high-souled Kes'ava

whose glory should always be sung.

By the word thus is meant that the thousand names
have been recited exactly without any addition or

diminution. Divine : the names include different words

' There is a verse at the end of the MSS. which runs as follows

:

Subramanya (the copyist) has copied the N&makarika composed by
a yati aud brought by (one) Subramanya from Kerala country.
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denoting the same meaning. In the beginning of the work
the opening question was :

" By repeating what, will the

creatures be freed ? " Here the word repeating is intro-

duced as it includes the three kinds of repetitions, viz.,

loud, low, and audible.

122. That man who hears this hymn every day or

who recites this, never meets with any evil here or

hereafter.

Hereafter : because like Yayati, Nahusha and others,

some even though they went to heaven, have met with evil.

But not so with His devotees.

123. By doing this a Brahmana knows the end of the

Vedas ; a Ksbatriya eomes out victorious in battle ; a

Vaisya becomes possessed of great riches and a Sudra

enjoys great happiness.

' The end of the Vedas ' is Brahman.

The opening question was thus put :
" By repeating

what, will the creatures be freed from the bonds of births and

Samsara ? " And the answer follows. From this one should

not think that by merely reciting (this hymn") salvation is

ensured ; because it is by knowledge alone that one can

attain to Moksha. It is to point out this that the phrase
" by doing this a Brahmana attains Brahman (by knowing
the meanings of the Vedas or by mastering (Vedanta)," is

introduced. By performing Karma the internal organs are

purified and then gradually Moksha is attained. It is said :

,s
The actions remove the impurities (of the senses) and the

knowledge (leads) to the supreme goal. When by actions

the impurities are cleansed, then the knowledge arises.

Man by obtaining the eternal knowledge is freed from

bondage. By virtuous act only, happiness and knowledge

arise. By knowledge Moksha is obtained. The Yogins do

perform action giving up attachment for the sake of

purifying the senses (Bh. 6., 5-11). By actions man is

21
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bound and by knowledge he is freed. Therefore the

Stages do not perform Karma having realised the other

side (Ptira, i.e., the goal, Brahman). The best of the

twice-born ones should give up even the prescribed

actions and make effort towards the knowledge of the

Self, control (of the senses) and the study of the Vedas.

By austerities one destroys his sins and by knowledge

* he attains immortality. Knowledge arises in him who
is free from wicked actions ; and he perceives the Self

in the self which resembles a clear mirror." The S'ruti also

says (Br. Up., 6-4-22) :
" In accordance with the word of the

Vedas the Brahmanas desire to comprehend him by sacrifice,

gift, austerity and subjection of senses." With whatever

materials one may perform sacrifices with ladle or homa.

his mind becomes clear and illuminated."

By knowledge alone one gets salvation. " The knower

of Brahman reaches the Supreme" (Tai. Up., 2-1.) "The
knower of Atman crosses the sorrow." (Chcha., 7-1-3.)

" The knower of Brahman becomes Brahman itself. Be-

coming Brahman itself one attains Brahman." (Tai.

kr., 2-2.) " By knowing him one transcends Death.

There is no other path (than this) to the goal." (S've.

Up., 3-8.) " The wise man does not fear anything." (Tai.

Up., 2-9.) " If, in this world, a person knows the Self then

the true end is gained ; if a person in this world does not

know the Self, there will be great calamity." (Kena. Up.,

2-13.) " When a man is able to roll up Akasia like a strip

of skin then he will see the end of Sorrow without knowing
God. Neither by action, nor by offspring, nor by wealth,

one can attain immortality, but by renunciation ." (Maha-

Up., 12): "Those who have ascertained the meaning of

the knowledge derived from the Vedanta, who, by the Yoga
which renounces all worldly concerns, are striving for

emancipation, and whose intellects are purified, all those, at

the time of their final death, enjoying the highest immor-
tality in the worlds of Brahma, become finally liberated."
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Ssdra attains to happiness by hearing alone and not

by reciting. The S'ruti (Tai. Sam., 7-1-1) says :
" There-

fore the S'udra is not entitled to perform Yaga." The
Mahabharata says :

" One should teach the Scriptures to all

the four castes, keeping a Brahmana at the head." The
Harivams'a also says :

" One born in the S'udra caste

attains good state by hearing." From this it is plain that

the S'udra can only hear and thereby he attains happiness,

whereas the twice-born only can recite.

124. He who aspires to the merit of righteousness

succeeds (by reciting this) in getting it ; he who desires

wealth likewise gets it ; the man of pleasure has his

desires satisfied ; and he who desires offspring acquires

offspring.

Desires : are objects desired by the senses such as

eyes, etc., induced, as they are, by the mind backed by

the Self.

The following results are promised to one who is

devout, pure, persevering, ever meditative and full of faith :

125. That man who with devotion and perseverance,

and heart wholly turned towards Him, recites these thou-

sand names of Vasudeva every day, after having purified

himself,

126. succeeds in acquiring great fame, a position of

eminence (among his kinsmen), enduring prosperity, (and

lastly) that which is of the highest benefit to him (i.e.,

Moksha).

127. Such a man never meets with fear at any time

and acquires great prowess and energy. Disease never

afflicts him ; fair complexion, strength, beauty and ac-

complishments become his.

128. The sick become hale ; the afflicted become

freed from their afflictions : the affrighted become freed
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from fear ; and he that is plunged in calamity becomes

freed from calamity.

129. The man who hymns the praises of that fore-

most of Beings, by reciting His thousand names with

devotion, succeeds in quickly surmounting all difficulties.

130. That mortal who takes refuge in Vasudeva and

who becomes devoted to Him, becomes freed from all sins

and attains eternal Brahman.

131. They who are devoted to Vasudeva have never to

encounter any evil. They become freed from the fear of

birth, death, decrepitude and disease.

132. That man, who with devotion and faith recites

this hymn (of thousand names), succeeds in acquiring

felicity of soul, disposition of forgiveness, prosperity, in-

telligence, memory and fame.

Faith : the theistic idea.

133. Neither wrath nor jealousy, nor cupidity, nor

evil thoughts, ever appear in those men of righteousness

who are devoted to that foremost of Beings.

134. The firmament with the sun, moon, and stars

the welkin, the points of the compass, the earth and the

ocean, are all held and supported by the prowess of the

high-souled Vasudeva.

This verse is here introduced to show that the effects

of the reciting of this hymn are literally true and not

mere praise.

135. The whole Universe, movable and immovable,

with the Gods, Asuras, and Gandharvas, Yakshas, Uragas^

and Itflkshasas, is under the sway of Krishna.

136. The senses, the mind, understanding, life, energy,

strength, and memory, it has been said, have Vftsudeva
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for their soul ; also the Kshetra (the body) and the

Kshetrajna (the knower of the body).

137. Conduct is said to be the foremost of all topics

treated of in the Scriptures. Righteousness has conduct

for its basis. The Eternal Vftsudeva is said to be the

Lord of Righteousness.

This verse indicates that he only can aspire to practise

all the Dharmas, who has got character in him.

.138. The Rishis, the Pitris, the Devas, the great

(primeval) elements, the Souls, indeed, the entire movable

and immovable Universe, have sprung from Nftrflyana.

139. The Yoga, the Sflnkhya, knowledge, the sciences,

all mechanical arts, the Vedas, the diverse Scriptures, and

all learning, have sprung from Janflrdana.

140. Vishnu, the one groat Being, pervades the in-

numerable individual beings and the three worlds ; and

being the enjoyer of all, and the undecaying, experiences

(everything).

141. This hymn in praise of the illustrious Vishnu,

composed by Vyflsa, should be recited by that person who

wishes to acquire happiness and that which is the highest

benefit (i.e., moksha).

This hymn is composed by the revered Krishna

Dvaipayana, the omniscient, the knower of thousand

branches (of the Vedas), who is Narayana himself. - Hence
this hymn is to be recited by all with faith to achieve all

the ends.

142. Those persons that worship and adore the Lord

of the Universe, that Deity who is unborn, and possessed

of blazing effulgence, who is the origin or cause of the

Universe, who knows no deterioration, and who is endowed
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with eyes that are like the lotus, have never to meet

with any discomfiture.

Thus ends the 149th chapter consisting of the Divine

Hymn, Sahasranama of Vishnu, in the dialogue between

Bhlshma and Yudhishthira in the AnusMsanika Parva in

the Mahabharata. 1

' Lord of the Universe ' and other epithets indicate

that the reciters of this hymn become virtuous, and have

their objects and actions fulfilled, as they worship the Lord

of the Universe. Vy&sa says :
" The S'rutis say that any

act carelessly performed, any irregular procedure in sacri-

fices, is rendered perfect by meditating upon Vishnu."
" If one praises the Creator of the Universe with the

same ardour with which he would praise a rich man to get

wealth from him, would he not be delivered from the

bonds (of Samsara) ?
"

This commentary of Sahasranama, which brings happi-

ness to all and was written in accordance with S'ruti and

reason, is dedicated to the feet of Hari.

Thus ends the Bhashya of S'ri S'ankaracharya, the

Teacher of the Paraina Hatnsa Sanyasins, the student of

Oovinda Bhagavatpada.

Om Tat Sat

According to Par&shra Bhatta, 235th Adhyaya.
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